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Abstract

Today’s autonomous robots come in a variety of shapes and sizes from all terrain

vehicles clambering over rubble, to robots the size of coffee cups zipping about a lab-

oratory. The diversity of these robots is extraordinary; but so is the diversity of the

software created to control them even when the basic tasks many robots undertake

are practically the same (such as obstacle detection, tracking, or path planning). It

would be beneficial if some reuse of these coded sub-tasks could be achieved. How-

ever, most of the present day robot software is monolithic, very specialised and not

at all modular, which hinders the reuse and sharing of code between robot platforms.

One difficulty is that the hardware details of a robot are usually tightly woven

into the high-level controllers. When these details are not decoupled and explicitly

encapsulated, the entire code set must be revised if the robot platform changes. An

even bigger challenge is that a robot is a context-aware device. Hence, the possible

interpretations of the state of the robot and its environment vary along with its

context. For example, as the robots differ in size and shape, the meaning of concepts

such as direction, speed, and distance can change – objects that are considered far

from one robot, might seem near to a much larger robot. When designing reusable

robot software, these variable interpretations of the environment must be considered.

Similarly, so must variations in context dependent robot instructions – for example,

‘move fast’ has different meanings depending on the robot’s size, environmental

context and task being undertaken.

What is needed is a unifying cross-platform software engineering approach for

robots that will encourage the development of code that is portable, modular and

robust. Toward this end, this research presents a complete abstraction model and

implementation prototype that contain a suite of techniques to form and manage the

robot hardware, platform, and environment abstractions. The system includes the

interfaces and software components required for hardware device and operating sys-
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tem abstractions; a ‘virtual robot’ layer to manage the robot’s platform abstractions;

and high-level abstraction components that are used to describe the state of the ro-

bot and its environment. The prototype is able to support binary code portability

and dynamic code extensibility across a range of different robots (demonstrated on

eight diverse robot platform configurations).

These outcomes significantly ease the burden on robot software developers when

deploying a new robot (or even reconfiguring old robots) since high-level binary

controllers can be executed unchanged on different robots. Furthermore, since the

control code is completely decoupled from the platform information, these concerns

can be managed separately, thereby providing a flexible means for managing differ-

ent configurations of robots. These systems and techniques all improve the robot

software design, development, and deployment process.
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Chapter 1
The Portability Problem

1.1 Introduction

Mobile robot control software has come along way since the original sense, plan

and execute systems (Nilsson, 1980) were developed in the early 80s. More reactive

styles, such as subsumption (Brooks, 1986) were faster and more robust, but it was

difficult to predict their emergent behaviour and so not suitable for deliberative

tasks. Systems that combine these approaches have been built with varying degrees

of success (Elsaesser & Slack, 1994; Firby, 1996b; Bonasso, 1997; Alami et al. ,

1998; Lindstrom et al. , 2000). Planning, task sequencing and execution of robot

activities is a very difficult process to manage. In the past this has been addressed

with monolithic ‘brute force’ approaches where control algorithms were tightly woven

with hardware information (such as positioning and access protocols). However, this

has made the resulting code difficult to reuse, extend or upgrade.

This research proposes that for today’s autonomous robots, modern software

technologies can be used to build a better infrastructure to support software reuse

and promote greater system flexibility than currently available. This infrastructure

includes techniques from component-based development, decoupling and separation

of system concerns, hardware and platform abstraction mechanisms, and fuzzy lin-

guistic variables.

3
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The reason robot software in the past has been so inflexible is largely due to

hardware limitations (Nehmzow, 2003, page 249). Autonomous robots were faced

with various limitations: CPU speed, battery power, and memory storage. So con-

trolling software was written to run as efficiently as possible to maximise the use

of limited resources. The software had to focus on extracting the most from the

hardware and hence could not afford to be indirect or contain any overheads.

Today however, embedded processors are far more powerful. Furthermore, com-

munication technologies are sufficiently advanced so that remote autonomy using a

desktop or laptop to do the thinking is viable. Therefore, autonomous robots are

able to think and react faster then ever before so there is now capacity to build and

run infrastructure to give specialised support to robot control code. This allows the

code to do more than the absolute minimum computation and can afford additional

resource costs. The infrastructure can now support features such as modularity,

code portability, or dynamic code extensibility.

The first step is to divide the controlling architecture into explicit building blocks

that are modular and hence more easily ported – we find that software components

are perfect for this task as by their very nature they are modular, portable and

can be assembled by third parties. The infrastructure can expose a standard set of

abstractions to support the direct use of high-level components on a variety of robots.

Therefore, robot software components can be written so they are easily interchanged

and composed for a set of diverse robotic platforms using these abstractions.

Robot software should draw on techniques already used in sophisticated desktop

and enterprise software to build more modular and flexible applications. It is in-

evitable that robot software engineering will follow a more component driven path

like all engineering disciplines have as they mature (Szyperski, 2000). It is already

embracing more open and modular designs – some of the layered architectures have

focused on modular and reusable component-based designs (Orebäck, 2004; Nesnas

et al. , 2003; Bruyninckx, 2001). This is exactly the basis programmers require to

develop new supporting infrastructure for robots.

In particular this research is concerned with hardware platforms that are context-
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aware – platforms that require knowledge about their own state and the state of

their environment. Robots are a perfect example of a context-aware platform.

1.2 Research Motivation

Until now, reuse and portability of robot software has largely been approached in an

ad hoc fashion. All attempts we have examined fall short of a unifying solution. This

research is an attempt to develop a formal approach to address software portability

issues for mobile hardware platforms – with a particular focus on their specific

sensitivity to environmental contexts. Without such a formal approach, it is difficult

to achieve any ongoing code reuse between robotic applications running on different

robots, or even between different software generations.

Typical robotic research would benefit greatly from such a system since currently

most researchers are only interested in proving a specific concept, and are seldom

concerned about the concepts of reusability or maintainability. Little thought is

given upfront to the possible gains provided by sound software engineering principles.

One reason is the extra work involved in designing portable systems. This work is

inconsequential to the proof being sought and hence is unlikely to be done at the

time (and retrofitting is always even more complicated and tedious). So, as ideas

are tested, the code usually grows into something quite unwieldy and difficult to

maintain. If instead, there were a reuse environment available for robotics research

to use from the outset, then there would be real incentives to use it. With such

an environment, it is easier to build flexible and portable components, as the extra

work involved in doing so is minimal.

Recently, new software component systems for robotics have been developed such

as OROCOS (Bruyninckx, 2001) and Orca (Orebäck, 2004), and others (Nesnas et al.

, 2003; Urmson et al. , 2003). The modular nature of these architectures means that

benefits such as portability and extensibility can now be realised. However, no

existing control system adequately incorporates a robot platform abstraction model

to support binary code portability.
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1.3 Software Portability

Software portability is the ability for code to be reused across different platforms (in

our specific case, robotic hardware platforms and simulators) without any alteration

of the code. There are two levels of portability as defined by Mooney (Mooney, 1997)

- source portability is where the source language representation is made portable, and

binary portability is where the executable form is portable. Source portability as-

sumes availability of the source code and provides opportunities to adapt a software

unit to a wide range of environments (Mooney, 1997). However, binary portability is

advantageous in that no recompilation is necessary to move the software unit across

different platforms.

In this research, we are concerned with binary portability. We aim to operate

the binary form of code unchanged across different robotic platforms. Of course,

where this is not possible, our secondary aim is to maximise source code portability,

which we refer to as code reuse. These two terms are related - in that if we take two

robotic platforms with the same operating systems (and superimposed abstraction

layers), and we can achieve 100% code reuse for a software unit, then we can achieve

binary portability.

1.3.1 Software portability defined

It is important to formally define portability so that we can form a measure of it.

Like the statement at the opening this chapter (Cheriton et al. , 1979), there have

been various proposed definitions for software portability in the software engineer-

ing literature (Mooney, 1997; Firby, 1996a; Devanbu et al. , 1996). The following

definition by Mooney (Mooney, 1997) is particularly suitable:

A software unit is portable across a class of environments to the degree

that the cost to transport and adapt it to the new environment (in the

same class) is less than the cost of redevelopment of the software unit.

The term software unit when applied to our research, refers to software compo-

nents. These are the fundamental building blocks used within the overall architec-
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ture. The environment in the context of our work is taken to mean the deployment

platform for that software component - including all devices composing the hard-

ware platform, and the operating system running on that platform. In particular,

this refers to the various robots we are targeting. The class of environments refers

to the type, style and design of the robots. This is used to define the scope of

the portability measure so it does not need to consider porting the component to

unsupported environments (i.e. robots).

1.3.2 Measuring portability

There are many models and metrics to measure code portability in a system (De-

vanbu et al. , 1996). Many of these incoporate the financial benefits from reuse as

an input - something that can be difficult to measure especially in research environ-

ments. We intend to use a measure of portability that reflects the ease with which

a software unit can be redeployed across different robots.

With this approach in mind, we require a metric of portability, which we have

called the Degree of Portability (DoP). Based on the work done by Mooney (Mooney,

1997) and Devanbu et al. (Devanbu et al. , 1996) we form the Degree of Portability

equation as:

DoP = 1 −
cost to port

cost to redevelop
(1.1)

The cost to port in the numerator of this equation comprises three items that

can consume time and resources when porting code from one platform to another -

these are rewriting, transportation and adaptation (Mooney, 1997).

Rewriting the source code incurs costs in time by programmers to manually

modify the code. This includes testing and compilation into the new binary forms.

Transporting the component to the new platform may not be trivial if the media used

is incompatible and various types of form conversions may be required. Adaptation

costs are any other changes to other parts of the software infrastructure (external

to the software unit) that are required to function correctly. So the cost to port can
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be any combination of these.

The cost to redevelop is the cost involved in developing an entirely new but

equivalent component to function on the new platform. This will also include an

element for the cost of transportation.

In calculating the DoP it is difficult to accurately estimate the development

costs involved when a unit of software has to be modified or rewritten. Rather,

some measure of software size could be considered a reasonable indirect measure of

development cost. This is the approach advocated by Devanbu et al (Devanbu et al.

, 1996). In practice, the cost to port may be represented by how much code must

be modified, as measured by non-commented source lines (NCSL). It is reasonable

that the more NCSL that must change for porting, the more effort is involved.

The cost to redevelop could be estimated in a similar way using NCSL. If we take

the total existing NCSL and expect that redevelopment would result in a similar

amount of code, then let us approximate the cost to redevelop as the total existing

NCSL for the original component to be ported.

So our formula has now become:

DoP ≈ 1 −
Modified NCSL

Total NCSL
(1.2)

This will be the metric to be used when a hard number is required to rate

portability. Usually however, a hard metric is not required and the concept of DoP

is used to determine a relative ranking when comparing the portability of a suite

of components. When the cost to port is zero, the DoP is one - this represents the

notion of perfect portability. When there is some cost to port, but it is less than the

cost to redevelop, you have a DoP between zero and one. This means the software

unit will require some changes, so is not perfectly portable, but it is still better to

port than to redevelop.
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1.4 Challenges to Overcome

The challenges in this research area are most notably that of diversity as there are

an enormous variety of robot configurations possible. This is an obvious problem for

portability - the more platform configurations there are to target, the more difficult

it is to be portable.

1.4.1 Diversity in robotics

The diversity among robot hardware is extraordinary, both in their design (hardware,

size, shape etc.) and their configuration (orientation, position, facing etc.). The

matrix of possibilities is unmanageable using monolithic approaches. The problem

is exacerbated because there are no standards in robotics; even robots of the same

family (e.g. the Khepera series) are easily extended and reconfigured.

The problems caused by this platform diversity are two-fold. Firstly, the in-

teraction with each hardware device requires unique support and usually a device

specific hardware driver handles this. But secondly, the higher-level algorithms that

combine different hardware devices to achieve an overall result need to handle var-

ious and changing combinations and configurations – we need to encapsulate and

manage these configurations in a flexible way.

Finally, robot architectures must function on the operating systems of the robot,

which vary broadly between robots (Palm OS, Windows, Linux, etc). Mechanisms

are required to support the operational aspects of the architecture across different

robot operating systems.

1.4.2 Robots are context aware

The difficulty in generalising a robot platform is that observations can change mean-

ing depending on the context in which they were taken. The platform size, shape

and design all alter the interpretation of these observations. The state of the en-

vironment (such as lighting, terrain, surrounding objects or weather) can also dra-

matically effect observation meanings. Similarly, instructions to the robot are also
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dependent on these contexts. We need to develop mechanisms to manage these

variations efficiently.

1.4.3 Lack of component frameworks

In the past, there has been a distinct lack of component frameworks available for

robots. The flexibility that these component models provide (modularity, portabil-

ity and extensibility) has therefore been missing. More recently, the Orca (Orebäck,

2004) and OROCOS (Bruyninckx, 2001) component models for robotics have been

developed. These robot component frameworks are currently undergoing further

development to provide the basis for the next generation of robot software – sup-

porting systems that allow interchangeable software components and true portability

of code. Systems like these have made the developments in this research into porta-

bility possible.

1.4.4 Concerns about overheads in robotics

Robots operate in the real world and must react to highly dynamic changes in the

environment. As such any extra infrastructure features will invariably have time-

costs associated with them which can be detrimental to the performance of the

robot.

Therefore, until recently, concern about prohibitive overheads has held back in-

frastructure software developments and the focus has been on proving algorithms.

However, as processors have increased in power, recent improvements in robot con-

trol infrastructures have made developments such as this research possible. This is

why a holistic platform abstraction model for robotics is a new development.

1.5 Research Approach

We use the techniques proposed by Nunamaker et al. who state that most research

follows a pattern of “problem, hypothesis, analysis, argument”. Our approach has

been in terms of their Systems Development Research methodology (Nunamaker
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et al. , 1991) which serves as the rationale for IT systems research and is used to

form the standards by which we evaluate our work and reach a conclusion. The

Systems Development Research process can be described as consisting of five stages

described here in the context of our research:

Problem To thoroughly understand the problem area we firstly investigated the

technologies surrounding it in the literature review (Chapter 2). We have

stated the problem that we are trying to address as well as the challenges

associated with in this chapter. Associated disciplines have also been studied

for transferable approaches and ideas (also in Chapter 2). This collective

information has formed the basis of our conceptual framework.

Hypothesis We then developed a unique system architecture and defined the func-

tionality of the system components and interrelationships among them. This

model solution is first introduced in Chapter 3. It is our hypothesised approach

to supporting software portability in robotics.

Analysis Before the implementation of the prototype was undertaken, an extensive

analysis was undertaken of the design principles and technologies that would

be used in the prototype. Chapter 3 also discusses the principles used to the

design and implement the prototype of the model.

Prototype In Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 we outline the design of the prototype. Its

implementation details are found in Appendix A. We attempt to outline al-

ternative solutions to parts of the problem where possible.

Evaluation We have evaluated the prototype’s performance using a set of evalua-

tion criteria extracted from the literature and in the context of other available

systems (in Chapter 8). We have observed the use of the system in labora-

tory experiments and describe our significant achievements in Chapter 9. New

applications for our theories based on these observations and experiments are

also described in Chapter 9.
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In all, we have developed a suite of mechanisms (comprising both new and ex-

isting technologies) that provide a basis for software portability in robotics.

1.5.1 Investigation Areas

There are a number of questions that have guided this research, the most important

being: How can software portability be improved in robotics? We answer this ques-

tion by developing a set of guiding principles, a unifying model and demonstration

prototype.

This main question can be broken down into sub-questions as follows:

• What is is software portability and why is it important? (See Chapters 1 and

2.)

• What areas should be investigated and what principles should guide a software

portability solution? (See Chapters 2 and 3.)

• How is the system best designed and implemented? (See Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7

and Appendix A.)

• How successful is our solution? (See Chapters 8 and 9.)

There are four broad areas that have been developed in this research in order to

bring together a unifying software portability solution. They are as follows:

High-Level Control Modules Techniques for autonomous robot control have been

researched and explored. These have been studied to investigate the kinds of

interactions that control code typically has with the robot hardware. This

information was used to design software mechanisms that can support the

high-level code to be modular, dynamically extensible, and portability.

High-Level Abstractions High-level abstractions represent the highest level trans-

formation possible of the sensor data and robot commands. Investigations

were made into the form and style of these data types as well as how to best

configure them for changing hardware platforms.
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Platform Abstraction Mechanism We have investigated hardware and platform

abstraction techniques to develop a new concept called the ‘virtual robot’.

This mechanism provides abstractions that remove dependencies on hardware

specific features. We have developed a ‘base’ intermediary for all ‘high’ level

systems to interact with. This intermediary provides platform independent

data and receives platform independent instructions. Techniques for translat-

ing this data and instructions for the target robots have been investigated.

Low-Level Abstractions This investigation has created new interface designs and

mechanisms to support the use of software components. The interfaces must

be appropriate and useful for context-aware platforms and robots in partic-

ular. The design work includes careful and detailed consideration of the se-

mantic meanings of interface methods. Components also need the supporting

infrastructure to achieve standard services such as communication. These

supporting mechanisms and associated component interfaces have also been

developed.

1.5.2 Scope and Exclusions

This work has investigated the component-based development of robot control archi-

tectures and high-level abstractions with the focus being on using software compo-

nents to facilitate the modelling and management of the platform and environmen-

tal abstractions. Component-based development (encompassing component frame-

works, components and their interfaces) has been used to extend the current state

of play of robot software techniques and technologies.

Excluded from the scope of this research is the development of new component

models. Instead, existing component models (JavaBeans, COM, and CCM) have

been investigated for their potential application to robotics. Also not included in the

scope, is research into the actual control algorithms – obstacle avoidance, navigation,

tracking, etc. Instead, the focus will be on the creation of the overall abstraction

model and supporting infrastructure. However, the algorithms for robot control

are of course still used to demonstrate and test the effectiveness of the abstraction
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model.

The software portability we will achieve is not going to be absolute since there

will be some types and configurations of robots that simply will not support the

components in their deployable form. Restrictions in portability will be well specified

as the components have all dependencies explicitly defined.

1.5.3 Research Outcomes

The aim of this research has been to create new software techniques that will sup-

port software portability for context aware hardware platforms such as autonomous

mobile robots. The best possible outcome would be to develop platform indepen-

dent software components i.e. components that function unaltered in their binary

(executable) form across various robots. This has involved:

• specifying a new component-based platform abstraction model for hardware

platforms to support portability, reuse and modularity;

• developing new mechanisms to describe and manage specific features and de-

vice configurations of a hardware platform;

• creating a suite of abstractions for platform relative instructions;

• creating a suite of abstractions for sensor data relative to the robot and its

environment ; and

• evaluating our systems and others against a set of benchmarks to test their

usefulness and performance.

A ‘proof of concept’ prototype of the model and its techniques has been imple-

mented and demonstrated across a range of autonomous robots.

1.6 Example of the Problem

An example can help illustrate some of these problems involved in forming robot

generalisations for code reuse. By looking at the pseudo-code in Figure 1.1, we can
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see how abstractions at the highest level of generality for code portability produce

some of the difficulties described in this chapter. The pseudo-code is for an obstacle

avoidance algorithm.

if isClear(front, far) then

move(forward, fast);

else

if isClear(right, far) then

rotate(right, slow);

else rotate(left, slow);

Figure 1.1: Simple pseudo-code for obstacle avoidance.

Even this simple algorithm requires the robot control system to know the answers

to questions such as:

• Which direction is the front?

• What does slow and fast mean to this robot?

• How to move forward?

• How to rotate left and right?

• Where are the sensors – how are they used to check different directions?

• What sensor readings indicate various distances (e.g. near, far)?

The principles involved in answering these questions can be arranged as a layered

set of abstraction mechanisms, each layer playing its part in addressing these high-

level questions. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2. The high-level code is interpreted in

stages by various levels of the abstraction mechanism so that each robot can interpret

and execute the algorithm correctly. The code contains linguistic variables that are

interpreted into meaningful values for the robot. There is a platform intermediary

that manages the state of the platform and translates the instructions into low-level

commands to be executed on the actual hardware.
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Figure 1.2: The overview of the various abstraction techniques employed to support
robot software portability

1.7 Summary

Modern robotic software engineering is no longer limited by the hardware restric-

tions of the last decade as there now exists a capacity to use more elegant software

engineering techniques where the associated overheads would have previously crip-

pled the robot. However, while robot processor capabilities are quickly coming into

line with those of the desktop personal computer environment1, the techniques used

1For example, there is a robot based entirely on commercially available off-the-shelf PC hardware
called the PC-BOT (White Box Robotics, 2005).
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for robot software are still not up to date with current best software engineering

practices. We are seeing more sophisticated algorithms being used on mobile robots

due to the increased processing power, but modern desktop and enterprise software

engineering techniques are still under-utilised.

In this chapter we have discussed the meaning and measure of software porta-

bility. We have discussed some problems in achieving true binary portability and

given some guidelines for overcoming these difficulties. The difficulties with respect

to robotics were also elaborated on. We discussed the various difficulties faced when

engineering robot software to be portable across robotic platforms and flexible so as

to be easily configured for various robotic platform designs and configurations.

Given these challenges, it is not surprising that the majority of robotics software

development produces specialised code that is only capable of working on a single

robot configuration. There is little opportunity for software reuse even though it is

desperately needed in such a complex software engineering domain. The abstraction

model developed in this research will address each of these difficulties and is outlined

in the next chapter.





Chapter 2
Literature Review

For every complex problem there is an answer that is clear, simple, and

wrong.

- H. L. Mencken 1880-1956, American Editor, Author

The aim of this literature review is to investigate modern software engineering

techniques and component-based technologies in relation to robotics. It provides

a brief history of how robot control architectures have developed and then looks

at some of the latest designs. It provides the background to many of the later

investigations in other chapters.

19
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2.1 What is a Robot?

Robots are particularly interesting and useful devices because they interact with the

environment and world in which we live. This is very different from your desktop

computer that runs programs in a virtual world defined completely by its hardware.

For the purposes of this research, we investigate abstractions and portability in

the robotics domain, because robots are context-aware devices. That is, they require

some knowledge of the world in which they are operating to be successful. They

are dependent on that knowledge in so far that if it is incorrect, then the robot will

likely fail at the task it is undertaking.

A definition that we have developed to describe the robot platforms being tar-

geted is:

A robot is a stationary or mobile multi-functional mechanism consist-

ing of various sensing and effecting devices, and through programmable

control, senses its environment and reacts to it in order to perform a

variety of tasks.

While this definition identifies the static aspects of the target robots, this research

primarily focuses on mobile robots in dynamic environments because this is a diffi-

cult problem that can benefit more from robust systems. We do not exclude static

robotic devices (such as robot work cells) as they also can benefit from the abstrac-

tions (for tasks such as visual servoing). However, because their environments are

more structured and well-defined there is not the same need for relative platform

abstractions as with mobile robots in unstructured environments.

2.2 The Current State of Robotics

Robots in the last couple of decades have been used in many and various domains

including manufacturing, mining, and the military. More recently we have seen robot

technology enter domestic households in the form of entertainment, vacuum cleaning

and lawn mowing robots as pioneered by Sony (Sony, 2005), iRobot (iRobot, 2005b),
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and Friendly Robotics (Friendly Robotics, 2005) respectively. The domestic robots

have largely been behaviour-based robots that are task specific, with user reviews

being very positive as people are generally fascinated by these labour saving devices

that they like to anthropomorphise.

A successful example of a household robot, is the Roomba from iRobot (iRobot,

2005b). It uses reactive behaviours that are combined to achieve an overall emergent

behaviour that is quite robust and effective in vacuuming household floors. It uses a

combination of wall following, obstacle avoidance and predefined cleaning patterns

to achieve good floor coverage. However, its control algorithms are quite specific

to the Roomba robot platform. A time will come when software will be provided

independently from the robot platform so when new controllers are developed they

will benefit from being platform independent.

It is possible to imagine the future of robotics where households could use mod-

ules that are downloaded from an internet repository and deployed on a household

robot to perform a new domestic task. This will only be possible if the supporting

infrastructure is in place to share controllers between robots.

This vision is supported by the Open Robot Network (ORN) (Smart Robots,

2005) commencing activities this year (2005). The ORN envisages a robot in need

of a particular skill, so it makes use of a web service to acquire that skill and incorpo-

rates it into its run-time execution. Skills might include how to navigate a home, or

unpack a certain type of dishwasher. They note that no group of individuals or com-

panies will ever have the time and resources to develop all the software required to

support ever-evolving robot applications. Instead, equipping and instructing robots

will eventually become a distributed, pervasive and diverse undertaking.

2.3 Robot Architectures

In the context of robot architectures, the following extract from Coste-Maniere &

Simmons provides a useful description (Coste-Maniere & Simmons, 2000):

An architecture should facilitate the development of robotic systems
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by providing beneficial constraints on design and implementation of the

desired application, without being overly restrictive.

The complexity of interactions in a robotic system can be immense and managing

this complexity is perhaps the foremost issue in design today (Coste-Maniere &

Simmons, 2000). In the past, various architectures have been proposed to meet the

needs of robot control, with varying success. It is useful to trace the evolution of

one design to the next.

2.3.1 Deliberative Control

Autonomous mobile robots of the early 1980s were dominated by designs that could

be decomposed into three functional elements (Nilsson, 1980):

• a Sensing system;

• a Planning system; and

• an Actioning (or Execution) system.

This Sense-Plan-Act (SPA) approach (Gat, 1997) had numerous shortcomings.

Their design was linear and unidirectional from the sensing through to the execution.

Information would not flow in reverse. The approach was analogous to a computer

program - making it simple to use for execution, but very difficult to generate plans

in the context of a changing environment. Research effort concentrated heavily in

this area of plan generation and world modeling. The problem turned out to be

very difficult to solve. By the mid 1980’s researchers were looking at different ways

of handling plan generation.

2.3.2 Behavioural Control

Behavioural control is more reactive with less planning time than deliberative con-

trol. With this style, it is typical to model behaviours separately and then combine

them to form more complex emergent behaviour. There are many variations of this

style of control with ‘Subsumption’ being the forerunner of them all.
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Subsumption

In 1986, a landmark change in the architecture approach to control mobile robots

was the subsumption architecture, presented by Rodney Brooks (Brooks, 1986). By

decomposing the problem differently into ‘task achieving behaviours’ the aim was to

simplify the planning process in SPA. Brooks introduced layers that encapsulated

these behaviours and could be added independently to the robotic architecture.

Each new higher layer would add a level of competence that could either rely on the

output of lower layers, or subsume their output if necessary. Lower layers are not

aware of any interference from higher layers (refer to Figure 2.1). Hence the initial

working (and debugged) system need not be changed as it grew in complexity.

Sensors Motor Control
Behavior 3 − Detect Obstacle

Behavior 2 − Avoid Obstacle

Behavior 1 − Follow Wall

Behavior 0 − Enter Doorway

Figure 2.1: A subsumption architecture example.

Subsumption appeared to be a major breakthrough in robot control. It achieved

dramatic early success in collision-free robot navigation. However, by the 1990s it

appeared that subsumption had reached the limit of its capabilities. The reason was

its lack of mechanisms for managing ever-increasing complexity. Hartley and Pipi-

tone noted that subsumption was not sufficiently modular to allow the independent

design of layers and to limit complexity (Hartley & Pipitone, 1991). Coste-Maniere

found that the achievement of non-trivial objectives is often difficult with a reactive

architecture (such as subsumption) (Coste-Maniere & Simmons, 2000). The years

following subsumption saw a number of new robot control architectures appear (eg.

(Kaelbling, 1988), (Soldo, 1990) and (Arkin, 1990)) in response to its shortcomings

and those of SPA.
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Abstraction of behaviours

In the early 1990s, Gat used one of the first architectures in an autonomous robot

that could reliably complete a more complex task (Gat, 1994). The architecture was

one that more thoroughly embraced abstraction between layers. Higher-level layers

could use the already proven functionality of the lower layers by providing input or

using output. This differed from subsumption because the layers now also provided

computation abstraction as well as the encapsulation of functionality. The lower

layers were no longer merely overridden when they became unsuitable for the task.

This increase in abstraction could simplify the complexity of an architecture and

allow the programming of more intricate robot tasks.

However, a notable drawback of the Gat architecture was its non-taskable nature

(Gat, 1997). It could not be easily configured for another task without rewriting the

control program.

2.3.3 Hybrid Control

In 1989, Firby presented what is now the earliest description of the popular three-

layer architecture of the 1990s (Firby, 1989). This heralded a new design in robot

architectures that was also somewhat independently arrived at by other researchers

((Bonasso, 1991) and (Connell, 1992)). They were all attempting to address the

problem of making an architecture more taskable, using the ideas and techniques

behind both SPA and subsumption.

Three-layer Architectures

The three-layer architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.2 and is comprised of the

following layers (including possible alternative names):

1. Deliberator (or Decision or Planning) layer;

2. Sequencer (or Execution) layer; and

3. Controller (or Skill or Functional) layer.
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Sensors/Actuators

Deliberator

Sequencer

Controller

Figure 2.2: The typical three-layer architecture.

The three-layer architecture (or variations thereof) have been implemented in

numerous robots throughout last decade (Connell, 1992; Gat, 1992; Nourbakhsh,

1993; Elsaesser & Slack, 1994; Gat & Dorais, 1994; Firby, 1996b; Bonasso, 1997;

Alami et al. , 1998; Lindstrom et al. , 2000). The names used for each layer can

vary, but their function can be described generically from bottom to top as follows.

The controller (third layer), encapsulates the primitive behaviour of the archi-

tecture. It will include all the basic built-in robot action and perception capacities.

Classic examples of these functions and control loops are wall following and obstacle

avoidance.

The sequencer (second layer), will order and execute the primitive behaviours

according to the task requirements. By changing primitive behaviours at strategic

moments the sequencer can achieve more complicated tasks. This layer also resolves

the difference in the time scales and symbolic representations used by the other.

The deliberator (first layer), can interface with the rest of the system in two

different ways. It has the capacity to produce a task plan and supervise its execution

(the approach used in (Alami et al. , 1998), (Bonasso, 1997)). It can also respond to

specific queries from the sequencer (as used in (Gat, 1992)). These two approaches

are not mutually exclusive.

This is a useful design as it addresses the issues of internal state management

and the temporal requirements of different robotic functions and algorithms. Gat

believed that the role of internal state is a sound rationale for having exactly three
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layers (Gat, 1997). Internal state is the algorithmic representation of the state

of the outside world. Problems occur when the internal state information loses

synchronisation with reality (Gat, 1993).

If an architecture can distinguish between algorithms and their dependence on

internal state, it can be made more robust by calculating aspects of reality that

can be reasonably relied on. Deliberation over a plan is normally time-consuming,

and the world may change during the formation of the plan. The reactive solution

is to minimise the use of internal state, but sensors can also deliver an inaccurate

description of the world. The hybrid solution is to combine these two styles into one

structure; a third layer in between is to manage their interaction.

To explain further, the layers are organised according to whether they contain

no state, contain state reflecting memories about the past, or contain state reflect-

ing predictions about the future (Gat, 1997). The controller layer contains stateless

sensor based algorithms. The sequencer will usually contain algorithms with mem-

ory of current and past states, and the deliberator will have algorithms that make

predictions about future states in terms of its plans.

Each layer also has different temporal constraints. The controller layer is event-

oriented with control loops requiring execution times in the order fractions of a

second (Alami et al. , 1998). The deliberator layer is the most time consuming as

many seconds can pass before a plan is formed. The algorithms in this layer are

very task-oriented. It is the sequencer layer that can coordinate the execution of the

primitive behaviours according to the master plan. This layer will usually be fast

but would not provide any hard time guarantees.

Algorithm speed is a measure relative to the rate of change in the environment.

As deliberative functions increase in speed, they can be incorporated in the controller

layer. Variations in the three-layer architecture are emerging due to the use of faster

processors and real-time operating systems.
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Two-layer Architectures

There are problems with the hybrid three-layer architectures, some of which are

noted in (Volpe et al. , 2001) and listed below:

• The responsibilities and height of each level are not strictly defined so different

layers can dominate. It is natural to think of the intelligence of each layer

increasing from the reflexive (Controller), to the procedural (Sequencer) to

the deliberative (Deliberator). However, as research puts the emphasis on

different layers it is unclear where the focus of intelligence should be.

• The lack of access from the Deliberator to the Controller level separates the

Deliberator from information on system functionality during planning. Hence,

the Deliberator often will carry its own world model and states, separate to

those held by the Sequencer, with inevitable inconsistencies between the two

as well as increased overheads.

• Each layer will often have an internal hierarchy with varying granularity. This

will obscure the hierarchy presented by the three-layer design and blur the

distinction between layers.

CLARAty (Volpe et al. , 2001), is a two-layer architecture that has evolved to

overcome these shortcomings. This new design features a tight coupling between

the Deliberator and the Sequencer, which then interacts with the Controller (named

in their research as the Functional layer). The newly formed top layer is called the

Decision layer and it contains techniques for autonomously creating a plan of robot

commands. The bottom Functional layer, provides standard robot capabilities that

interface to system hardware (as shown in Figure 2.3).

The CLARAty structure is said to enable each tier to operate at all levels of

granularity (or abstraction) while blending declarative and procedural techniques

for decision making (Volpe et al. , 2001). It is being developed to support future

NASA planetary exploration (Mars) at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California.

It is interesting that the layers proposed in the CLARAty design have a good

deal of flexibility between deliberative and reactive focus. When it is useful to have
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Deliberator

Sensors/Actuators

Functional

Sequencer

Decision

Figure 2.3: The CLARAty two-layer architecture.

deliberative properties in the Functional layer, the design permits it.

Merging a reactive layer with some deliberative functions is in essence what the

SPA architecture was. Certainly SPA may be far less sophisticated, but its basis

was a single layer containing plans generated from sensors. This is possible when

the speed of the functional layer can manage any deliberative algorithms it contains

(Gat, 1997). While this proved an obstacle over 15 years ago, increased processor

speeds are enabling this today. Additionally, the SPA may be especially useful in

an environment that is slow to change (such as Mars for instance). This enables the

robot to operate at relatively high speeds. However, the same may not hold true in

more dynamic environments.

It seems that CLARAty has taken parts of its design full-circle. It makes an

SPA style of approach possible, but the deliberations can also be separated from the

Functional layer when necessary.

2.3.4 Summary of Robot Architecture Evolution

Early robot researchers began designing architectures that would plan robot actions

thoroughly in advance (SPA). Sensors would help form models of the real world

and then mission plans would be formed and executed. However, while these robot

architectures were still plotting what to do next, the reactive style robots inspired

by Brooks were zipping around research labs, avoiding obstacles with such success,

which to the onlooker seemed to exhibit some real intelligence. Complex tasks

however, were beyond the reactive robot’s ability. It would be a hybrid mix of
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planning along with reactive instincts to take this next step. A third layer would

help connect the two - forming the three-layer architecture. As embedded computer

speeds grow, there has been a trend to revert to a form of the original planned SPA

approach. CLARAty, a two-layer hybrid, in essence uses an SPA form of control.

The evolution of robotic architectures can be illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Component−based?

Two−Layer, 2001

Three−Layer, 1990s

Subsumption, 1986

SPA, 1980s

Figure 2.4: The evolution of robot architectures.

The next generation of architectures will be aimed at managing complexity

through increasingly modular paradigms using modern software engineering tech-

niques and component-based technologies (Orebäck, 2004).

2.4 Component-Based Development

Software components are another design technique to manage complexity in an

evolving environment. The discussion will now focus on the development of compo-

nents and component-based software engineering.

Traditional software models were monolithic in design, usually comprising a set of

large modules with complicated visible and invisible interdependencies (Luders et al.

, 2002). Traditional development methods assume closed and fixed requirements and

therefore result in inflexible systems that cannot be adapted to unexpected changes

in requirements (Nierstraz & Meijler, 1995).

The push toward flexibility and reuse emerged with object-oriented (OO) pro-

gramming. Programmers could create objects (from classes) that could easily be

modified allowing for more complicated and flexible interactions. An object is an

abstraction of a set of real-world things - combining both data and functionality.

The main advantage of OO programming over procedural programming was

its ease of modification. It was hoped that objects would decrease development
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time since many classes can be reused. Modules that, for example, manage dates,

shipping and shopping carts could be purchased and easily modified for a specific

system. However, extensive sharing of classes did not occur (Szyperski, 2000). Reuse

was mainly in-house and even then sophisticated reuse libraries were rare.

Software evolution is the growth of an application over time due to changing

needs and technological demands. Object-oriented analysis and design methods

provide little or no explicit support for software reuse or evolution (Nierstrasz, 1995).

Software design constraints include short development time, limited budgets,

scalability, and reusability (Jenko et al. , 2001). Designing a system that meets

these constraints requires some consideration in the design phase and in the end will

benefit from reuse and ease of maintenance.

Component-based software differs from traditional and OO approaches in that

the software is composed of independently deployable entities called components

and the interfaces to these components are well defined. The use of component-

based software improves software development by enabling a design-by-composition

environment and promoting software reuse (Beck et al. , 2000).

What are Software Components?

Components, quite broadly speaking, are units for composition (Szyperski, 2000).

A more precise definition by Szyperski is frequently used today:

A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified inter-

faces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed

independently and is subject to composition by third parties. (Szyperski, 2000)

A component is a set of normally simultaneously deployed modules (along with

their resources) that comprise a set of classes or possibly non-object-oriented con-

structs such as procedures or functions. Each component performs a specific function

or service.

As components communicate via well defined interfaces, there should be no need

to recompile or re-link the application when updating a component. The signif-

icance of this is that a complete specification is required including its functional
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interface and non-functional characteristics (Crnkovic, 2001). The non-functional

characteristics are difficult to define, so while important, are often omitted from the

specifications.

A component can be compiled independently from other components and still

be integrated into the encompassing application at run-time. Thus, component

technologies provide features that are modular and dynamically extensible. They

can be reused, interchanged and deployed independently from the initial release of

an application.

Another major benefit from components is that they also help support the evo-

lution of the application. A classic example of components in software evolution is

that of ‘plug-ins’ for a web browser. File or media formats unforeseen at the time of

browser release, can still be supported as ‘plug-ins’ that are aware of the new media

type which are made available to the browser. The browser evolves along with the

changing media. Robotic architectures should also benefit from a component evolu-

tion as incremental upgrades are made to the components used by the architecture.

This is far less arduous than a completely new release of an application requiring

reinstallation and restarting. The ability to extend and upgrade dynamically at

run-time makes it possible to easily evolve an architecture.

Component 2

Outgoing Interface

Incoming Interface

Explicit Dependency

Component 1

Figure 2.5: Interacting components.

Components use Interfaces

Components expose their functionality through interfaces (Figure 2.5). The inter-

face provides a facade of the component that hides the underlying implementation.
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Separating the interface from the implementation is useful in order to de-couple its

connectivity to other components from its inner workings - allowing the connectivity

to be specified well in advance of any implementation commencing.

Interfaces are both incoming and outgoing as shown in Figure 2.5. An incom-

ing interface defines the provided functionality and the outgoing interface defines

the required functionality. The connection between the two is an explicit context

dependency.

Interfaces must be carefully crafted to provide enough functionality to be useful

but without being too burdensome to implement. They would normally be part of

a greater more ‘formal’ written contract.

Complete and well-specified interfaces allow:

• mutual substitution of components implementing the same interface;

• component instantiation and dynamic updates at run-time;

• implementations that are easy to enhance or upgrade and function within a

framework;

• components written by independent parties to have guaranteed inter-operability

and substitutability (as illustrated in Figure 2.6).

Dictionary 2

Wordprocessor 1

Wordprocessor 2

Dictionary 1

Figure 2.6: The inter-operability of clients and their components. A client can make
a substitution for another component version using the same interface.

Components provide a flexible solution of varying configurations while allowing

a modular and independent implementation. Software is still tailor made to fit
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a solution but it is configured quickly using (and reusing) component modules -

ensuring good code reuse and recouping of investments.

Components and Classes are different

It is useful to contrast components and the concept of a class (such as in Java)

because there are clear differences between the two. A component is likely to come

to life through multiple objects, and objects are instances of classes. So a compo-

nent would normally consist of multiple classes. However, a component need not be

constructed using object oriented paradigms. Instead they can be made using tradi-

tional procedures, functional programming approaches, or even assembly language

- provided they adhere to well defined contractual interfaces, have explicit context

dependencies and are independently deployable.

The corollary is that a class is necessarily confined to be part of a single com-

ponent. It would not make sense to partially deploy a class as part of a component

(which must be independently deployable). However inheritance is possible across

component boundaries, so superclasses may reside outside the component containing

the class.

Components are managed by Frameworks

A component framework is a dedicated and focused system, usually around a few key

mechanisms, with a fixed set of policies for these mechanisms at the component level

(Szyperski, 2000). A framework is more than just a means for aggregating various

components. It distinguishes itself by being able to manipulate its constituent com-

ponents dynamically at run-time. In addition, a framework may belong to another

‘higher order’ framework and so should also be designed as a component. Then it

may eventually interact with other component frameworks.

A framework enforces rules required by itself or a greater architecture, typically

restricting communication between connected components. By forcing components

to work through it, the framework can monitor and redirect requests, prioritise

competing processes, enforce protocols and block illegal actions.
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Szyperski makes the distinction between a component system architecture and a

component framework. The former is composed of a set of the latter (Figure 2.7).

Architecture

Components

Frameworks

Figure 2.7: A multi-layer architecture with frameworks and components.

Component-Based Software Engineering

The classical design of complex systems always begins with the identification of

system parts or subsystems, then on a lower level the modules, classes, procedures

that comprise that subsystem (Crnkovic, 2001). This approach can be seen in all

well established engineering disciplines and so should equally apply to software en-

gineering as it matures (Szyperski, 2000). Technologies are emerging today that

allow applications to be built from reusable components more than ever before.

Component-based Software Engineering (CBSE) has become recognised as a new

sub-discipline of Software Engineering.

The major goals of CBSE are the provision of support for the development of

systems as assemblies of components, the development of components as reusable

entities, and the maintenance and upgrading of systems by customising and replacing

their components (Heineman & Councill, 2001).

The Challenges of Component Software

The success of any component-based development depends on finding solutions to

many difficult challenges. Some of these problems are listed here (Crnkovic & Lars-

son, 2002):
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• Requirements management and component selection (Kotonya & Rashid, 2001)

– Which is the right component for the task?

• Composition specifications and predictability (Wallnau & Stafford, 2001) –

How to reliably interpret and understand the capabilities of a component?

• Trusted components and their certification (Morris et al. , 2001) – How to use

components securely and safely?

• Component configurations (Crnkovic et al. , 2001) – In which ways can a

component be setup and configured?

• Long-term management of component-based systems (Crnkovic, 2001) – What

is the best way to manage the evolution of the system?

Existing Component Standards

Existing component models define the standard form and interfaces between com-

ponents. These are an important first step in encouraging widespread component

use.

There are some major component models in use today:

• CORBA Component Model (CCM) – Object Management Group (OMG,

1997);

• Java Beans, J2EE – Sun Microsystems (JavaSoft, 2002);

• COM (Chappell, 1996), .NET (Platt, 2001) – Microsoft.

It is important to note that these popular component models are only so called

‘wiring’ standards. They standardise interoperability and concentrate on the com-

munication infrastructure and ‘gluing’ together of components only (Szyperski, 2000).

There are attempts being made to produce component specifications that address

semantics and implementation characteristics to allow system developers to effec-

tively communicate and comprehend a component’s capabilities and applicability to
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their design. A true component architecture emphasises the control and structure

of components at a level that is beyond the ordinary ‘wiring’ of components.

The American National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) have been

working on such a specification (Messina et al. , 1999). The domain is that of

software components for intelligent control - which includes robotics. The generic

categories for component semantics defined by NIST can be thought of as questions

that a potential user may ask the developer. Some examples are:

• What problem is this component intended to solve?

• What is the input data?

• What is the output data?

• How robust is the component?

• What kind of computing hardware is required?

• How does the component perform against available benchmarks?

This depth of specification will be very useful to examine the robustness of

developing robotic component-based architectures.

2.5 Using Components in Robotics

The review so far has focused on robotic architectures and component-based devel-

opment. It is important to now describe the motivation behind studying these fields

of research in combination.

Why are architectures important? They give developers and users a specific

approach to managing growing complexity - which demands frameworks and tools

that embody well-defined concepts to enable the effective realisation of systems to

meet high-level goals (Coste-Maniere & Simmons, 2000).

A robotic architecture, designed using true component-based development de-

scribed in the previous section, is a difficult challenge. However, if the benefits
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derived from using components in modern desktop applications can be applied to

robotics, then the result will be a more flexible system.

2.5.1 The requirements of robot systems

To demonstrate how components can benefit robotics, we need to firstly discuss

what a successful robot architecture should encompass. If the architecture is to

be considered useful and well designed, it should successfully address the following

(Fernandez & Gonzalez, 1998, 1999; Coste-Maniere & Simmons, 2000):

• Complexity Management – Managing interactions between the system and its

environment and interactions between individual components;

• Robustness – The ability to handle errors and exceptions gracefully by distin-

guishing between nominal from exceptional behaviour and specifying appro-

priate reaction strategies;

• Efficiency – Execute with hard real-time constraints and react reliably to en-

vironmental changes;

• Interoperability – Modules should be able to run in different machines and

communication should be easy and efficient between modules;

• Upgrade-ability – Extend abilities without affecting existing functions;

• Reuse-ability – Code reuse to allow substitution of modules with similar func-

tionality;

• Easy maintenance and code development – Developers should be able to pro-

duce new components quickly and efficiently, and then provide seamless up-

grades;

• Provide mechanisms for task management – For defining primitive tasks and

more complicated behaviours (eg. task decomposition, behaviour arbitrations,

multitasking and temporal sequencing);
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• Languages and Tools – Allow expressiveness and innovation yet still constrain-

ing design in certain ways to hide the complexity of the underlying concepts;

• Facilitate formal verification – Through formal behaviour specification or by

providing constrained languages that make verification tractable.

2.5.2 What components can offer

The broad list of requirements above is difficult to satisfy. However, these require-

ments can generally be met by the next generation of robot architectures that benefit

from the use of component-based development. An architecture using predominately

components can meet the needs of robotics in the following ways:

• Complexity Management – Component software is modular - each component

is designed for a specific task or service. This modularity contains any complex-

ity within each component. In fact components can be described as blackboxes

(Szyperski, 2000), meaning they are an abstraction where no details beyond

the interface and its specification are known to clients. The interfaces hide

the implementation causing any dependencies to be explicit. It is these highly

visible dependencies that will facilitate understanding of the system and limit

complexity.

• Robustness – Components provide a particular service and are extensively pre-

tested. It is up to each component’s design to ensure its robustness. It will

need to provide a reliable service and recover in case of failure. A component

that can be successfully reused will also be robust.

• Efficiency – In specific studies on embedded systems, components can be shown

to be as efficient as normal code (Luders et al. , 2002), although they usually

incur an overhead expense for their modularity. This trade-off between speed

and modularity must be assessed in the context of the control architectures

operating environment. Further, it is usually the real-time capabilities of the

operating system integrated with the architecture that largely determines its

real-time responsiveness.
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• Interoperability – Components use interfaces and formal specifications that

emphasise the contractual nature of the interface. These form the common

ground for successful interaction and interoperability.

• Upgrade-ability – A true component design will allow upgrades at run-time

by offering their applications dynamic extensibility. The use of interfaces and

a component versioning strategy can allow simple ‘find and replace’ upgrades

of old components.

• Reuse-ability – The reuse of components is a major benefit of component de-

sign. Components must be designed with leanness that allows efficient reuse

but remaining robust (by managing its context dependencies). Shared compo-

nent repositories are a useful feature to allow access to reuse-able components.

• Easy maintenance and code development – The modularity of components

allows easy system maintenance through the simple replacing and upgrading of

components. Code development is facilitated using components through reuse,

the easy decomposition of system tasks, and their independent development.

• Provide mechanisms for task management – A suitable component framework

can achieve all these requirements of task decomposition, multitasking, task

prioritising, and enforcing protocols of interaction;

• Languages and Tools – Components are well suited to visual design and analy-

sis tools. In addition it is usual to build in some sort of debugging and tracing

features - e.g. the Stethoscope functionality of ControlShell (Schneider et al. ,

1995) enables users to view internal variables of an executing real-time system.

• Facilitate formal verification – Components need techniques that allow mod-

ular or unit testing of component functionality prior to late integration. This

is an area of current research. Formal specification and techniques outlined

earlier from NIST (Messina et al. , 1999) will facilitate formal verification.

Component-based development is able to answer the many needs of robotics.

However, it is apparent that even paradigms such as object-oriented design are
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largely under-utilised by the robotics industry in both research and enterprise (Volpe

et al. , 2001). The use of components is definitely lacking. This is the reason behind

jointly exploring these research areas.

2.6 Challenges in Robotics

Software development for robots already faces similar challenges to those of develop-

ing desktop and enterprise systems. These include managing the system evolution

over time, using appropriate architecture designs, and allowing software configura-

bility etc. (Finkelstein & Kramer, 2000). Until recent years, it has been difficult

for robot software to address even these existing problems, largely due to the inade-

quate processing power available for mobile robots. But there have been significant

improvements in processors in the last 20 years, resulting in improved speed and

memory capabilities, while physical size and power consumption have been reduced.

These technological leaps have made the implementation of far more sophisticated

control software possible for modern robots (Nehmzow, 2003).

In addition to these problems already present in general software engineering,

robot software faces even greater, unique challenges. Robots by their very nature

are context-aware and engage in complex interactions with their environment (Smith

et al. , 2003). Robot tasks typically are complex because of the non-determinism

and uncertainty inherent in the environment in which they operate (Driankov &

Saffiotti, 2001). Clearly desktop personal computers do not physically interact with

their environment in the same way. In order to manage this added complexity, robot

software is quite complicated and it is difficult to produce robust, high quality code

that adheres to sound software engineering practices.

Robots face new and unique challenges due to the physical interaction of the robot

with its external real-world environment (Smith et al. , 2005a).
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Robots vs Desktop PCs

Let us compare a robot to a device that is not context-aware – a typical desktop

personal computer (PC). The PC does not need to be aware of its context within

its physical environment because its software is normally not concerned where its

hardware and peripherals are located or positioned in the physical world1. For

instance, it does not matter which way the monitor is facing relative to the processor.

Figure 2.8 shows a number of aspects of a system that can vary in terms of placement

and orientation. Robot code is dependent on the position and orientation of the

robot and its constituent parts whereas PC code is generally independent of this.

Information that robot software will also require includes the relative position of

sensors and effectors on itself so that it can use them effectively – in the same way

a person has the knowledge of which way a hand held tool is positioned and facing.

The portability solutions used on desktop and enterprise systems do not address this

problem of required contextual awareness. In robotics, contextual dependencies have

only been addressed in ways that are tightly integrated into the controlling software.
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Figure 2.8: The morphology of the Personal Computer compared to that of the Pio-
neer 2-DXE robot.

From the illustration in Figure 2.8, a robot will rely heavily on which way its

camera is facing. They are its eyes into the world and so the algorithms that use the

camera must be clear where the images are being captured from in order to effectively

1Some users of peripherals may be affected by changes in peripheral position (e.g. a web camera),
but the software still functions unconcerned about the peripheral placement.
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interpret the data. The robot software also has an interest in the robot’s size, shape

and position relative to obstacles in the environment – as algorithms that manoeuvre

the robot through its environment must be sensitive to the robot’s physical presence

in the world. The difference being illustrated is that the personal computer operates

software in a virtual environment that generally has no dependency on the physical

morphology of the computer. PC software uses abstraction techniques that are not

sophisticated enough to deal with environment interactions.

Only in recent years have more advanced techniques been used in robotics with

the use of modular software components to support code reuse starting to develop

(Bruyninckx, 2001; Gerkey et al. , 2001; Blank et al. , 2004). However, reuse achieved

is still piecemeal at best, and usually a significant effort is required to move an entire

software system across robot platforms. Truly portable robot software still faces

significant challenges as explained in the following sections.

2.7 Problems Porting Robot Software

There are a number of problems with software portability that have been identified

in the literature for general software engineering (LeCarme & Gart, 1989; Pearse,

1996; Sommerville, 1996).

However, the added difficulty for environmentally sensitive devices (such as ro-

bots) is the need to be aware of its physical presence in the context of what is often

a dynamic environment. In order to successfully operate in the real world, the robot

must be aware of its position, orientation, shape, size and speed in relation to its

surroundings. It must also be aware of the orientation and position of the sensors

and effectors it comprises. This is illustrated in Figure 2.9.

There has been a lot of work done in software portability for standard desktop

environments (Schach, 1996; LeCarme & Gart, 1989; Sommerville, 1996; Mooney,

1997), and the issue of software environment abstraction has been well addressed.

However, the issue of how to perform the physical environment abstraction (includ-

ing the physical aspects of the robot) has not yet been examined as there is no
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Figure 2.9: The self aware robot must be have knowledge of its physical states within
the context of its operating environment.

equivalent problem with desktop computers. Personal computers need not be aware

of their position or orientation in the real world, nor need they know the placement

or orientation of their peripheral hardware.

With the physical abstraction aspects in mind, we have identified six problems

to overcome in order to support high-level code portability between robots. They

are as follows (described in the following sub-sections):

1. The relative meaning of environmental abstractions;

2. The abstraction of the physical aspects of the robot;

3. The diversity of robot hardware devices;

4. The configuration (orientation/placement) of robot hardware devices;

5. The diversity of robot operating systems; and

6. The lack of standards in robotics.

2.7.1 The relative meaning of environmental abstractions

This section will describe how robot interactions with the environment can vary

dramatically. In the typical model of the robot control system, there are two types of
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sensorimotor inputs a robot needs to interpret: proprioception (sensors such as wheel

encoders, or a compass, to monitor the state of its own body parts) and exteroception

(sensors such as a camera or sonar, to observe the state of the environment). There

is one output from the control system and that is the commands to the robot to

achieve results in its environment (Driankov & Saffiotti, 2001). These sensorimotor

pathways are illustrated together with the SPA control model in Figure 2.10.

Environment
Exteroception

P roprioception

Control Model

A c tS ens e

P la n

Figure 2.10: The sensorimotor pathways to the robot control model.

These inputs and outputs take various forms at different levels of the Sense-Plan-

Act control loop (refer to Section 2.3). At the levels closest to the robot hardware

the I/O is in its raw form (such as voltage readings and serial servo commands), but

at the highest level of the planning cycle the I/O is in more abstract forms (such

as obstacle positions, current speed (km/h) and heading changes). We now will

discuss the abstractions for each of these inputs and outputs at the highest level in

the control loop. It’s these abstractions that high-level control algorithms will use

to form robot independent instructions for low-level translation and execution.
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Exteroceptive abstractions

With respect to software portability, one of the biggest problems we have identified

for mobile robots is the difficulty in representing and describing its physical presence

in its environment. It is difficult to construct a description of the robot’s environment

in a way that can be translated across different robots.

The spatial data of a robot’s surrounding environment can be encoded into var-

ious forms, falling under two broad approaches: geometric – which represents the

environment according to the absolute geometric position of objects or places; and

topological – which represent the environment according to the relationships among

objects without an absolute reference system (Bloch & Saffiotti, 2003).

However, a robot control system requires descriptions of its environment that can

be broadly understood by the highest level control modules, formed using variables

that abstract away the interaction between the robot and its environment (such as

‘target speed is slow’, ‘obstacle distance is far’, ‘object size is small’).

Solutions for abstracting these physical properties to decouple them from the

controlling algorithms have not yet been developed for robotics software. There are

some techniques for extracting egocentric environmental spatial data (Keller et al.

, 2003), but not in a portable sense that could be used across various robots. We

propose a set of linguistic variables and their implementation in order to represent

the robot in its relative environment where the semantics of variables instances can

be altered easily to be meaningful for each target robot.

Proprioceptive abstractions

Just as for the exteroceptive abstractions, a set of linguistic variables are formed to

describe the size, shape, speed, heading and other attributes of the robot itself. No

longer concerned with the feature of the environment, these are called the ‘propri-

oceptive abstractions’ of the robot, and are necessary for the control algorithms to

reason about the various state of the robot. A good example would be the battery

power remaining – is it full, midPower or empty and what actions should be taken

depending on this state.
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These abstractions are formed relative to the robot and are adjusted in the config-

uration file of the robot. This provides the appropriate meaning to each abstraction

across different robots.

Instruction abstractions

To complete the control cycle, instructions are formulated by the control algorithms

to be executed by the robot hardware. These instructions take the form of ‘move

forward’, ‘rotate right’, ‘decelerate’, ‘turn right’ and so on. The syntax and semantics

of these instructions are specified by interfaces – which in turn are implemented

by the component responsible for executing the instruction. This is illustrated in

Figure 2.11.

Khepera Ko al aA I B O P al m b o t

B ehav i o u r

Schema
I n t er f ace

M o t i o n
I n t er f ace

move(forward, fast)

M o t i o n
C o mp o n en t s

Figure 2.11: Components are responsible for implementing the instruction abstrac-
tions as specified by the interfaces they implement. Here the command ‘move’ is
implemented differently for each robot in a particular component for motion.

These instructions often take parameters – such as how fast to travel or rotate.

The parameters are proprioceptive states of the robot and should therefore use

the proprioceptive abstractions; otherwise the portability of the commands will be

limited.
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2.7.2 The abstraction of the physical aspects of the robot

Robot designs are extremely diverse, however in principle, these robots all have

common tasks they wish to perform (such as obstacle avoidance and navigation), so

the benefits of sharing code are obvious. Furthermore, there is an enormous variety

of robot sensor and effector hardware available to choose from (just as there are a

large number of peripheral devices for PCs), so it is clear robot software have device

management problems similar to those of PC software.

The diversity of robot platform designs can be easily seen throughout the liter-

ature. The designs vary in shape, size, weight and ability. These design variations

complicate the abstraction process in the following ways.

Sensor interpretation

The interpretation of sensor data can vary with the physical attributes of the robot

and the environment that it is operating in. For example, if a sensor indicates that

an object is two meters away, the interpretation of this value will depend on the size

of the robot. For a large robot, the size of a car, this distance may be considered

close. For a small robot, the size of a mouse, this distance may be considered far.

These are extreme examples but they illustrate the effect robot size can have on

interpreting sensor information. Robot shape variations can alter how labels such

as ‘front’, ‘left’, or ‘wide’ are interpreted.

Command translation

If software is to operate unchanged on these robots (at a high level of control) then

there must be a mechanism to translate instructions for these robots so that they

are meaningful in the context of the robot’s size and shape. For example, moving

‘fast’ can mean different things to robots of different sizes in different environments.

An indoor robot such as the Khepera (the size of a coffee cup) and an outdoor

tracked robot such as the PackBot (iRobot, 2005a) would consider ‘fast’ to mean

very different speeds. However, they both could be instructed to move ‘fast’ by a
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general algorithm.

Morphological queries

In order to make high-level plans and decisions, algorithms must have knowledge

about the morphology (size and shape) of the robot. If this knowledge is not built

into the code as it usually is, then there must be a mechanism in place so this

information can be queried from elsewhere. This may be an explicit fixed external

data source that can be modified or replaced, but more appropriately it should be

a source that is readily updated and made available dynamically so that variable

features of the robot’s state can also be queried at run-time. This not only applies to

information about its dimensions but other examples of variable state data such as

the robot’s speed, heading, gripper positions etc. This variable data may be available

directly from sensor queries, but individual sensors may not be sufficient to report

on some states (such as ‘speed’ which may be determined from odometry over time).

Usually an intermediary mechanism can better manage the state information of the

robot and handle these queries. For example, state data about the robot’s heading,

speed or state of hardware devices can be stored in the intermediary and queries

can be answered without polling the hardware. This way, the hardware need only

be polled once in any cycle.

2.7.3 The diversity of robot hardware devices

Aside from the variety in robot designs, there is also a vast diversity in device com-

position because the set of hardware components from which they are constructed

is extensive. A robot can use a vast variety of sensors, for example, infrared sensors,

sonar, video cameras, thermometers, GPS locators, and pressure sensors. For each

of these kinds of sensors there are typically many variations; for example, a vision

system can provide various formats such as colour, grey scale, monocular or stereo.

A camera can also be mounted as fixed or pan/tilt. Different signal meanings, data

types, and data rates require very particular coupling of the software to these devices.

The information sent to the controlling software needs to be interpreted correctly
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across a broad suite of possible sensors. The output generated by the controlling

software then needs to be formatted to instruct an equally diverse range of effectors

– such as actuators, servos, lights, speakers and grippers. Examples of hardware

compositions for selected robots are illustrated in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: Examples of the various hardware device compositions of the Khepera,
Koala and Aibo respectively.

Because of the number of ways devices can be combined, it is important that

control software is modular and that it can be composed in a convenient and flexible

way to exactly match the composition of the hardware. Otherwise the configuration

and deployment of a robot will be unnecessarily complicated.

This challenge is addressed in this research using hardware abstraction techniques

already that include standard interfaces (Gerkey et al. , 2001; Bruyninckx, 2001),

device/driver paradigms (Gerkey et al. , 2001), and software component frameworks

(Szyperski, 2000). These techniques will be examined in detail in Chapter 7.

Hardware Device Protocols

We have discussed the abstractions that must be formed to describe the environment

and the robot itself. Now we will turn to the lower level elements that also require

interaction abstraction – namely the hardware devices comprising the robots and

the protocols used to interact with this hardware.

In the sensing stage, the robot will receive signals from various sensors in its
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configuration. It needs to know the protocol to poll the sensors and how to interpret

the returned data. After this returned data is processed, it can formulate commands

for the hardware. The software must then be able to determine the protocol used

to control an effector and how to measure the success or otherwise of its actions.

This input/output sequence is illustrated in Figure 2.13, where the sequence of these

interactions are numbered 1-4.

Low-Level
S of t wa r e

C om p on en t s

Low level algorithms
I / O  P rotoc ols
S u c c ess/ E rror
evalu ation

S en s or s E f f ec t or s

1 2 3 4

Figure 2.13: The communications between the hardware devices and low-level soft-
ware with the protocols that must be generalised to support portability.

After a low level software component receives a request for sensor data, it mar-

shals that request using the appropriate protocol for that hardware (label 1 of Fig-

ure 2.13). Next the sensor data is returned to the low-level component (see label 2),

along with an error or success result, which the component then converts into the

return format (as specified by its interface contract) and responds to the higher level

component that has made the data request. Similarly, when a high level component

makes a request of a hardware effector, it is done so via a low-level component respon-

sible for that hardware, which marshals the command using its protocol knowledge

(label 3) and awaits a return result from the hardware (label 4) and finally reports

this to the high-level component if it requires it.

Different forms of Sensor I/O

Sensor inputs are usually in the form of polling commands to the hardware that

elicit data in return. The software must know the polling protocols for that hardware
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device. The challenge here is to separate this protocol knowledge from the algorithms

that use the data that is being solicited. If the protocol is not decoupled and made

explicit then the control code will only be functional when using this particular

hardware.

Sensor outputs are the data that the sensor device has been designed to mea-

sure. These outputs are highly variable in nature, inaccurate at times, with an

interpretation dependent on the context of the sensor within environment (position

and orientation) and environmental conditions such as lighting or physical element

textures that can create sensor noise. The form of the output data will vary de-

pending on the device (in terms of voltages returned, image files captured etc.). It

is important that the low level software designated to handle this sensor device can

interpret the format of the information provided.

The range and variation of values returned by robot sensors creates dependencies

between controlling software and the hardware components. Sensor output typically

requires more interpretation than that generated by general computer input devices.

Sensor readings may vary because of completely independent environmental factors

such as the level of lighting. Sensor ‘noise’ is a common problem where successive

readings may vary while there has been no distinguishable change to the environ-

ment.

Input to a desktop computer tends to be more constrained and more stable – for

example a keyboard only produces discrete values within a limited set of possible

values. While the sequence of characters input by a user may need to be interpreted,

and the sequence itself may be invalid, the values representing that sequence are

fixed and discrete. In contrast, robotic input devices (the sensors) typically provide

continuous values that may vary in accuracy. While sensor input alone does not

directly cause problems with software reuse, it does add to the complexity of the

software, which adds to the portability challenge. Instead of making the control

software more diverse to handle this variability (which is the usual practice), we

would like to identify commonalities across these sensor values to develop a more

uniform format.
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Variations in Effector I/O

The nature of the interaction with robot effectors is in principle the same as that

of robot sensors. The effector takes inputs in the form of command protocols that

initiate an action by the hardware device. The effector outputs are usually return

values that report the success or otherwise of the commands on the hardware device

and these must be interpreted.

The protocol used to manipulate the effectors and report the success results

should be explicitly separated from the controlling code. As for the case with sensors,

it is important to achieve this decoupling or else the component code will only

function with the effector it was created for and be tedious to reconfigure. By

encapsulating and decoupling the protocol, we have a modular component that is

easily replaced or reused on another robot.

2.7.4 The configuration of robot hardware devices

The variety of device composition is made more complex by how each device is

configured. By this we mean the orientation and placement of the various hard-

ware devices on the robot platform. If we compare this configuration of input and

output devices on robots to desktop computers; there is a significant distinction –

the physical configuration (location and direction) of desktop computer devices and

peripherals typically do not change the interpretation of the data they produce.

We have described how robots can vary significantly in their combination of types

of effectors and sensors (hardware device composition). In addition, the impact

on software engineering is felt when considering the possible configuration of these

hardware components, i.e. their placement in terms of location and orientation.

Even when the set of hardware devices remains unchanged, the controlling software

may no longer work if the location or orientation of even a single sensor is changed.

For example, if an infrared sensor located on the front of the robot is turned by

45 degrees to partially face the right side, the controlling software should interpret

input from that sensor differently. Without firstly separating the configuration in-

formation from the control software, even such a slight change is likely to require
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tedious modification to the code. Therefore, a change in sensor/effector location

or orientation, which is essentially a change in the configuration of the robot, may

violate the logic of the implemented algorithms. Therefore it is insufficient to have

software that can only flexibly support robots with the same hardware composition.

In addition it is necessary to also support the configuration of such hardware.

In Figure 2.14, the Koala robot and its constituent hardware devices have been

illustrated. Consider how the interpretation of the various infrared sensor devices

is made by software. The sensors face to the front, front-left, front-right, left, right,

and behind the robot. It is important to manage the configuration of these sensors

in the software so that it correctly matches the set up on the robot. In classical

robot software, the configuration management is usually done explicitly in the con-

trolling code. Coupling is usually tight between the hardware configuration and the

software algorithms. However, this relationship needs to be decoupled so that the

configuration of the software can be flexibly adapted to match different hardware

configurations, without having to alter the control software.
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Figure 2.14: An overview of the Koala robot platform (K-Team, 2002) and the
positioning of its sensors and effectors.

In summary, this combination of robot compositions combined with the set of

possible configurations produces an extremely large matrix of set-up possibilities.

Currently, controlling software is typically specialised for both aspects (composition

and configuration), and even a change in configuration of a robot can lead to soft-
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ware inconsistencies, hence the software is generally not reusable even for different

configurations of the same robot.

2.7.5 The diversity of robot operating systems

Since processors for PCs and robots are overlapping more and more, there are as

many potential robotic operating systems as there are desktop operating systems

(and their embedded operating system variants e.g. Windows CE). Any control

system with software portability as a goal, should attempt to provide portability

across as large a cross-section of these operating systems as possible.

Some of the operating systems used in various robots are:

• Windows (various PC based robots or remotely operated robots)

• Linux/Unix – Koala (K-Team, 2002)

• Palm Operating System – Palmbot (Acroname, 2002)

• Aperios/Open-R – AIBO (Sony, 2005)

• RoBIOS – Eyebot, Joker Robotics (DEEE, 2002)

The development of our portability model must consider the means by which

the access to the operating system will be abstracted. As high-level commands or

queries are made from the system, the low-level supporting components must use

these operating system abstractions to access the hardware in a uniform manner.

2.7.6 The lack of standards in robotics

Robotics currently suffers from a lack of software standardisation, which is one of

the difficulties that hinder the production of portable robot software. An example

of the problem being the different types of robot hardware that perform the same or

similar tasks (take the myriad of infrared sensors available) often use very different

protocols for interaction. However, an even bigger problem in the robotic community

is that it is yet to converge on a standard suite of software interfaces for interacting
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with the hardware and effecting higher level sensing or effecting. High-level code

will typically use a set of ‘in-house’ interfaces, or in the worst case, poll the hardware

directly, which severely limits portability because of the dependencies it creates.

Software standards

Without standard software interfaces in robotics, it is impossible to produce third

party software components for robot applications (akin to having a general robot

programming API). This lack of interface standardisation is possibly because the

robotics domain is still a relatively small market. Currently the number of robots

in existence is some order of magnitude less than the number of desktop computers.

This smaller market will not generate the same degree of competition that have led

to standardisation of interfaces for desktop computer hardware. The combination

of the small market and the diverse range of hardware reduces the impetus for

standardisation as it is difficult for a single vendor to dominate and the advantage

of doing so is limited. As the field of robotics grows, then as with desktop software

engineering, robot software components using standard interfaces should proliferate.

There are a number of proposed interface suites currently under independent

development (Bruyninckx, 2001; Volpe et al. , 2001; Gerkey et al. , 2001; Evolution

Robotics, 2003; Blank et al. , 2004; Orebäck, 2004) and these should eventually

converge to a sustainable set of interfaces for third party vendors to enter the robot

software market.

Hardware standards

Many of the problems of hardware composition and hardware configuration could

be solved by specifying standard robot platforms. This is the case in well-defined

domains such as the legged robot soccer league, where standards are developed under

strict guidelines that can be effectively monitored and managed.

However, this is impractical for more diverse domains such as the domestic house-

hold or industrial market. In the short term, useful hardware standards are unlikely

to arise; it will only be when robotics has matured somewhat in the longer term, that
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market forces might sustain a particular set of standards in robotic hardware de-

sign. Then, for example, robot software developers could rely on standards covering

sensor position and placement.

2.8 Hardware Abstraction Systems

In software terms, hardware abstraction broadly means a separation of software from

device dependencies or the complexities of underlying hardware. For instance, it en-

ables programs to focus on a task, such as communications, instead of on individual

differences between communications devices.

The essence of hardware abstraction is to decouple the users of the hardware

from the nonessential details of its use. The user need only know how to manipulate

the single abstraction, which in turn can be applied to a variety of hardware. This

achieves greater code reuse and platform independence. There are various degrees

of abstracting hardware described below.

2.8.1 Hardware Abstraction Layer

In computers, a hardware abstraction layer (HAL) is a layer of programming that

allows a computer operating system to interact with a hardware device at a gen-

eral or abstract level rather than at a detailed hardware level. Windows is one of

several operating systems that include a hardware abstraction layer. The hardware

abstraction layer can be called from either the operating system’s kernel or from a

device driver. In either case, the calling program can interact with the device in a

more general way than it would otherwise (Microsoft, 2002).

In robotics, the same approach is usually used. HALs exist for a few current ro-

botic architectures ((Evolution Robotics, 2003), (Gerkey et al. , 2001), and (Bruyn-

inckx, 2001)). The controlling software makes calls on hardware in only abstract

terms, and the HAL then converts these calls into concrete signals to the hardware.

To illustrate a command to a servo on a robot of, setspeed(0-255), could be con-

verted by the HAL to a series of ASCII characters to achieve that speed on the
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servo. When hardware is replaced or changed the HAL will also change the required

signals, but the setspeed(0-255) function call remains the same.

2.8.2 Levels of Abstraction

Robot software requires an even greater level of abstraction because robots inter-

act with the real world. They are given commands that embody notions of posi-

tion and direction, for example: moveForward(), moveBackward(), turnLeft(),

turnRight(). However, modern HALs have no information on relative placement of

servos or sensors, making any abstraction across different robots involving location

or direction impossible. This precludes even higher levels of abstraction to answer

questions such as:

• Is there an obstacle to the right?

• Is that obstacle too close for my current speed?

• Can I get through that gap in the wall?

• Where are my sensors pointing?

A HAL can be categorised by the level of abstraction it can achieve. Most achieve

the simpler level: the basic interface to the actual hardware. They require built-in

knowledge in higher layers to co-ordinate the hardware. It is far more complicated

to also abstract the configuration of hardware.

Most high-level algorithms use explicit knowledge of the hardware, such as where

sensors are positioned and what the return values mean. This knowledge is usually

encoded at a level higher than the HAL, which prohibits portability. For the higher-

level algorithm to be portable, any such knowledge must be provided as a service

from the HAL.

A HAL is useful because it allows code to be more portable. The more portable

the code, the more diverse are the platforms on which it can be deployed. A HAL

that supports even higher-level abstractions can remove platform dependence even
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further. This means that controlling software can run on different types of robots.

How different the robots can be will depend on the sophistication of the HAL.

The HALs in use in current robot architectures support only robots from the

same design, such as the ERP1 from Evolution Robotics (Evolution Robotics, 2003),

or the Khepera from K-Team (K-Team, 2002). Some reconfigurable aspects within

the same robot are supported, but not enough for the HAL to operate and interpret

instructions on a completely different robot.

Evolution Robotics has a proprietary robot architecture called ERSP (Evolution

Robotics, 2003). This incorporates a HAL that uses XML specifications to support

changes in the physical structure of their ER1 robot (Evolution Robotics, 2002).

Hardware such as extra cameras and sensors can also be added. However, it is unable

to support the abstraction of a completely different robot, such as the Khepera for

example.

The OROCOS project (Bruyninckx, 2001) also uses a hardware abstraction layer.

They describe a layer between hardware and the framework, which translates calls

from the framework to the present operating system and hardware drivers. ORO-

COS uses a suite of device drivers, which provide the hardware functions. There is

no configuration specification or means for understanding higher level instructions

or semantics such as left, right or forward.

The Player/Stage (Gerkey et al. , 2001) abstracts hardware using interfaces that

use TCP/IP socket communication from controlling software to the robot client. As

for OROCOS, the level of abstraction is quite low with only basic interface on device

driver support for the hardware.

In terms of existing approaches used in software, the extension of a HAL so that

it can encompass the broader capabilities of a robot could well be served using an

approach similar to that of a ‘virtual machine’. We call such a technique in robotics:

a ‘virtual robot’. This approach is developed in Chapter 6, but below is a broad

description of this concept with some comparisons made with virtual machines.
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The Virtual Machine

A virtual machine (VM) is a hypothetical computer, whose characteristics are de-

fined by its machine language, or instruction set. In general, a real machine with the

same characteristics could be constructed with hardware. In its popular use today,

the VM is a software emulation of a physical computing environment used to exe-

cute instructions on the real machine. The VM is a level of abstraction beyond any

typical hardware abstraction layer. It defines a set of rules for what it can execute,

and can provide feedback and results. The features supported by a VM will be the

broadest common set that can be executed across the range of actual hardware de-

vices it will be emulating - this is a limitation when a particular hardware platform

offers more functionality than other platforms.

The Virtual Robot

In very broad terms we can apply an analogous concept of a virtual machine to

robotics. Our elaboration of a HAL for robotics we will call a ‘virtual robot’. The

virtual robot is an abstraction of a notional robot, which is configurable so it can

change its virtual shape, size and hardware details to match its real counterpart.

It clearly defines its virtual capabilities for high level controllers that match those

of the real robot, for example, it can return information from virtual sensors that

in turn poll real sensors. It features methods to reply to high-level queries about

its design specification and current state. Most importantly, it translates robot

relative instructions into a specific set applicable to a real robot. Controllers using

a virtual robot are also limited to the common set of features across robot platforms

- if a controller accesses a special feature on one platform it will lose its platform

independence. In the scope of the current literature, our approach to robot platform

abstractions using a virtual robot is a novel one.
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2.9 System Integration

Robotics research has made many advances in fields such as sensory processing,

control and planning. However, this development is often in isolation with no regard

for interaction between researchers. There is little effort being made to integrate the

best available approaches into a single architecture (Pack et al. , 1997b).

Software for autonomous robots tends to be a complex combination of compo-

nents from many different application domains such as control theory, vision, and ar-

tificial intelligence. Components are often developed using their own domain-specific

tools and abstractions. System integration can thus be a significant challenge, in par-

ticular when the application calls for a dynamic, adaptable system structure in which

rigid boundaries between the subsystems are a performance impediment (Pembeci

et al. , 2002).

A solution is in identifying suitably abstract notions common to the different

domains so that it is possible to create a broader framework for software integration

and to recast existing domain specific frameworks in these terms (Pembeci et al. ,

2002). This approach simplifies integration and leads to improved reliability.

It is only through a dedicated effort on the part of researchers to address the

problem of developing integrated solutions that there can be a proliferation of in-

telligent robotics in everyday applications (Pack et al. , 1997b). Therefore, robotic

architectures must consider system integration as an important aspect of robotics

research. Often it is given second billing to other work (Pack et al. , 1997a).

A robot architecture must consider aspects of system integration. It cannot allow

the ad hoc addition of new features for this would compromise the extensibility of the

system. Instead, it must have mechanisms to carefully regulate extensions and the

evolution of the system. Furthermore it is important to consider the requirements

of sensor and command fusion from different sub-systems. The sharing of data from

various sub-systems to augment primary systems is an ongoing area of important

research.
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2.10 State of the Art

There has been a lot of recent research into robot control architectures. But the

deliberative and behavioural principles described in the beginning of this literature

review still apply to these new architectures. While these decisional aspects are still

being refined, it is in the operational style of the architecture where developments

are being made. It is the means of implementation and the mechanisms to support

the decision making structure that are at the forefront of research. Features such

as modularity, portability and extensibility of the architecture are high priorities in

current research.

The review of literature has revealed the use of component-based software archi-

tecture in real-time robotic control is starting to emerge. There is clear consensus

that modular designs promoting reuse and minimising complexity are beneficial

(Fernandez & Gonzalez, 1999; Messina et al. , 1999; Beck et al. , 2000; Bruyninckx,

2001). Much research work is currently progressing in the area of modular design.

Component-based designs are the next step.

2.10.1 Modular designs

GenoM (Fleury et al. , 1997), the ‘Generator of Modules’, is a tool to design and

build real-time distributed software architectures. It is more specifically dedicated

to complex on-board systems, such as autonomous mobile robots or satellites. Oper-

ating capabilities are encapsulated into modules (built according to a generic model)

that are homogeneous allowing integration to be automated.

GenoM is part of the tool set described by Alami et. al. (Alami et al. , 1998)

for generic robot architecture design - subsequently entitled the LAAS2 architec-

ture when implemented as a robot control system. The development experience of

building the LAAS architecture (using GenoM) is described in (Alami et al. , 2000).

The NEXUS (Fernandez & Gonzalez, 1999) open system for integrating robotic

software is designed to be an extension of a real-time operating system, hiding the

2LAAS: LAAS’ Architecture for Autonomous Systems.
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hardware and OS details about communications and system facilities. It includes the

basic characteristics needed for the integration of very different software modules. It

is based on an object-oriented approach and provides the hiding of implementation

through simple interfaces. It is a distributed system allowing completely transparent

module distribution. It is implemented on real-time basis and has a hierarchical

scheme for detection of run-time errors.

NEXUS is similar to LAAS/GenoM in that they both specify the components of

the architecture as modules that provide services to the rest of the architecture. In

GenoM the code of the modules is generated automatically from templates that are

filled by the programmers while NEXUS requires the Interface definition, Code and

Error-recovery-code parts to be written. NEXUS has a more detailed implementa-

tion of communications between its management subsystem and its task-dependent

subsystem that makes it a more complete controlling architecture.

Another open system for control software is the OSACA architecture (Sperling

& Lutz, 1996). It is intended to provide a standard for the implementation of control

systems, providing an open framework that hides vendor-specific details. Its basic

components are similar to NEXUS but lack the characteristics for real-time response

needed in more dynamic and unstructured applications, such as mobile robotics.

PC-ORC (Hong et al. , 2001) is a modular, object-oriented PC-based approach

to open robot control systems. It uses OSACA as its reference architecture, but uses

an additional database to store hardware configurations from various vendors that

is retrieved by its management module depending on the hardware used. It also

focuses on a real-time implementation by ensuring the operating system module has

two controller systems. A hard-time controller is used for fixed sampling rates and

control commands and Windows NT for tasks that require relatively slow responses

such as robot motion planning and path generation.

None of these technologies have modules that fit the definition of a component.

They are not independently deployable. In the experience of LAAS (Alami et al. ,

2000) and GenoM, there was no independent deployment of modules - rather they

were tested initially as part of the system. As no demonstration of any dynamic
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extensions or upgrades were made, the homogeneous modules appear too limited

to suit an evolving robotic architecture. NEXUS and PC-ORC are object-oriented

designs and while they are reconfigure-able with functions and an API that support

reuse, they are not component-based. However, they are moving towards using

component-based concepts.

2.10.2 Component-based Designs

There are few robot control systems in the reviewed literature that use component-

based paradigms for robotic control architectures.

An example of a commercial system that supports component-based development

of control systems is ControlShell (Schneider et al. , 1995). This system is focused

on constructing control systems from reusable components, using a graphical editor

and automatic code generation. It combines event driven state programming, a run-

time executive and transparent network connectivity. It uses a state machine for

managing dynamically reconfigure-able real time subsystems. However, it still does

not meet the concerns of producing independently deployable components. Only

components produced using the ControlShell system will inter-operate - there can

be no third party composition using other systems.

ControlShell addresses the problems of integrating its component specification,

implementation, generation and validation at the functional layer (the level that

implements control loops, behaviours and the basic processes that are not concerned

with long term issues). However, in terms of robotic control, it cannot integrate these

components with the aspects of mission specification, generation, and validation

(Fernandez & Gonzalez, 1999). These decision layer components are not generated

by ControlShell, hence no support is available to integrate with the components that

are generated.

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California uses ControlShell as the basis for

most of the new robotics and spaceflight test-bed development. It was used in the

early development of the CLARAty architecture. CLARAty has since evolved sub-

stantially. The ControlShell software, for example, highlights the runtime behaviour
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of a system providing a close monitoring of its runtime models. Alternatively, the

CLARAty decomposition highlights the behaviour of the components of the system

while hiding their runtime models and implementation details (Volpe et al. , 2001).

Further, CLARAty provides a means of integrating the functional layer components

with the decision layer components, remedying a problem with ControlShell. The

foundation for the functional layer in CLARAty is an object-oriented design, with

no run-time extensibility. It is a sophisticated, modular architecture, allowing static

reconfiguration but is not truly component-based.

The OROCOS project (Bruyninckx, 2001) aims at becoming a general-purpose

and open robot control software package. Its goal is to develop robot control software

under an Open Source licence (OpenSource.org, 2002) with extreme modularity

and flexibility featuring software components perhaps using CORBA (OMG, 1997)

technology. Their aim is to use a ‘software object that can dynamically be added or

removed from a network and that offers its services through a neutral, programming

language independent interface’ (Bruyninckx, 2001). Interestingly, the makers of the

GenoM technology have proposed that GenoM be incorporated into the OROCOS

project. OROCOS is just emerging from its infant stages of development and is

currently focused on supporting robot control techniques. It has a very broad scope

and is currently one of the leaders in the areas of software interface standards and

robot component development.

Notable proprietary software also exists, namely the high profile MOBILITY

architecture from iRobot (iRobot, 2003) and the Evolution Robotics Software Plat-

form (ERSP) from Evolution Robotics (Evolution Robotics, 2003). The MOBIL-

ITY package is a object-oriented, CORBA-based robotics control architecture. This

product uses extensible “building blocks” and tools for construction of any style of

robot control system. Thus it is an operational architecture that can support differ-

ent styles of robot control. The ERSP architecture is a three-layer architecture of

a behavioural nature. It uses components to achieve its modularity and a hardware

abstraction layer to facilitate reuse. It does not however go so far as to use a virtual

robot concept.
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System Control Style Comp. Dyn. HAL

Name Delib. Behav. Open Based Exten. —

CLARAty X X X X X

OROCOS X X X X X X

Orca X X X X X

Player/Stage X X X

Pyro X X X X

ControlShell X X

GenoM X X

Mobility X X X X

ERSP X X X X

OSACA X

PC-ORC X X

Table 2.1: Feature comparison of robot control systems.

2.11 Discussion

It can be seen from the technologies reviewed in Table 2.1, that none provides a basis

for true portability of high-level software components. They do achieve modularity

and flexibility. Some even meet the criteria of dynamic extensibility. Some achieve

portability through basic hardware abstraction, but not in the sophisticated sense of

a compete platform abstraction mechanism (such as a ‘virtual robot’) as discussed

earlier in Section 2.8. The table also distinguishes between those architectures that

have a built in style of robot control (such as deliberative or reactive) versus those

architectures that provide an open infrastructure to implement any style of control.

The trend for the future of software development is component-based. It can

be described as somewhat of an inevitability (Szyperski, 2000) and it is starting

to appear so for most large desktop applications. The robotic software discipline

is bound to follow since it makes sense that commercial off-the-shelf components

should be available in fields such as robotics, as they currently are in desktop and

enterprise software.

Improved sharing and reuse between parties involved in robotics (commercial

or research) is a significant motive for using components. Independent develop-

ment across domains of control is highly desirable. The development of component
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standards and true component implementations in robotics would facilitate this.

Another important aspect of research in robotics is in creating a robotic architec-

ture that has portable and dynamically extensible components. There is agreement

that the architectures should be flexible and easily upgraded. Some are achieving

dynamic extensibility. However, there is no current approach to allow components

that are not directly involved with hardware to be truly portable in high-level terms.

‘The right architectures and properly managed architecture evolution are proba-

bly the most important and challenging aspects of component software engineering’

(Szyperski, 2000, page 367). This is a great challenge of any software research today

and applies to architectures in robotics as much as it does to any other software

engineering discipline.
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Chapter 3
Design Principles

A common mistake that people make when trying to design something

completely foolproof is to underestimate the ingenuity of complete fools.

- Douglas Adams (1952 - 2001) Novelist

In this chapter, we review the aspects of robot control systems that our portabil-

ity model supports, and explain the principles used to develop it. Broadly speaking,

we use the principles of abstraction to progressively create platform and context

relative data, separation of concerns and decoupling to remove inter-dependencies,

and component software engineering to encapsulate these constructs in a modular

way.

69
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3.1 Overview

The broad prototype has been developed by investigating four areas in the field of

autonomous mobile robotics, while also looking at software component technologies.

Figure 3.1 illustrates these four areas which are summarised here before the model

design and implementation are described in more detail.
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Figure 3.1: The overview of the various areas investigated to develop support for
portable robot software.
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3.1.1 High-Level Modules

The requirements of high-level controller code focuses on the types of abstractions

that are useful and in common practice. Upon determining exactly what type of

data could be abstracted and what ‘robot-centric’ and environmental dependent

information could be built into the data abstractions, experiments were then done

on the types of high-level control algorithms that could be supported for robotics.

This is contained in Section 4.1.

The controllers are built using software component methodologies as this was

found to be the most elegant and efficient solution since we use software components

throughout the rest of the model.

3.1.2 High-Level Abstractions

High-level abstractions (HLAs) represent the highest level of transformation possible

of the incoming data and outgoing commands. They represent the data with the

most robot and environment relative information imbued within. Investigations were

made into the form and style of these data types as well as how to best configure

them for changing hardware platforms.

We have developed a set of linguistic variables and an appropriate interpre-

tation mechanism to facilitate a more portable and flexible way of forming robot

instructions from high-level modules using the HLAs (refer to the first two layers in

Figure 3.1). These high-level abstractions have been designed to cover the following

aspects of robot sensing and control:

Physical aspects of the environment The sensor data that the robot has of the

external environment is called ‘exteroceptive’ data (such as camera images,

thermometer readings or range sensor values). This data will have different

meanings depending on the robot’s environmental context. Investigations have

been carried out into how data can be altered to reflect conditions in the

environment.

Physical aspects of the robot We have separately investigated suitable abstrac-
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tions for the internal state of the robot dependent on size and speed etc. These

abstractions are based on what is called ‘proprioceptive’ data – information

the robot has sensed about itself (such as odometry, battery power remain-

ing and compass heading). The mechanisms for these are largely the same as

for the environment; apart from the fact they can be augmented further i.e.

imbued with relative information about the robot platform.

Commands to the robot Finally we have defined the means by which standard

robot commands will be formed and interpreted by the model to be then trans-

lated into hardware specific commands. Abstractions have been investigated

further for these commands. These are used in combination with standard

software components that manage the devices of the robot.

3.1.3 Platform Abstractions

We have also developed an external parse-able specification of the robots config-

uration and morphology (size and shape) including sensor and effector placement

information. This information on the design of the physical robot platform is easily

reconfigured, as it is explicitly separate to the system and controlling code. This is

represented by the ‘Reconfigurable Platform Information’ box in Figure 3.1.

Configuration of hardware The intermediary layer is responsible for conversion

of the high level instructions into low level commands and so is aware of the

configuration of the hardware and how to interact with the sensors and ef-

fectors. It is a platform management mechanism that is more than just a

hardware abstraction layer. This is the work represented in the ‘Platform

Abstraction’ box in Figure 3.1.

Diversity and composition of hardware We have further developed the abstrac-

tion intermediary to act as a proxy for each hardware device that the robot

might have installed. Software components with standard interfaces that can

be easily replaced would be a modular and flexible solution. We have investi-

gated existing suites of standard interfaces and have determined criteria they
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must have to provide a standard way of interacting with the diverse hardware.

3.1.4 Low-Level Software Components

Finally, in developing the model architecture, we investigate the lower level support-

ing components that will provide the individual hardware device abstractions. The

investigation into the appropriate design and use of component interfaces has been

the focus of this investigation. The interfaces are the means by which the services

of the components are requested. Hence, they must facilitate access to appropriate

administrative services as well as the intended functional services. We have consid-

ered these supporting mechanisms to allow the flexible instantiation and installation

of the components within the greater framework.

The management of these low-level components is distributed between a platform

abstraction layer and a hardware abstraction layer (in Section 3.2 the difference is

described). Furthermore, some of these low-level components are responsible for

abstracting parts of the lower operating systems – another consideration of the

abstraction model in Section 3.2.

Hardware Device Abstraction Using a standard hardware abstraction layer, we

compose and manage traditional device drivers, but have prescribed their im-

plementation using a component software approach. This is consistent with

our design of the rest of our component-based system.

Diversity of Operating Systems As there are many and varied operating sys-

tems for robotic platforms, we have undertaken the task of abstracting away

from the OS so that we can consistently apply systems using our model across

a greater number of robots.

3.2 Abstraction Model (CLAM)

We present our new model for forming and managing standard platform abstractions:

the Component-based Layered Abstraction Model (CLAM). This model contains the
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first unifying set of principles aimed at solving the software portability problem for

mobile robotics. The concepts and mechanisms of the model have been developed to

apply to the general case of hardware platforms that are environmentally sensitive

and are required to be aware of their context.

Figure 3.2 is an overview of CLAM and composes the following software tech-

niques: a set of high-level abstractions (HLAs) to describe the platform, its sur-

rounding environment and form platform instructions - label 2; a suite of standard

interface ‘contracts’ specifying the platform and hardware device abstractions - la-

bels 3 and 5; a platform abstraction layer (PAL) which is a standardised virtual

intermediary that liaises between the controlling code and the actual robot (and

includes a set of mechanisms for platform introspection) - label 4; a hardware ab-

straction layer (HAL) which manages and standardises the interaction to the robot

hardware devices - label 6; and a robot operating system abstraction layer (OSAL)

- label 7.

To support software portability, the broad approach is to create standard plat-

form abstractions that can be applied uniformly across a variety of hardware plat-

forms. These uniform abstractions are then able to be reused by the high-level

modules (HLMs) across a variety of robot platforms.

CLAM uses component technology as the basis for developing its abstraction

mechanisms. It applies these mechanisms in a layered form to progressively abstract

the low-level parts of a hardware platform. CLAM handles the cross-platform differ-

ences in sensor data interpretations, platform command translations and hardware

device communication protocols.

The domain of mobile robots is useful for demonstrating CLAM, due to the

diversity and uncertainty inherent in these context aware devices. An outline of

the implementation is detailed in the next section. When discussing aspects of the

model, we often use the interchangeable term ‘hardware platform’ instead of ‘robot’.

This highlights CLAM’s more general application to hardware platforms in domains

such as autonomous vehicles, smart houses, or sensor networks.
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Figure 3.2: An overview of the abstraction mechanisms used in CLAM to support
portable robot software.
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CLAM is the abstraction model that has been designed for domains that required

hardware platforms to be context aware - robots are a perfect example of such plat-

forms.

3.3 Model Implementation (MoRoCo)

We have implemented a prototype of the CLAM model to be applied to the robotics

domain, in particular for autonomous mobile robots. This prototype is called MoRoCo

– a name derived from our aim to create Mobile and Robust robot Code.

This prototype is a specific combination of techniques and mechanisms we have

used for the domain of robotics. While each layer of CLAM has alternative choices,

MoRoCo is the particular combination for robotics designed to provide the greatest

flexibility with minimal overheads.

The CLAM model specifies four layers to achieve complete decoupling from the

hardware platform. When implementing it as MoRoCo, the high-level abstractions

(HLAs) and platform abstraction layer (PAL) required novel approaches as there

was no existing solution available in the literature. The implementation of the

hardware abstraction layer (HAL) and operating system abstraction layer (OSAL)

use variations on techniques that already exist in the literature; they were applied

to robotics and their performance compared to other possible approaches.

The MoRoCo system is illustrated in Figure 3.3 – compare this with the model

diagram in Figure 3.2. The HLAs (label 2) are implemented using fuzzy logic

variables as their basis. Then the PAL (labels 3 to 5) is implemented using a

software component framework which we call the virtual robot framework (VRF).

The use of software components in robotics is relatively new and our application of it

to platform abstraction is novel. The HAL (labels 6 to 8) is part of this component

framework, but it is kept distinct with clear interfaces delineating its boundary. The

operating system independence (label 9) is achieved using Java technologies.

To demonstrate aspects of robot control using MoRoCo a component-based robot

architecture (CBRA) has also been implemented as a testbed especially for this

research (see Section 3.4). CBRAs are new in robotics but are rapidly developing
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Figure 3.3: The overview of the abstraction layers implemented in the MoRoCo sys-
tem.
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(Orebäck, 2004; Bruyninckx, 2001).

3.4 The Testing Architecture

We have developed our own Component-Based Robot Architecture (CBRA) specif-

ically to demonstrate and evaluate the MoRoCo system on real and simulated robots.

It is based on various robot control architectures found in the literature (Section 2.3),

but focusing on supporting the behaviour-based forms of robot control.

Component-based Robot Architecture

Vision
F r a m e w or k

D e t e c t ion
F r a m e w or k

Virtual Robot
F ram e w ork

B e h a v iou r a l
F r a m e w or k

N a v ig a t ion
F r a m e w or k

 -  High Level Abstractions
 -  P latf orm  Abstractions
 -  Hard w are D evice Abs.
 -  O p erating S y stem  Abs.

M oRoCo
S y stem

Figure 3.4: The encompassing Component-Based Robot Architecture (CBRA) and
the component frameworks within it.

As described in the Literature Review in Section 2.4, a component architecture is

a system of component frameworks. A diagram outlining our CBRA is in Figure 3.4.
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It has five component frameworks as follows:

Behavioural This framework is used to demonstrate and test high-level software

components that use the MoRoCo system. It is a behaviour-based framework

as described in the Literature Review in Section 2.3.2 such that it manages

the execution of various behaviours that have been instantiated from software

components. Behaviours are executed in order of priority which is announced

by each behaviour as they self-determine the urgency with which they must

be executed. This is a simplification of other possible behaviour arbitration

schemes that more sophisticated robot architectures might implement.

Detection This framework is used to support obstacle detection and identification,

which is an important feature of any form of mobile robot control. This infor-

mation it determines is then made available to the other frameworks through

its standard interfaces. It uses MoRoCo to remain portable across robot plat-

forms.

Navigation This framework manages all components that service the general nav-

igation needs of the behaviours. It handles the mapping and localisation com-

ponents. At the moment, it can be used to map free space regions both locally

near the robot in the short term, and build a more global map in the longer

term.

Vision This framework contains the image processing components of the architec-

ture. At the moment it has image filters, colour space conversion utilities, and

segmentation algorithms for use by the other frameworks. It primarily consists

of components that use these utilities to determine the obstacle free space in

a scene.

Virtual Robot Lastly, the MoRoCo implementation includes a software component

framework called the Virtual Robot Framework – described later in Section 6.1.

This framework provides the standard interfaces for other frameworks to obtain

uniform data and state abstractions from various actual robot platforms. It is
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the heart of the MoRoCo system.

In line with our advocacy of decoupling, we have designed the CBRA to have

these distinct frameworks of Detection, Vision and Navigation so that aspects of

control relating to these frameworks can be separated if necessary. We have chosen

this partitioning of frameworks heuristically, based on our experience with the tasks

mobile robots frequently undertake. This decoupling increases reuse since more than

one component in another framework may use the information it has calculated. Of

course, the final distribution of control is determined by the software developer and

there is a trade-off between reuse and whether it is ever used at all (Szyperski, 2000) –

meaning that maximising reuse (by using finer granularity of components) can often

minimise use (as it becomes tedious to manage a large number of components). So

component designers must strive for a balance.

Overall, the CBRA is a component architecture (a component framework frame-

work, see Section 2.4) and is responsible for:

• receiving and instantiating the components for any of the frameworks it man-

ages (this can be done dynamically during run time so that components can

be removed or added ‘on the fly’);

• the communications mechanism used to deliver new components or remove old

ones (it supports infrared delivery, wireless delivery, and thread to monitor file

directories for new file deliveries);

• the communications configuration between the frameworks to link each frame-

work’s blackboard model (Xu & Brussel, 1997) to post and share data;

• component verification to check if they are supported by the Virtual Robot

Framework with which they wish to be instantiated, for instance if the com-

ponent requires vision and the VRF has no camera support then instantiation

will be refused;

• configuration and setup protocols for the various frameworks and their con-

stituent components, for instance the platform descriptor file used in MoRoCo;
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and

• a cycle counter for behaviours to synchronise with, thereby avoiding redundant

computations if they have already been performed in that cycle.

The CBRA is the infrastructure used evaluate and test the CLAM model as well as

the high-level control modules that will use the CLAM abstractions.

3.5 The Sense-Plan-Act Cycle

In the literature, three main approaches to robot control are described – deliberative,

behavioural, and a combination of the two. These styles are implemented in a myriad

of ways (refer to Section 2.3). However, all these control systems follow the same

general pattern of firstly sensing the environment using the robot’s sensors, then

forming some sort of model of the environment (from very simple to very elaborate)

and planning its actions, and then acting out its plan in the environment (Sense-

Plan-Act or SPA).

Sometimes the SPA cycle is very short – in behaviour based (or reactive) control

systems the loop is very fast and the planning is kept simple. In a more deliberative

style of control system the loop is longer and the planning stage is far more extensive.

However, no matter what style is used, the types of inputs and outputs are the same

and we can use this fact to construct standard I/O abstractions. We do this by

considering the Sense-Plan-Act (SPA) pattern of control (discussed in Section 2.3)

and defining the types of interactions the robot control software has with the sensors

and effectors. The inputs to planning are the sensor readings of the state of the world

(exteroceptive) as well as the state of the robot (proprioceptive), and the outputs

are the intended actions (instructions) in their executable form.

In Figure 3.5, the SPA cycle from Figure 2.10 is shown, together with conceptual

overlay of our abstraction model (CLAM). It is evident in the diagram that our

abstractions encompass the sensing and acting parts of the control model. These

parts are integrated into the CLAM mechanisms, which then present them uniformly
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Environment
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Control Model
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Figure 3.5: The modified Sense-Plan-Act control model, with the sensorimotor inputs
and outputs and the CLAM abstraction model between the control algorithms and the
hardware.

to the planning algorithms. Any planning element now uses the CLAM interfaces

directly for sensing or acting. What is also illustrated in the diagram is that there

are elements of planning that CLAM is also now responsible for. These elements

have been tightly coupled with the planning algorithms in the past, but now have

been separated from the control and integrated into the CLAM model abstractions.

This is explained further in section 3.6.3, but an example is the decoupling and

separation of sensor data interpretations (such as far, near, fast and slow) from the

control logic.

During this SPA cycle, the data is manipulated into various forms (from raw data

received from the sensors to high-level interpretations of that data) and is transferred

across various media (such as serial communications, TCP/IP packets, system files,

and method parameters). Our modele uses these elements to effectively ‘loosen up’
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the tightly wound interaction of the control logic from the platform specific elements

of a robot (or any environmentally sensitive device platform).

3.6 Design Features

There are particular aspects of robot control systems that are important to the soft-

ware portability problem. Our approach has been to firstly examine these aspects of

robot control systems to help guide our design of a portability model. We have then

developed mechanisms to (1) abstract away platform details in a layered manner,

(2) facilitate a modular approach to the separation of concerns, and (3) decouple

dependent parts of the control system. These three principles guide the decompo-

sition of a control system into distinct and encapsulated parts (using component

technology), which have standardised and clearly defined boundaries across which

the control algorithms can operate in ways that are uniformly supported on different

robot hardware platforms.

3.6.1 Platform and Environment Abstractions

Abstraction is a key concept underlying modularity, reuse, and other aspects of the

design process (Messerschmitt, 1995). By ‘abstraction’ we mean the conscious hiding

of unnecessary implementation or functional details while making visible behavioural

properties that are essential and important to other modules. Abstraction helps

ensure the independence of the architectural modules, as it is not possible to be

dependent on hidden properties of a module.

For example, the visible properties of a communications module may be se-

quenced read or write requests, data stored in fixed size units, an address associated

with each data packet to send and error/success return values. Abstraction deliber-

ately hides the transfer medium used (be it infrared, wireless, direct file swapping,

etc.), the speed of communications (variations are accommodated by handshaking),

the protocols for administering the communications, and the internal organization

and representation of the packet data.
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The internal organization may be quite different than suggested by the interface

abstraction, for example, take the case of camera images used to form sensor readings

by performing image processing and returning results that mimic those of an infrared

or other range sensors (Smith et al. , 2005b).

Creating abstractions requires that there is a common understanding between

those who use the abstractions. For example, general abstractions might be ‘redness’

and ‘sitting on’. Various different items have the property of ‘redness’ and we find the

relation ‘sitting on’ to be popular – as many things sit on other things. The property

of ‘redness’ and the relation ‘sitting on’ are therefore abstract. An abstraction is a

concept or idea not associated with any specific instance – they are general concepts

formulated by identifying common properties of instances.

With respect to robotics, example properties such as ‘distance to object’ or ‘rela-

tive speed’ are therefore abstract since many robots have these relationships between

objects and themselves. Abstractions are an important notion in any robotic system

in order to reduce complexity and provide an operation interface (hiding implemen-

tation details) at various levels for use by the system architecture (Nesnas et al. ,

2003). Abstractions should be formed for both the input and outputs of the robot

control model.

The set of abstractions to describe a hardware platform or operating environment

have a number of features that can be described in broad terms of syntax (how the

information is encoded), semantics (what the information means) and pragmatics

(what does the information mean in relation to context). Appendix G contains

an overview of these terms and their meaning in linguistics. We have used these

concepts to guide our naming convention of the abstractions in the next section.

The ‘Abstraction Ladder’

Control input is transformed through various stages as the raw data is converted into

more abstract forms. Planning in the SPA loop could feasibly be applied to this data

at any stage of transformation – as long as the planning module understands the

meaning of the data at that stage. Similarly, when putting a plan into practice, the
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commands can then be specified in various output forms – from the highly abstract

to raw low-level instructions. Some formats maybe needed because of speed or

efficiency constraints, while the higher levels are necessary for abstract reasoning

and portability.

As the data is transformed through the SPA cycle, we have identified the different

data forms that can be be used to make logical decisions and produce output on the

robot platform. In Figure 3.6 we illustrate four formats in which sensor data and

output commands can be used.

Sensors

Raw Data

E f f ec t ors

P r o c e s s e d  Data

Re l ati v e  d ata

P r ag m ati c  d ata

odometer reading

 x  metres / s ec ond

M ov ing “ moderatel y ”  f or
th is  p l atf orm.

M ov ing “ v ery  f as t”  f or th is
env ironment ( or tas k ) .

s erial  c ommand

ac c el erate( - y )
s etS p eed( z )

D ec el erate “ q u ic k l y ”  u ntil
mov ing “ s l ow ” .

S l ow  dow n to a “ moderate”
s p eed f or th is  env ironment.

Raw c o m m an d

P r o c e s s e d
c o m m an d

Re l ati v e
c o m m an d

P r ag m ati c
c o m m an d

Figure 3.6: The possible abstraction data formats available in an abstraction model
for use in an SPA cycle (called the ‘abstraction ladder’).

These data formats are described as follows:

Raw This data is very specific to the hardware and has not undergone any useful

transformation or interpretations. This is either the format directly from the

sensor, or the direct syntax used to control an effector (for example voltage

measured by infrared sensors, or a serial command sequence to set servo po-

sitions). Working directly with this type of data is error prone and difficult
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to validate. It is a data format that is not directly supported by CLAM since

it is only useful when tight speed and efficiency constraints must be met and

portability is not a consideration.

Processed This is the next level up from the raw data – for example after a voltage

reading of an infrared sensor has been converted to centimeters. This is the

processed sensor data that is closest to the hardware, but now it has a standard

meaning in the physical context of the robot or environment (for example, the

distance in centimeters to an obstacle). However, the relative meaning (see

the next data form) to the robot is still not embodied in the data, and if this

data format is used then the relative meaning must still be imbued in the

controlling code. While using processed data still limits code portability, it is

better than using raw data.

Relative This is the first abstraction level where the data is translated relative to

the hardware platform and the physical world from which it was generated.

For example, centimetres are transformed into high-level distance concepts

relative to the robot and its physical world such as ‘near’ or ‘very far’. These

linguistic variables form a vocabulary that is used to describe the robot and

the environment. These variables are more imprecise than previous processed

variables, but they now encompass a robot-centric view of the abstraction.

Pragmatic We can then augment relative abstractions further, by taking into ac-

count any modifying environmental context and application information. We

can also augment an abstraction with information about the state of other

parts of the hardware platform. For example, we can modify a speed state to

account for environmental factors such as terrain type (if it is ‘wet and slip-

pery’ then the platform’s speed is more likely to be interpreted as fast instead

of slow). Or if a robot is mine sweeping such that the instruction to move

quickly by an standard obstacle avoidance module is interpreted more cau-

tiously (i.e. having a lower processed value) than if the robot was performing

office deliveries. We call these modifications pragmatic augmentations.
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CLAM uses layered abstractions to clearly define the boundaries between the

various formats of the interpreted sensor data and output commands. The higher

and more developed these abstractions are, the more platform and environment

relative information can be embedded within them, and so the more portable the

code that uses them can become.

Using the abstractions

It is important to note that algorithm development can occur at any level of this

abstraction ladder. So the planning module can reason with data from the rawest

through to the refined form. This is represented by the arrows linking the sensor

data boxes to the command boxes in Figure 3.6.

As already noted, the raw data is hardware specific and has no uniform meaning

for consistent processing. It can be used in very specific ways when speed is of the

essence. It is however, extremely limiting to portability when used.

The processed form is typically used in a tight control loop where the control

algorithms have been explicitly encoded with the meaning of the sensor data and can

then make appropriate control decisions. Data is interpreted to represent dimensions

or speeds that have a standard meaning for the robot or external environment.

For instance, odometry readings over time may be converted to speeds in units of

meters/second. Then to achieve a slower set speed, the robot servos may be sent

deceleration commands until the speed is reached. However, the information of what

a speed means to the robot is contained in the control code making it dependent on a

particular robot platform and context. For example, when is the robot ‘slow’ enough

(for that robot’s size and shape) to navigate a cluttered room? That information

should be integrated in the sensor abstractions formed by the robot, not integrated

with controlling code.

The relative layer provides relative data for use in decision making. In this

instance, when the deceleration happens, the target speed ‘slow’ can be targeted

at the command level and the deceleration rate can be ‘quickly’. The meanings of

‘slow’ and ‘quickly’ is defined by a platform specific translator. This has decoupled
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(see Section 3.6.3) the meaning of the processed terms (i.e. what does ‘slow’ mean?)

from the control code.

Take the example of decelerating to a certain speed. It is possible for the decel-

eration to be executed using only the processed data forms. This is a tighter control

loop that is less computationally intensive, but is less flexible. Then is this speed

still ‘slow’ on a smaller robot? A better approach is to handle the deceleration at

the relative level where the loop post condition of speed is ‘slow’ is checked and

is the more flexible and portable approach.

Note there is no ‘absolute’ abstraction set. It makes no sense to define a global

meaning to variables as there is always an interpretation bias associated to terms

such as near and far, depending on the morphology of the robot, context of the task

and operating environment. While there might be ‘typical’ tasks and environments,

the abstractions will always be relative to the robot and therefore not absolute.

The pragmatic abstraction layer is used to provide a contextual modification

to the meaning of the relative abstractions. In linguistics, pragmatics is concerned

with the contextual meaning of a phrase (see Appendix G). We apply this same

concept to our abstractions to provide further variable modifications based on the

robot’s operating context. For example, consider a robotic vehicle where the speed

variable of fast will mean different things depending on whether the vehicle is on

a highway or in a car park. In a ‘car park’ context, the vehicle control system can

use pragmatically augmented variables to slow the vehicle down accordingly. These

pragmatic variables are inputs to the same controller, but modified in order to effect

the output behaviour.

As always, the decision to use a particular level of the abstraction mechanism is

up to the control implementers. For example, in the case of pragmatic abstractions,

if the control code always requires uniform deviations from the standard behaviour

then it is useful to rely on the modifications enabled by the pragmatic abstractions.

Just as the choice to use relative over processed abstractions depends on the level of

acceptable precision.

It is important that these abstracted meanings are explicitly and externally de-
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fined from the control algorithms – we propose this must be done so that the mean-

ings can be separately managed and configured. We have specified an external

configuration construct in CLAM (the ‘Platform Descriptor’ in Section 3.2).

The trade-off between precision and relative meaning

One final point to make about these abstractions, is that as you go from raw to

pragmatic data the precision decreases but relative meaning increases. The data

becomes less precise (such as ‘far’ instead of 3m) but more relatively meaningful (or

accurate) to the hardware platform. So what was a broad continuum of input or

output is now a set of discrete groupings or states that represent the input or output

space. This in turn, is more useful to reactive or behavioural based controllers that

react to state changes of input variables rather than deliberative type of controllers

that usually require more precise data for more elaborate planning. Deliberative

controllers are more likely to use processed abstractions, or even better, they might

work solely with reactive modules to achieve their plans and still maintain a high

level of independence from the robot. This is discussed more in Section 4.1.

Relative abstractions facilitate decoupling

All of these levels of abstraction can be used to make decisions and plan actions for

the robot. Higher levels of abstraction allow a greater decoupling between sensor

data and control code. The more robot platform information that is contained in the

sensor data (such as concepts like ‘near’, ‘small’ and ‘fast’) the less concerned the

control code can be as to how these meanings are formed. The control code can be

separated from the concern of how to interpret the data. This concept of separation

of concerns is about structuring a system into manageable pieces to better achieve

modularity and flexibility within a control system (Mili et al. , 2004; Ernst, 2003).

3.6.2 Separation of Concerns

It can be seen that control algorithms that are tightly woven with platform specific

information cannot easily be moved to another platform. The aim of our abstraction
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model is to untangle the control logic from the underlying knowledge of the platform

and hardware devices – in their design, composition and configuration.

To this end, we have identified seven areas that are usually tightly integrated

with the control code:

• the hardware device protocols – how to access the sensors and effectors;

• the raw sensor data meaning and command translation for the effectors;

• the physical robot platform design in terms of size and shape;

• the robot hardware device composition – knowledge of installed hardware;

• the robot hardware device configuration – the placement and orientation of

devices;

• the robot operating system; and

• the context of the task – the environment and conditions it is being executed

under.

The separation of these concerns from the control algorithms is one of the tenets

of our solution to robot code portability. This process can also be described as

decoupling and is discussed in the next section along with its benefits.

3.6.3 Decoupling of Dependencies

Coupling is the term given to the interdependencies existing between various software

or hardware modules. If high dependencies exist between two modules, they are

termed ‘tightly coupled’ or have ‘tight coupling’. If minimal dependencies exist

between two modules, they are termed ‘loosely coupled’ or have ‘low coupling’.

Tight coupling causes a system to be rigid and inflexible (not to mention hard

to understand) because changes in one place will require changes somewhere else.

This is time consuming and error prone. The interdependencies make it difficult to

understand the relationships between modules. In the context of portability, tightly
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coupled control code is very dependent on the hardware platform it has been written

for.

In everyday programming, we already see a primitive decoupling in software vari-

ables, where the meaning of the variable (its assigned value) can be easily changed

and is separated from the use of its label. This is a simplistic example of decou-

pling, but is invaluable when designing software to be easily ‘tweaked’. However, if

we want more than just code ‘tweaking’, we must design a grander and standardised

approach to data abstraction.

To decouple a system in a methodical way, we must first identify the various types

of tight coupling that exist between robot control code and the robot hardware. In

monolithic robot control code, the code would be built with implicit knowledge of

the following (refer to Figure 3.7, from the top, left to right):

• the API of robot’s operating system (Windows, Linux, Palm OS etc.);

• the device communication protocols (serial, infrared, wireless etc.);

• the command syntax and semantics across the various hardware devices (the

polling or effecting syntax across the serial, infrared or wireless protocols);

• the interpretation of raw data in the context of the robot’s design (size and

shape);

• the management of the composition of various sensing or effecting hardware

(grouping of like devices and managing their parallel operation); and

• the meaning of return values dependent on the sensor configuration (orienta-

tion and placement on the robot).

More recently, robot software has used hardware abstraction techniques more

commonly found on desktop systems (as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.8). This

has meant that the coupling between the control code and the robot hardware devices

have been loosened somewhat, but still only addresses one aspect. Code modularity

and standard device interfaces in a hardware abstraction layer (HAL) are used to
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Figure 3.7: Typical robot software coupling where the coupling is mostly tight, and
only the hardware device communication protocols are loosely coupled.

decouple the device communications protocols. There are a number of different

robot architectures that achieve this (Bruyninckx, 2001; Volpe et al. , 2001; Gerkey

et al. , 2001; Evolution Robotics, 2003; Blank et al. , 2004). This current state of

robot software coupling is illustrated in Figure 3.7. The solid lines represent tight

couplings between different concerns, the broken lines represent loose coupling where

the dependencies have been largely removed.

After applying the abstractions in CLAM, the coupling setup looks like that in

in Figure 3.8. CLAM provides a means for decoupling the device communication

protocols (using a HAL); the interpretation of raw data in the context of the ro-

bots sensor composition, configuration and platform morphology (using high level

abstractions (HLAs) in conjunction with a platform abstraction layer (PAL)); the

command syntax and semantics across the various effectors; and finally the code no

longer needs to conform to the execution requirements of a specific robot’s operating

system.

This substantial reduction in control dependencies means that control code can

now be ported to another robot and need only be mindful of the the high-level

abstractions of command parameters and sensor data. There is no escaping this

one dependency since the syntax of the instruction set and sensor abstraction must
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Figure 3.8: Robot software coupling using CLAM, where all dependencies have been
decoupled and replaced with one dependency on high-level commands and sensor data
abstractions.

always be explicitly known to the high-level control algorithms. However, the seman-

tics are no longer fixed to the morphology of the robot as this is something that has

been decoupled through the use of our translation and interpretation mechanisms

of the virtual robot.

3.6.4 Component Technology

Component technology is used to structure the platform abstraction layer at the

centre of our portability model. This is a novel approach to platform abstraction

mechanisms. Using software components immediately offers a number of benefits

previously outlined in the Literature Review in Section 2.4. Most importantly,

components help design a modular portability model. Components support the

principles of abstraction and decoupling in three ways:

• components use interfaces for all access, and make context dependencies ex-

plicit;

• components adhere to service contracts that accompany their deployment so

that they can be used in binary form by third parties who have no knowledge

of the implementation details, only the contracts that specify them; and
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• components can completely encapsulate the control mechanisms of hardware

devices and can be deployed when the physical hardware is installed.

As we move between platforms, we need to have modular software components

that can be replaced easily to match hardware configurations and application re-

quirements. For instance, when a new robot is deployed it will be installed with

the appropriate software components in its hardware abstraction layer to support

its sensing and effecting hardware. Furthermore, software components are also used

in the platform abstraction layer to determine the states of various robot and envi-

ronment features – their modularity means these can then also be easily modified or

replaced. For example, a component could interpret the presence of obstacles in a

way that was suitable for a large robot and its sensor suite (such as the Palmbot),

while another component would interpret this in a way that was suitable for a small

robot with very different sensors (such as the Khepera). Figure 3.9 shows how the

same interface is used to form a boolean test on whether the robot considers its

‘front’ direction to be clear or not. The interpretation of the sensor polls would

make explicit reference to the shape and size of the robot before returning a result.

In both cases the same interface is presented to the control code.

Camera

Poll 6 ‘front’ sensors;
F orm  v ec tor a nd  i nterp ret;
R etu rn b oolea n.

Interface: boolean isFrontClear()
Poll 1  ‘front’ sensor;
A u g m ent i nterp reta ti on
w i th  c a m era  i nform a ti on
to d eterm i ne ‘free sp a c e’;
R etu rn b oolea n.

Front

Figure 3.9: Diagram of the Khepera vs Palmbot and how we use different components
to determine if obstacles are in ‘front’.
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3.7 Summary

In this chapter we have explained the broad areas investigated in order to design

the portability model (CLAM) and build a prototype (MoRoCo). We have outlined

the main principles used to design our solution to the portability problem: ab-

stractions, the separation of concerns, decoupling, and component technology. The

first of these three principles are used to progressively build the abstractions in a

layered manner and encapsulate them in convenient forms that are modular and

free of interdependencies. Software components are used as they very conveniently

facilitate these principles of abstraction, separation of concerns and decoupling, as

well as encouraging software reuse through their support of modularity and dynamic

extensibility.





Chapter 4
High-Level Control Modules

The sciences do not try to explain, they hardly even try to interpret, they

mainly make models. By a model is meant a mathematical construct

which, with the addition of certain verbal interpretations, describes ob-

served phenomena. The justification of such a mathematical construct is

solely and precisely that it is expected to work.

- Johann Von Neumann (1903 - 1957)

This chapter gives an overview of the high-level controller modules that use

the CLAM model and MoRoCo system. While these modules are dependent on the

abstractions formed by CLAM, they use them exclusively to gain independence from

the particulars of various robot platforms.

97
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4.1 Types of Control Modules

Before we go into the specifics of each part of CLAM, it is useful to first discuss

the high-level modules that will interact with the model (in Figure 3.2 see label 1).

These are the modules that use the data abstractions and interfaces provided by

CLAM. They are called ‘modules’ at this stage of our description, so as not to imply

any specific implementation style1.

The HLMs can be of any control style currently used in robotics (see Section 2.3

of the Literature Review) and so will usually be deliberative (such as localisation,

mapping, and path planning) or behavioural (such as obstacle avoidance, target

tracking, and wall following). While CLAM supports both control styles, it best sup-

ports platform portability if higher levels of abstraction are used (such as relative

and pragmatic abstractions, see Section 3.6.1). Therefore, CLAM best supports

the behavioural (or reactive) control HLMs since these are much faster (as they

have a shorter control cycle) and therefore can benefit the most from the relative

and pragmatic abstractions because it is the changes in these abstractions that are

useful and must be quickly reacted to. In fact these components can be supported

in an extremely portable manner, usually achieving perfect binary portability.

In contrast, deliberative modules are much slower and so the CLAM abstractions

cannot provide the precision they usually require to form longer term plans. Deliber-

ative modules can require precise inputs (such as geometric distance measurements)

so are likely to be more tightly coupled to the processed abstractions of the system

– this is why they are unlikely to be completely portable between robots.

We aim to support software controllers so that they can achieve perfect binary porta-

bility across various robots.

4.2 Examples of Common Modules

There are various modules that would benefit from having their control algorithms

ported across many platforms. Here are some task examples that many mobile

1Later in this chapter, we will discuss their implementation as software components.
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robots have in some form or other:

• Obstacle Avoidance – to avoid collisions with obstacles within the environment;

• Navigation – whereby the robot travels to a predetermined target destination;

• Target Tracking – where a target is acquired and followed;

• Exploration – knowledge of the external environment is acquired and stored;

• Docking – for recharging or off-line storage; and

• Wall Following – to follow the edge of a room, hallway or even a delineated

marking.

There are many more examples, but we can already see the benefits of being able

to provide portable algorithms even for just these modules. They are very common

and it is easy to see that a delivery robot, a surveillance robot, or domestic robot

(for tasks such as vacuum cleaning) could all reuse these behaviours. Furthermore,

since the proliferation of robots is just around the corner, the growth in control

software and components will need to be managed in an orderly manner.

Obstacle avoidance in more detail

Examine the rudimentary pseudo-code for an obstacle avoidance algorithm shown in

Figure 4.1 (also discussed earlier in section 1.6). This might not be the most sophis-

ticated obstacle avoidance algorithm, but it illustrates some important points. This

code uses only methods that are implemented by the high-level abstracted interfaces

of system, and hence could be applied to any robot with an appropriate implemen-

tation. The meanings of the abstract terms (e.g. far, near, fast, slow) and the

abstract instructions (e.g. isClear, rotate, move) are defined by an abstraction

model in a standard way across all target robots.

However, depending on the implementation of the HLAs, the code is likely to

embody erratic or jerky behaviour because of possible oscillation between input

states. We will show in Section A.2 how this erratic behaviour can be removed with
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if isClear(front, far) then

move(forward, fast);

else

if isClear(right, far) then

rotate(right, slow);

else rotate(left, slow);

Figure 4.1: Simple pseudo-code using high-level abstractions for obstacle avoidance.

techniques that control the smooth transition of the robot between various control

states.

4.3 Software Components

In Figure 3.3, at label 1 we show the high-level controllers that interact with MoRoCo.

These are written as software components (refer to Section 2.4) and are usually

behavioural components for exploration, tracking, and avoidance etc. As discussed

in Section 4.1, CLAM (and hence MoRoCo) best supports behaviour-based control

components because of the fast cycle they tend to use2.

Robot Control System
Deliberative Layer

B eh avio u ral Layer

A bs trac tio n  Layer
( M o R o C o )

Figure 4.2: The hybrid robot control model using MoRoCo abstractions to remain
portable.

2We will discuss in Section 8.4.7 that a certain cycle rate is needed to effectively use the MoRoCo

abstractions.
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With the recent proliferation of hybrid control architectures (Urmson et al. ,

2003; Nesnas et al. , 2003; Coste-Maniere & Simmons, 2000; Gat, 1997) it is usual to

see both deliberative and behavioural layers in a robot architecture. The deliberative

layer usually uses the behavioural layer to achieve its goals. This means that if the

behavioural layer uses MoRoCo, then it can in turn support the portability of the

deliberative layer which usually resides on top (see Figure 4.2). MoRoCo can still

allow the deliberative layer direct access to processed data, but portability will be

compromised if a platform specific interface or data format is relied upon.

Each high-level behavioural component implements the Schema interface (see

Figure 4.3) which is used by the Behavioural framework of the CBRA to instantiate

it and access the priority settings and runtime services. They are packaged in binary

form as Java .class or .jar files and can be delivered and instantiated statically

or dynamically to the CBRA.

+initialise()
+setP r io r ity ()
+g etP r io r ity () :  int
+isF inish ed () :  b o o l
+setR u nC o u nt()
+r u n()

«interface»
Schema

B ehav i o u r

Figure 4.3: The ‘Schema’ interface used in all components in the Behavioural Frame-
work.

The behaviours we have developed to demonstrate the use of MoRoCo are typical

for mobile robots – obstacle avoidance, object tracking, goal finding, parking/dock-

ing, exploration, and wall following. As an example, an obstacle avoidance behaviour

implementation is listed in Appendix E.1.

The behavioural components use the abstracted states of various proprioceptive

or exteroceptive robot abstractions as well as the instruction sets of the system.

Therefore, they must firstly verify that the necessary interfaces have been imple-

mented by the VRF before they can execute. This is an example of the external

dependencies between the component and MoRoCo. All external dependency checks

are performed by the CBRA which is responsible for the instantiation and execution
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of the high-level components (see Section 3.4).

4.4 Approximate Reasoning

The high-level components that use the abstractions given by MoRoCo are in fact

using a form of control given by approximate reasoning. Approximate reasoning

covers several methods and techniques to represent, fuse and reason incomplete,

vague or uncertain data. Fuzzy logic (Driankov et al. , 1998) is a subset of approxi-

mate reasoning, which uses a variety of inference rules (whose premises contain fuzzy

propositions) for reasoning (Driankov & Saffiotti, 1999).

What are fuzzy propositions in fuzzy logic?

In the scope of this work, the term fuzzy logic is considered to encompass any

technique based on the theory of fuzzy sets. According to Zadeh (Zadeh, 1994),

this is using the term fuzzy logic in its wide sense, with the narrow sense referring

to the more formal study of logical systems equipped with syntactic and semantic

apparatus, where propositions admit partial degrees of truth.

Fuzzy logic adds the concept of linguistic variables to the variable types most

people are familiar with. Linguistic variables describe data in application specific

terms. We can say for instance that the obstacle is Far away. This linguistic variable

can be qualified by scaling between 0 and 1 according to its degree of membership in

its fuzzy set. A obstacle might be 100 meters away and so accordingly be a member

of the fuzzy Far set with a degree of membership of 1. As the obstacle draws nearer,

say at 40 meters, the degree of membership to the Far set might be 0.25, but 0.75

for the Near set. When closer than 10 meters, its degree of membership could be

0 for Far and 1.0 for Near (note that they need not sum to 1 as they do in this

example). As the degree of membership in the fuzzy set of Far declines, the degree

of membership of the reciprocal set Near increases. These sets are illustrated in

Figure 4.4.

Compared to inference in classical logic, where the inferences are definitively
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Figure 4.4: The membership sets for Near and Far

calculated as being true or false; inference in approximate reasoning is computation

with fuzzy sets that represent the meaning of a certain set of fuzzy propositions.

For example,

if distance is near, then speed is slow

is an approximate reasoning rule using the proposition of distance is near and

consequent of speed is slow. The proposition and consequent in a fuzzy system

use fuzzy membership functions to calculate their membership values. In MoRoCo,

these in fact represent the state of a feature used to reason about and then instruct

the robot.

The fuzzy logic solution may not be as precise, but in robotics, too much precision

is often premature and detrimental to performance in environments that are highly

dynamic. Furthermore, if the cycle rate is fast enough, then approximations can be

iteratively formed until they are almost the same as the classical precise result –

with the benefit of having been dynamically reacting to changes in the state of the

environment.

Robot abstractions are described by fuzzy propositions, which are then used with the

approximate reasoning rule-bases of high-level components to compute the member-

ship values of the consequents.
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4.5 Summary

The high-level control modules implement the behavioural and deliberative con-

trollers that use the MoRoCo abstractions to get input from and control the robot.

They are implemented as software components using the well defined Schema inter-

face. When manipulating the abstractions, the controllers use approximate reason-

ing (fuzzy logic) to calculate the consequent outcomes of their algorithms and return

them to MoRoCo for execution.



Chapter 5
High-Level Abstractions (HLAs)

As complexity rises, precise statements lose meaning and meaningful

statements lose precision.

- Lotfi Zadeh, Founder of Fuzzy Logic

This chapter describes what these ‘high-level abstractions’ are and gives an

overview of how they are formed for the various robot platforms. We develop theory

regarding the context dependencies of these abstractions and techniques on how to

manage and validate changes in the abstractions over time. Their implementation

using fuzzy logic is outlined in Appendix A.

105
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5.1 Introduction

Research in high level robot abstractions has been limited to studies in spatial se-

mantics that describe the distances and direction of objects in a robot’s environment

relative to the robot (Kuipers, 2000; Keller et al. , 2003). There has been no clear

work done on how to best represent high level abstractions in a broader sense that in-

cludes all manner of descriptions about the robot as well as the robot’s environment

(such as speed, acceleration, rotation, incline or lighting).

The broad problem of software portability is that the instructions contained in

a robot control algorithm need to be interpreted differently according to the target

platform that receives the instructions. For example, ‘move fast’ is a directive that

can be broken down as a method ‘move’ with a parameter of ‘fast’. It is clear that

both the interpretation of the method and parameter will vary greatly depending

on the execution context.

Furthermore, there is also the difficulty of abstracting the varied hardware and

platform sensor information into standard forms presented uniformly to the HLMs.

The sensor data representing the state of the robot (proprioceptive data) and that

state of its environment (exteroceptive data) must be translated from each platform’s

specific sensor data set, into a general and uniform high-level abstraction set. These

high-level abstractions (HLAs) are shown in Figure 3.2 at label 2.

5.2 Abstraction Channels

In creating the high-level abstractions (HLAs), we have divided the broad set of

abstractions into three parts – each called an abstraction channel (refer back to

Figure 3.5 for an illustration). These three abstraction channels are:

• the proprioceptive channel;

• the exteroceptive channel; and

• the instructive channel.1

1The instruction method interpretations are handled by the platform abstraction layer (refer to
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It is important to understand the interaction between these three abstraction

channels. Proprioceptive abstractions are formed from sensor data on the state of

the hardware platform. Exteroceptive abstractions are formed from sensor data on

the state of the platform’s operating environment.

Instructive abstractions are used to instruct the hardware platform to reach

certain proprioceptive states; they also use proprioceptive abstractions, but the ab-

straction channels are not the same because the proprioceptive sensor state space

and instructive parameter state space are different. This allows an relative instruc-

tive abstraction of ‘slow’ (say translating to 10 km/h) to be applied to a robot’s

speed, but pragmatically interpreted in the proprioceptive channel as ‘fast’ if the

robot is say nearing an obstacle or travelling in wet or slippery conditions.

Our abstraction theory uses three different abstraction channels to form the abstrac-

tions required for robot control.

5.3 Formation of the Abstractions

It is in human nature to alter the environment to suit our needs such as housing,

transport, work, and recreation. Robots are being created to perform tasks and

reason in this very same world. Hence, it would be beneficial to use our pre-existing

constructs to form the basis of our robot control inputs and outputs. These con-

structs are our natural language descriptions of the state of the world. If we use

easily understood linguistic variable names for our abstractions, the immediate ad-

vantage is that the inputs and outputs are more intuitive for developers and users

(Skubic et al. , 2001).

5.3.1 Linguistic Variables

We use descriptive meanings to form our HLAs in a manner that humans find

intuitive, resulting in a better understanding of the robot control process. Linguistic

variables are those variables that use human understandable labels (such as age,

Section 6.1)
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speed, distance, error) and can change their assigned values. We would like to use

a set of linguistic variables to denote features of the hardware platform and its

environment that are used by the high-level modules (HLMs).

Linguistic variables to describe the environment around the robot in a commonly

understood way can be formed from the geometric and topological approaches to

create high-level abstractions for controllers to use. There are some existing tech-

niques in the literature for representing a robot’s external spatial environment in

a linguistic form (Bloch & Saffiotti, 2002; Gasós & Saffiotti, 1999). However, they

use linguistic descriptions that are only used to describe the relative positions of

obstacles, which is not general enough to be reused on another robot. Furthermore,

they have no means to flexibly reconfigure their meanings between different robots.

To more elaborately describe the external environment and other objects, there is

a need to form more descriptive variables, such as speed, heading, and size. We

aim to use an extensible set of linguistic variables that can be assigned different

meanings for different robots to overcome this problem. We are not concerned with

a semantic description of what objects in the environment actually are – the research

area of object identification could be appended to this work in the future.

In the English language, there already exists a rich descriptive vocabulary for

the relative states of these linguistic variables in our world (such as fast and slow

for speed; and near and far for distance). We propose to leverage off these to form

the basis for our abstractions.

5.3.2 Abstraction Viewpoint

When the HLAs are formed, their viewpoint will always be platform-relative. There

are other ways we can create these abstractions (such as geometrically or environ-

mentally relative), but cognitive models suggest that people use relative, egocentric2

spatial reasoning to perform day to day navigation tasks (Previc, 1998). This is a

natural way for humans to interact with the world and it is reasonable to suggest

2We use the term ‘platform-centric’ or ‘platform-relative’ when applying this concept to hardware
platforms.
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that robot instructions could most intuitively be formed from a similar viewpoint.

In fact, Moratz and Fischer have conducted experiments to investigate the spatial

references preferred by users when directing a small mobile robot between obstacles

(Moratz & Fischer, 2000). Results indicated that the robot’s point of view was

consistently adopted. More than half the participants used terms such as ‘go forward’

and ‘turn left’ to instruct the robot. Hence they argued that it is best to program

such tasks from the viewpoint of the robot. To be consistent, we form our HLAs

also from the robot’s perspective, which we call platform-relative.

If robots are to interact effectively among humans in the same dynamic environment,

it is more often useful to formulate instructions for the robots just as a human might

be instructed, i.e. from an egocentric or platform-relative point of view. Hence the

HLAs are also formed from this viewpoint.

5.3.3 Spatial Semantics

Work has been done on developing spatial semantics and symbolic representation

for use in mapping environments for autonomous robots (Pradel & Hoppenot, 2004;

Hoppenot et al. , 2003) and for human-robot interactions (Keller et al. , 2003).

Spatial semantics are the meanings we form and label to describe the physical en-

vironment in which the robot will operate. Symbolic representation of parts of this

physical environment is usually required to reason about the environment. The

Spatial Semantic Hierarchy (Kuipers, 2000) is a model for flexible geometric and

topological map formation.

However, there is a gap in the literature, as no general-purpose abstraction model

exists. There is no broad representation mechanism for a more diverse set of envi-

ronmental features and prevalent robot states – such as an object’s speed, the size of

the robot, or the positioning error of a robot manipulator. These variables should be

abstracted and made available to a robotic platform in a uniform and standardised

way, otherwise there can be no single set of control modules that can operate on

these various platforms.
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5.4 Attributes and States

We define an ‘attribute’ as any feature of the robot or its environment that is required

for abstraction by the HLMs. In linguistic terms they are always nouns and are used

to highlight features of interest from the platform or environment. Straightforward

examples of attributes are speed, size, and distance. Attributes of any kind are

possible; it is clear which attributes are required in CLAM because the high-level

modules (HLMs) all use interface contracts to specify their attribute dependencies.

More unusual examples are trackingError, gapWidth, obstacleDistance and

acceleration3.

The HLAs in this work describe an ‘attribute’ of the robot or its environment – they

are the adjectives describing a noun.

Each attribute can then be specified as being in a particular ‘state’. States are

what describe the condition of the attribute (using the HLAs) and they always take

the form of linguistic adjectives. Examples for the attribute of battery are empty,

low, medium and full4.

An attribute is assigned a state much like a variable is assigned a value. CLAM

does not specify what states an attribute should be broken into. Instead, the inter-

face contracts used by the HLMs define the state sets for an attribute. This allows

for the set of attributes to be extended.

Figure 5.1 illustrates a possible breakdown of a robot and its environment into

associated attributes and states. Attributes of light, distance and direction might

be applied to the environment or objects in the environment. Similarly, battery,

speed and rotation may be attributes of the hardware platform. The attribute of

speed could be specified to have five states: reverse, stopped, slow, midSpeed

and fast. These would then represent the entire range of that attribute (converted,

for example, from a continuous space of km/h).

3We use bold font to highlight when a CLAM attribute is being referred to.
4We use typewriter font to highlight when a CLAM state is being referred to.
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Figure 5.1: A possible set of the attributes and states composing a robot platform
and its environment.

It is important to note that ‘states’ are formed using the HLAs to describe the present

condition of an ‘attribute’.

5.5 Context Dependencies

The interpretation of instruction parameters5 is more than a simple syntax transla-

tion from one form into another. In addition, we must also convert the relative and

pragmatic meanings of the parameters, so that they can be applied after consider-

ing their context. Ideally, an intermediary would translate the high-level common

instruction set parameters into hard values6 (in units such as meters or km/h) that

at the very least take into account the robot’s size and shape (as illustrated in Fig-

ure 5.2). To even further fine tune the translation, it should also consider the robot’s

environmental context and task at hand.

5We are only concerned about abstracting the instruction parameters at the moment. The
abstraction of instruction methods, such as ‘move’ or ‘rotate’ will be handled in Section 6.1 on the
PAL.

6A ‘hard’ value is the processed variable value for a specific platform.
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Figure 5.2: The intermediary gives the HLAs in the high-level instruction set a
specific hard meaning depending on the target platform’s size and shape.

For example, let us examine what the instruction to travel fast might mean to

a robot platform. A robot could interpret fast to have a hard value (in km/h) that

will depend on three different types of context:

Platform Context This is the morphology (the size, shape, design and features)

of a platform. A tiny robot may be instructed to travel fast (for its size), but

this may the same speed as that of a larger robot traveling slow;

Environmental Context The meaning could depend on the hardware platforms

operating environment. An autonomous vehicle might be instructed to travel

fast in the city (the environment), but this same speed might be considered

slow on a highway; and

Application Context The meaning can also depend on the task being undertaken.

A robot that is sweeping for mines may traverse the terrain in a fast manner,

but the same robot at the same speed might be said to be slow when making

office deliveries. This subtle aspect is useful to consider when designing generic

sub-task components that will be used in different application contexts (e.g.

obstacle avoidance).
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Just as these three contexts of morphology, environment and application affect

the meaning of the instruction parameter ‘fast’, they also influence the formation

of robot platform and environment abstractions. For example, a small robot that

senses obstacles to be far away, might interpret the same distance as near if it were

a much larger robot – similar variations in meaning apply for different environmental

contexts and applications. An underwater robot may sense a level of ambient light

to be bright, and a surface robot may consider this dark. A robot performing

surveillance might consider a certain level of background motion to be high and

respond accordingly, yet that same level of motion it may consider as normal when

making office deliveries.

In the same way that instruction parameters must be interpreted in a uniform

way to be executed across various robot platforms, the sensor abstractions that are

formed to represent these robots and their worlds must also have a standardised and

uniform meaning across these robots. These are the difficulties underlying the inter-

pretation of high-level instructions across varying hardware platforms, environments

and applications.

The interpretation and meaning of HLAs is very dependent on the context in which

they are used. They must adapt in meaning depending on the hardware platform,

the environment and the application context.

5.6 Dynamic Attribute Dependencies

There are a number of considerations that must be made before the hard meaning

of an abstraction can be determined. We have already pointed out the effects of

platform morphology, environment and application context on an attribute’s state.

One example was where fast had different hard meanings between a small robot and

a large robot, so the meaning of various speed states is dependent on the robot’s

size (platform context). One important point to notice is that normally the size

of a robot is fixed and so this dependency has only a one-time effect during the

configuration of the speed attribute’s state space.
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These are the context dependencies that are static throughout the robot’s de-

ployment. However, there are some state abstractions that are dynamically interde-

pendent between attributes – the subtle effects of which are complex to implement

and so are usually ignored by robot control algorithms.

For instance, the attribute of distance (from an external object) can depend

on speed since it might be prudent to leave more distance from obstacles as a

robot’s speed increases. A real world example would be the case when vehicles

driving on a highway leave more following distance between them as the highway

speed increases. A distance that was previously acceptable might become ‘too close’

as speed increases. So when queried, the mechanism responsible for interpreting a

distance state parameter, will adjust it depending on the current speed state –

hence the dynamic nature of the dependency.

The dependency can also exist in the other direction – when speed is dependent

on distance. For example, again take the case of driving a car, where it is usual

to slow down when navigating near parked cars or through tight gaps. It’s not

that the vehicle is more likely to fit at slower speeds, but rather that there is more

time for the driver to check inputs and correct errors in steering. Acceptable speeds

on the road may be ‘too fast’ in the car park. So the mechanism responsible for

interpreting a speed abstraction, will adjust it (by perhaps decreasing the meaning

of fast) according to the input state of distance.

This inter-dependency could form a cyclic dependency, but CLAM avoids this

because the instructive parameter channel is separate to the proprioceptive sensor

channel (defined in Section 5.2). In other words, in the SPA cycle, the input at-

tributes are not the same as the output attributes. As shown in Figure 5.3, the

speed attribute is set independently to how it is reported – keeping these attributes

separate means that a rule base cannot create any cyclical dependencies. One speed

attribute is the proprioceptive value, the other is the instructive value. The pro-

prioceptive speed is what the speed currently is (as perceived within the platforms

context) while the instructive attribute is what the speed should be set to (as de-

termined by the controllers).
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Figure 5.3: The input and output attributes are not the same set of states so as to
avoid cyclic dependencies.

An example of dynamic dependencies

Dynamic attribute dependencies can be better explained with an example. The

pseudocode in Figure 5.4 attempts to keep the robot further away from obstacles

at higher speeds. We see a rough method for handling the dynamic dependency of

distance on speed using case statements – when the speed is not high the threshold

of ‘near’ obstacles is 200, which is increased to 400 (i.e. further away) when the speed

is high.

CASE OF: speed < 20 //speed is not high

if rightObstacle.distance < 200 //obstacle is near

robot.rotate(-15); //turn hard left

else

robot.rotate(0); //continue straight

CASE OF: speed > 20 //speed is high

if rightObstacle.distance < 400 //obstacle is somewhat near

robot.rotate(-10); //turn left

else

robot.rotate(0); //continue straight

Figure 5.4: Pseudo-code using no abstractions for obstacle avoidance. The numbers
are example of ‘hard’ servo and sensor values that might be woven into the control
code.

This is a clumsy approach since the control algorithm in both cases is the same,

with only the threshold value changed. This code could be simplified to use variables

for all these threshold constants and then assign values to these variables based on

speed; however, even this solution would fail when porting the code to another
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robot platform. A further difficulty is the harsh boundary defined by the threshold

between high and low speeds (20) as only one context or the other can apply and

there can be no gradation between them. As discussed later in Appendix A.2.4, a

gradual transition between contexts allows for smoother and more elegant control.

The pseudo-code in Figure 5.5 is far more elegant because the distance attribute

includes the state near which is being dynamically modified according to the state

of speed (not seen in the pseudocode because it is happening at the platform level).

if rightObstacle.distance(near) //‘near’ is dependent on speed

robot.rotate(left); //‘left’ is dependent on speed

else

robot.rotate(straight); // no turning rate

Figure 5.5: Pseudo-code using dynamically formed abstractions for obstacle avoid-
ance.

Note also that the rotation rate in Figure 5.4 is also dynamically linked to the

speed attribute. Therefore in Figure 5.5 where the attribute of rotate includes

states left and straight, it is also being dynamically modified according to speed

(useful when avoiding sharp turns at high speeds). So when the platform’s speed

attribute increases, the meaning of near is made more distant, and the turning rate

left is reduced. These are both modified dynamically.

This decoupling of the interdependent sensor and command abstractions keeps

the control logic simple and free from context dependent code. Most control code

currently can only address the issues of dynamic sensor interpretation translation

according to state dependencies in the crude manner shown in the pseudocode of

Figure 5.4. It is rigidly written into the control logic. However, with CLAM we can

define attribute interdependencies and then dynamically modify sensor abstractions

accordingly. This way, different robot platforms are responsible for managing their

own attribute interdependencies so the control logic is unchanged and more easily

reused.

This example shows the difficulty in implementing dynamic interdependencies,

which, combined with the tight coupling between the platform and control, means,

that these dynamic interdependencies are rarely accounted for in robotics. An im-
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plicit assumption is usually made that all three contexts (the platform morphology,

environment and task application) are fixed for a significant period of time – reduc-

ing the problem to be that of only static attribute interdependencies which can be

addressed by rewriting the controllers. As a result, the effects of dynamic attribute

interdependencies within contexts are usually ignored. However, when considering

the portability of controllers across platforms, these interdependencies cannot be

ignored as the relationships may be significant in some contexts and vary dramati-

cally.

CLAM supports the dynamic formation of states for attributes with interdependen-

cies. Current robot control systems typically cannot decouple these static and dy-

namic attribute interdependencies – instead they must be managed by the high-level

controllers which creates platform dependencies.

5.7 State Manipulation

We have just discussed how to decompose a platform or environment into attributes

and then define a set of possible states for each attribute. Each state (such as far,

near, slow, and fast) has a specially defined meaning for each robot.

5.7.1 Input Space Discretisation

What we are doing when we create these states for each attribute, is lowering the

granularity of the input space. The input space which is usually a continuous range,

is converted into a finite set of discrete states. For example, some example attributes

are: speed, rotation, and target direction (Figure 5.6). In the case of the speed

attribute, what was a continuous input space (km/h) is reduced to a state space size

of five: stop, slow, midSpeed, fast, and veryFast. The exact mapping of these five

states from the continuous space can be determined in various ways. They might be

heuristically determined, based on experience and pre-existing conceptions of what

these states should mean, or they could be extracted from pre-existing code sources

elsewhere.
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Figure 5.6: Example of the breakdown of attributes into their state spaces.

For instance, most people would intuitively agree that the stop state would

map to 0 km/h. However, most state mappings are usually much more contentious.

Fortunately, if other (non-portable) control code already exists, then implicit state

mappings can usually be found within it. For example, if this pseudocode aims to

slow down a robot when an obstacle is in front: IF isClose(getfrontDistance())

THEN setSpeed(15); then the code element of setSpeed(15) might be implying

what it means for that platform’s speed attribute to be slow (depending on the

greater context). This should then be the basis of forming the state: perhaps slow

would be the range 10 to 20 for this robot’s speed. This is a rather crude repre-

sentation for this abstraction and a more elegant method is described in our imple-

mentation in Section A.2.2.

In our experience, there is a set of states that best suits the requirements of

the HLMs for that robot, and they are consistent across different HLMs (as demon-

strated in our outcomes in Chapter 8).

State input spaces that might have been continuous are now discretely mapped

to a finite set of states. The exact state mapping is no longer done in the control

code, but instead it is defined externally to the control7.

We can more formally define the set of attributes and possible states as follows.

Consider the attribute input space A as being an NA-dimensional system:

A = A1 × . . . × Ai × . . . × ANA
(5.1)

7Contained in the configuration of the platform abstraction layer (see Section 6.1).
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where each attribute Ai is the universe of discourse of the input variable ai. For

any i in {1, . . . , NA}, let us consider a state space covering the universe of discourse

for the attribute Ai. Let S be that state space defined on the domain of Ai and

comprise the set of n states, S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn}. Then µSj
: S → [0, 1] is a

characteristic function of the set Sj iff for all ai

µSj
(ai) =





1 when ai ∈ Sj

0 when ai /∈ Sj

for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. (5.2)

This is the characteristic function determining the formation of our states for each

attribute describing the scene in the attribute space A. In this format our attributes

are only in one state at a time – we will demonstrate a useful augmentation to this

using fuzzy logic in our implementation (in Section A.2).

5.7.2 State Transitions

In both deliberative and reactive control, as long as input states remain unchanged,

there is no need to change the platform actions (ignoring for a moment the effects of

time which is usually an attribute that is unable to be held constant). It is usually

the transition between input states that signals some significant change in output.

For example when batteryPower changes from medium to low, navigation must

now return to recharge. So it is often not the state that is useful, but rather the

state transitions that are important.

Since attribute states represent a high level distillation of the data, these are

sometimes too vague or imprecise for deliberative control to use. The information has

been abstracted past a point where the detail has been lost (for example, geometric

mapping has difficulties using the concept of ‘far’). So CLAM uses data abstractions

with a granularity that is sometimes too coarse for all deliberative control HLMs.

These HLMs usually determine a more elaborate plan of action based on continuous

input of processed data. They cannot then use the CLAM mechanisms for state

formation and state transitions.

However, reactive or behavioural HLMs use the data abstractions somewhat
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differently due the faster nature of their control cycle. The grouping of the input

and output space from continuous to finitely discrete is very useful to reactive control

where it is the transition between these discrete states that trigger important actions

to be executed. The change in distance to an obstacle from 4m to 3.9m may be

unimportant, which could be reflected by the fact that the data abstraction remained

unchanged in the far state. However, the change in distance from far to near could

require a change in the current course of action. The fast nature of the cycle allows

a greater input space sampling frequency, so it is alerted more quickly to changes in

attribute state.

The transition between state abstractions defined by CLAM can be modeled by

a set of state transition equations. Again let S be the state space defined on the

attribute domain of Ai and comprise the set of n states, S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn}

and where ai is the input variable for attribute Ai (see the previous section). If the

event T denotes a transition between states, then T̃ is defined on the universe of

{ri,j , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n} where ri,j represents a transition from state si to sj

with function

{µ �

T
(ri,j), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n}. So

T̃ = {µ �

T
(ri,j), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n} (5.3)

with the constraint

n∑

i,j=1

µ �

T
(ri,j) = 1, for i = 1, 2, . . . n (5.4)

We specify a set of transition functions for transferring from state Si to Sj. An

outline of the implementation details of our state abstractions in the model are given

in the Appendix, Section A.2.4.
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5.8 Abstraction Examples

To finish this section, it would be useful to illustrate some of the real world abstrac-

tions that are formed in the MoRoCo system using fuzzy variables and membership

sets. An even more detailed description of how they can be formed and manipulated

is given in Appendix C.

Sensing Zones

The formation of sensing zones is already well specified in the Pyro framework (Blank

et al. , 2004) – see Figure 5.7. We have now applied our techniques to form fuzzy

abstractions of these sensing zones. A linguistic variable such as leftDistance can

be formed to represent the clear distance on the ‘left’ side. It might use the states

of near, midRange and far.

This variable can be formed using any combination of hardware devices that the

robot may have available to it – for instance infrared sensors, sonars or even cameras

that can pan to that direction. As long as the attribute interface for leftDistance

is implemented correctly, then this attribute will be available to support high-level

control algorithms.

0
1 2 3

4
5

7 6

frontAll
front

b a c k

le ft ri g h t

Figure 5.7: Here are some possible sensing zones for the Khepera robot as specified
by the Pyro Robotics Project (Pyro Robotics Project, 2005).
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Error Attributes

Another example of an attribute that can be expressed using our implementation of

fuzzy variables is that of an error, or discrepancy, between the current position and

an intended target position. This error, when represented as an attribute can then

be used by a rule set to plan actions to minimise the error attribute.

For example, the trackingBias attribute (illustrated at the bottom of Fig-

ure A.2) can be implemented using the infrared sensors in the groups labeled ‘left’,

‘front-all’ and ‘right’ in Figure 5.7. The sensor values could be weighted according

to how far they measured a deviation from the front. This would normally be scaled

between -1.0 and 1.0 to form the crisp input to the fuzzy membership functions.

The attribute trackingBias can be used to fine tune the following or avoidance of

a target.

Pragmatic Augmentation

This attribute trackingBias might also then be pragmatically augmented for a task

context such as target tracking. In this case, the fuzzy membership functions can

be skewed to create a bias that will accelerate rotation if the target is nearing the

extreme left or right of the measurable bias window. Robot speed could be used

to dynamically change the degree of this bias skewing – so that, for example, if the

robot speed is stopped (and hence it is only rotating), it would not need to increase

its rotation to stay on target by as much as if it was travelling fast when it is more

possible to lose the target when it is at the edge of its sensing window.

5.9 Summary

The high level abstractions (HLAs) are specified by the CLAM model to abstract the

environment and the platform of context-sensitive platforms. MoRoCo implements

these abstractions using fuzzy linguistic variables which allow their states to be

configured using fuzzy membership functions (see Appendix A).

This allows a flexible approach to the configuration of the specific platform state
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meanings such that they can be defined relatively and presented uniformly to the

high-level controllers. Features such as transition validation have been designed in

the CLAM to provide code with more robust inputs.





Chapter 6
Platform Abstraction Layer (PAL)

Write once, run anywhere.

- Java Technology mantra, Sun Microsystems

This chapter gives an overview of the platform abstraction layer of the CLAM

model. This implementation takes the form of a new concept called the Virtual

Robot. The implementation details are outlined in Appendix A.

125
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6.1 The Virtual Robot

The hardware abstraction problem has been addressed in various architectures (Bruyn-

inckx, 2001; Evolution Robotics, 2003; Volpe et al. , 2001), where hardware abstrac-

tion layers (HALs) have been designed to allow basic control functions to be ported

to different robots. These HALs are also called platform abstraction layers (PALs),

but the focus is always on abstracting the hardware devices comprising the platform,

and never the platform as a whole. Therefore, these abstraction layers usually con-

tain no more than device drivers to manage robot speeds, sensor readings or device

states. However, a high-level commands and concepts such as to ‘travel forward’,

‘turn left’, ‘move slowly’, or ‘target is far’ can have radically different implemen-

tations and meaning depending on the platform morphology. We require a more

sophisticated PAL that can manage these abstractions (the HLAs from Chapter 5)

in a holistic manner.

To elaborate on a typical HAL/PAL so that it can act as a complete robot

platform liaison for all control code – we have developed a concept we call a Virtual

Robot (VR). In the literature, ‘virtual robot’ is often used to refer to the robot

abstraction in a robot simulator. However, this is only just one instantiation type

of a virtual robot and in this work we highlight the fact that a virtual robot should

really refer to the robot abstraction while its representation can have many different

forms (simulated or real).

We apply the VR as an intermediary mechanism between the high-level compo-

nents and the robot platform (including the low-level hardware of the robot). The

VR manages the HLAs and supporting hardware drivers in order to completely ab-

stract the real robot into a standard format to be used by controllers in a uniform

manner.

The VR provides the attribute abstractions of the platform using the three ab-

stract forms of processed, relative, and pragmatic (from Section 3.6.1). Hence it must

have information about a robot’s size, shape and hardware functionality so it can

firstly form the processed data, and then further integrate the relative and pragmatic
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information.

The usual position of a PAL is illustrated in Figure 3.2 at label 4. The VR is our

abstraction mechanism of this PAL for robotics – illustrated in MoRoCo in Figure 3.3

at label 5.

6.2 Virtual Robot Framework (VRF)

The VR is constructed as a software component framework, which we call the Virtual

Robot Framework (VRF). It manages all the information about the robot and its

environment. This includes data on the robot design & shape, the hardware device

composition & configuration, and the high-level abstracted states for various robot

and environment attributes (e.g. speed, heading, and obstacle distance). The VRF

and associated low-level components are implemented uniquely for every robot that

high-level controllers will operate on i.e. every different robot platform has a unique

implementation (or configuration at least) of a virtual robot.

The VRF is at the centre of our portability model. It manages the setup, con-

figuration, and instantiation of the various components that will operate with the

robot. Different robots will use different low-level components; so managing this

variability and the associated complexity is an important task of the framework.

The VRF extracts the robot configuration information from an external platform

descriptor and maintains the hard and relative states of all the important aspects

of the platform in a standard format. It also manages the auxiliary components

that form the administration infrastructure of the VR (these are described in Sec-

tion 6.3.3).

6.3 Component Types

There are several types of components prescribed by CLAM – the first being the

High-Level components that implement only the high-level control logic, i.e. the

deliberative and behavioural modules we have discussed previously. Examples of the

high-level components are those that implement behaviours, vision, or navigation.
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The VRF contains three other types of components to support these high-level

components – all aimed at decoupling the high-level control code and the low-level

command implementation for a particular robot. These three types are:

• High level ‘attribute’ components for decomposing the robot and its environ-

ment into attributes for high-level code to reason about and instruct the robot;

• A standard suite of ‘command’ components to access robot functions like mo-

tion and sensing – translating high-level commands into a simpler low-level

hardware driver method calls;

• A collection of ‘auxiliary’ components for modular and flexible composition

of ancillary services for the framework; currently these are – blackboard data

sharing, dynamic upgrades, context monitoring, XML parsing and component

configuration/initialisation;

6.3.1 Attribute Components

There are three types of attribute components coinciding with attributes from

the three abstraction channels – instructive, proprioceptive, and exteroceptive (re-

fer to Section 5.2). Each type of attribute implements a special interface speci-

fying its characteristics – InstructiveAttribute, ProprioceptiveAttribute or

ExteroceptiveAttribute (shown in Figure 6.1).

+initialise()
+setA ttr ib u te(in  :  S tate)

«interface»
InstructiveAttribute

+initialise()
+g etA ttr ib u te() :  S tate
+c h ec k S tateT r ansitio n(in  :  b o o l)

«interface»
P ro p rio cep tiveAttribute

+initialise()
+g etA ttr ib u te() :  S tate
+c h ec k S tateT r ansitio n(in  :  b o o l)
+isA ttr ib u teA v ailab le() :  b o o l

«interface»
E x tero cep tiveAttribute

Figure 6.1: The three attribute interfaces used in the VRF.

The methods of these interfaces are used in the following way:

• initialise() – this method is used to initialise the attribute states with fuzzy

membership sets;
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• setAttribute(State) – this is used to instruct the robot to reach relative

proprioceptive states (only used in the InstructiveAttribute interface);

• State getAttribute() – these are used to access the proprioceptive or ex-

teroceptive states of the attribute they are implemented for (not used in the

InstructiveAttribute interface);

• checkStateTransition(boolean) – this method flags if state transitions should

be validated as this is done on an attribute by attribute basis (but not for

InstructiveAttribute interface).

• boolean isAvailable() – used only in the ExteroceptiveAttribute inter-

face to check if the attribute is currently available (e.g. a target may not

currently be in range).

Instructive attributes will not use transition validation as there is no restriction

on the membership values of successive instructed states – only control inputs that

may be erratic due to sensor noise need to be subject to transition validation and

dampening.

Only proprioceptive and exteroceptive attributes ever have their states prag-

matically augmented (i.e. made meaningful in a changing environmental context

or amongst interdependent attributes). This is done in the implementation of the

getAttribute() method which will take into account any context dependencies that

are necessary – note there can be different versions of the same attribute to account

for different forms of pragmatic augmentation, if any.

Note any pragmatic augmentation will create dependencies on other attributes

and so may not be possible if these other attributes are not available in a particular

VRF, or the developer does not wish to install them. This is why different component

versions of the same attribute are possible – some versions supporting pragmatic

augmentation but also having dependencies on other attributes.

An instructive attribute is not usually pragmatically augmented as these are the

output states from control components that have already taken into account any

pragmatic augmentation on their input states. Otherwise there is the risk of double
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augmentation – once on the input to the control code that plans accordingly, and

then again on output back to the robot platform. For example, a dependency on the

instructive attribute of speed should not be augmented further after the control

has determined its output value, since the input values to the control algorithms

(for instance say obstacleDistance and roadTraction) will have been augmented

according to context already.

The exteroceptive attributes will sometimes be unable to return a current state

value for that attribute because it is unmeasurable at the time. Sensors may be

unable to locate the target they had been tracking, or the robot is currently not

facing in the right direction for a distance reading. Hence, there is the method

isAvailable() to check exteroceptive attributes for their availability. In contrast,

proprioceptive attributes should always be available except in the case of a hardware

malfunction.

Attribute aggregation can be applied to the instructive and proprioceptive inter-

faces as often they will both be used on the VRF for the same attribute. This ag-

gregation is made so that a single component can be deployed for this attribute even

though it must still implement both the InstructiveAttribute and ProprioceptiveAttribute

interfaces. This attribute then supports both the instructive and proprioceptive ab-

straction channels and can avoid cyclic dependencies.

The discussion in this section about the features of instructive, proprioceptive

and exteroceptive attribute types is summarised in Table 6.1.

6.3.2 Command Components

Where attribute components address the description of the various robot and envi-

ronmental states, command components address the function of the various robot

sensor and effectors. They implement the command interfaces which contain com-

mands and polling requests on the hardware devices of the robot and use raw or

processed data when making calls to the hardware devices.

Command interfaces group together methods that act on similarly related func-

tions of the robot – such as motion or sensing. There is currently much work being
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Attribute Features Instruct. Proprio. Extero.

Describes an instruction Yes No No
Describes a robot attribute No Yes No
Describes an environment attribute No No Yes
Subject to state transition checks No Yes Yes
Platform dependent Yes∗ Yes Yes
Environment dependent No∗∗ Yes Yes
Application dependent No Yes Yes
Pragmatic augmentation No Yes Yes
Always available Yes Yes No
Can be aggregated Yes Yes No

* Static dependence only; dynamic dependencies are accounted for in inputs

** These dependencies have already been accounted in the inputs

Table 6.1: Feature summary of the instructive, proprioceptive and exteroceptive at-
tribute components.

done on standardising these interfaces (Orebäck, 2004; Blank et al. , 2004; Bruyn-

inckx, 2001; Gerkey et al. , 2001; Nesnas et al. , 2001). MoRoCo will adhere to a

set of these standard interfaces once the standards have formed and a mature suite

have emerged. Until such a time, we have designed our own interface suite to meet

the needs of the portable robots that we use to test MoRoCo. This suite has been de-

signed to allow access to low-level functionality and hardware of all our test robots.

The implementation of these interfaces is usually provided by hardware components

(also called device drivers) in the HAL.

Command interfaces use raw or processed data forms in their method signatures.

An example of this would be the robot’s speed, which is available in a command

component in a raw or processed form (as well as relative or pragmatic form from

the attribute components). For example, the command interface for motion has

methods for setSpeed() and getSpeed() which use integer parameters specific to

the servo or actuator they are accessing. This could be further standardised using

a processed form such as m/s. Illustrated in Figure 6.2 is a portion of the Motion

interface.

Command components are dependent on hardware components in the HAL and

they support the attribute components in the VRF as well as the high-level com-
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/* @param speed (integer)

* @return errNone if successful

* Pre: true

* Pst: (-maxReverseSpeed <= spd <= maxSpeed) &&

* (leftSpeed == spd) && (rightSpeed == spd)

* Dsc: Servos/actuators are set in motion to

* achieve the required speed

*/

public ErrorVal setSpeed(int spd);

* @return speed (integer)

* Pre: leftSpeed == rightSpeed

* Inv: True

* Pst: True

* Dsc: Returns the forward speed

* (only an estimate if leftSpeed != rightSpeed)

*/

public int getSpeed();

/* @param rotateAdj (integer)

* @return errNone if successful

* Pre: true

* Pst: (leftSpeed == leftSpeed’ + rotateAdj) &&

* (rightSpeed == rightSpeed’ - rotateAdj) &&

* (-maxReverseSpeed <= leftSpeed <= maxSpeed) &&

* (-maxReverseSpeed <= rightSpeed <= maxSpeed)

* Dsc: Changes the rotation of the robot at rotateAdj

* (clockwise if +ve) deviation from former speed

*/

public ErrorVal setRotation(int rotateAdj);

/* @param ls (speed of the left *side*)

* @param rs (speed of the right *side*)

* @return errNone if successful

* Pre: true

* Pst: (leftSpeed == ls) && (rightSpeed == rs) &&

* (-maxReverseSpeed <= ls <= maxSpeed) &&

* (-maxReverseSpeed <= rs <= maxSpeed)

* Dsc: Left and right speeds are set to form the turning arc

*/

public ErrorVal setTurningArc(int ls, int rs);

...

Figure 6.2: Extract of the Motion interface.
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ponents directly. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3 where the speed and distance

attributes use the command interfaces of Motion and Sensors. These command

interfaces are also presented externally by the VRF for high-level usage, but porta-

bility is restricted if these are used directly. The command components implement

functional aspects of the robot, such as ‘how to rotate this robot’. However, they are

dependent on hardware components in the HAL, which are responsible for individual

hardware devices such as servos, actuators and infrared sensors.

VRF

Motion

S p e e d D is ta nc eS p e e d

S e ns or s

HAL

(in) (o u t )

Motion S e ns or s

I ns tr u c tiv e A ttr ib u te P r op r ioc e p tiv e A ttr ib u te E x te r oc e p tiv e A ttr ib u te

Battery S erv o s I n f rared S o n ar

(o u t )

Figure 6.3: Example components and their interfaces in the VRF.

The features of these attribute and command components are contrasted in Ta-

ble 6.2, where a comparison of the different data formats, descriptions, support and

dependencies are summarised.

6.3.3 Auxiliary Components

These components are used to build the auxiliary services that the VRF provides.

When a supporting feature of the VRF is likely to be replaced or upgraded, it

is sensible to contain that feature in a software component. These components
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Features Attribute comp. Command comp.

Data formats used Relative, Pragmatic Processed, Raw
Used to describe One attribute Related functions
Supports High-level comp. High-level & Attribute
Dependencies Command comp. Hardware comp.

Table 6.2: Feature summary of the attribute and command components.

currently support:

Blackboard data sharing There must be a mechanism within the framework to

store and share the stateful information that has been received from the lower

hardware components. This data is usually in a raw or processed form and

is then accessed by the attribute components. The blackboard keeps a clock

cycle and can determine if data has become old and needs updating. The

blackboard is also informed by the VRF of any dynamic changes in the robot

(e.g. speed, camera frame rates, camera pan angle, manipulator position etc.).

Fuzzy engine The fuzzy engine is component-based so that it can be easily re-

placed if necessary. At the moment it uses the Sasonov fuzzy engine for these

processes.

Context monitoring Pragmatic augmentation based on the attribute states of

various attributes can be tedious to implement in each attribute component.

In the spirit of reuse, this component is built to make it easier to define contexts

in terms of combinations of attribute states. Contexts are labeled and defined

by the membership of various attributes that the robot has available (speed,

distance, temperature, ambientLight, etc.). These can then be referred

to centrally by other attribute components. This component is contained by

the blackboard. An extension considered for this research would be to create

fuzzy sets for these contexts and create fuzzy membership values to describe

the degree of membership of a particular context. This can facilitate the

smooth transition between contexts, just as we have a smooth and well-defined

transition between attribute states.
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Dynamic extensions As new components become available, they can be dynam-

ically installed in the VRF – upgrading or replacing existing components, or

adding entirely new attributes or command functionality. This is handled by

a framework component responsible for monitoring a repository or delivery

medium for new components and then gracefully replacing existing compo-

nents or effecting framework extensions.

Platform descriptor parsing There is a component responsible for the parsing

of the platform descriptor and configuring the blackboard with the virtual

robot information. Currently this service is provided by a component us-

ing a XML DOM parser (PerfectXML, 2003) available in the Java packages

(javax.xml.parsers.*).

6.4 Flexible Configuration

There is one final aspect of the PAL that we need to address, and this is how we

will configure the platform-specific hardware features and state interpretations.

The meaning of a state such as ‘fast’ depends on the viewpoint of the interpreter

and the context they find themselves in. However, individuals will usually be some-

what consistent with their interpretation of a variable meaning in a context. For

example, a car moving fast on a highway will have a relatively consistent associ-

ated speed range in km/h in consistent contexts (such as free flowing traffic). We

define meanings for these variables for hardware platforms using definitions that are

specific for each platform and that are kept distinct and separate from the rest of

the model.

To illustrate a possible high-level instruction when parking a vehicle into a dock-

ing bay consider the instruction: “Turn right at a slow speed”. This is perhaps

the equivalent of the function represented by the pseudo-code turn(right, slow)

which highlights the concepts a robot (or automated car as in this case) must un-

derstand such as turn, right and slow. All of these concepts are abstractions that

must be translated and converted from platform to platform. These variables will
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assume different meanings for robots (or vehicles) of different shapes.

The diagram in Figure 6.4 shows two differently shaped vehicles, with two dif-

ferently configured areas around the vehicles. The longer vehicle has a much larger

region through which an object would be considered ‘left’ or ‘right’.This illustrates

the difference in variable meanings between platforms.

Front

Front

R i g h t

B e h i nd

L e f t

Front

R i g h t

B e h i nd

L e f t

Figure 6.4: Differently shaped vehicles have differently specified zones for Front,
Right, Behind and Left.

As we consider the flexible configuration of the PAL we must also consider the

various components in terms of their interconnections and understanding of the mor-

phology of the platform that are being deployed on. Component interconnections,

morphology specification and hardware device configuration is all handled by what

we call a ‘Platform Descriptor’.

Robot Platform Descriptor (RPD)

In order to decouple all aspects of the model from its configuration details, CLAM

prescribes a platform descriptor to be used to define the physical platform and its

hardware features and all of the appropriate interdependencies. This is an external

description file that encompasses all the details required to define the platform (and

can also be used to represent a virtual version of the platform in a simulator). This

then separates the platform configuration from its functionality. The implementation

of this feature and an example is given in Section 6.4.
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We would like to conveniently and flexibly represent the hardware platform (in terms

of its size, shape and other features) as well as the specific hardware devices that

compose that platform.

Every robot platform is detailed by a Robot Platform Descriptor (RPD), which

provides information for the current robot. This file is used by the VRF to compile

the features of the robot platform. The file format is parsed and the data loaded into

the VRF and blackboard where the data can be accessed by the various components

within the system.

The kind of data the RPD contains includes robot dimensions, sensor placements,

differential drive positions, centre of mass, maximum speeds, maximum ranges and

sensor types. The data also includes conversion factors that are missing in drivers

in the HAL (for example, a ratio for converting wheel revolutions to centimetres).

Information on the servo inputs required to achieve a particular speed profile can be

included also. Anything that is required by the VRF components can be declared in

the RPD, extracted by the parsing component and made available on the blackboard.

As the RPD is configured with the placements of sensors and other hardware,

sensors can be grouped together to form sensing attributes (each attribute having

its own fuzzy variable as described in Section 5.8).

Lastly, the fuzzy membership function profiles for attribute components can

also be described here. A series of four numbers for each fuzzy set is all that is

needed if common trapezoidal, triangular, Z-shaped and S-shaped functions are used.

However, this can be extended for other shapes (Gaussian, bell or user-defined).

Presently, the RPD is in XML format (World Wide Web Consortium, 2003),

based on the descriptors used in the Dual-Dynamics design tools (Bredenfeld, 1999).

This XML file is modified for each robot platform and the extensibility of XML

means you can add practically anything to it as long as the parsing component

can identify what it is and pass it to the VRF. An example of an XML RPD is in

Appendix E.2.
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6.5 Example Operation

In this section, an example of a virtual robot interacting with a high level obstacle

avoidance (OA) component is given. The components used in the example are

illustrated in Figure 6.5. The OA behaviour component is using the exteroceptive

right distance attribute and instructive speed attribute to control the robot. Note the

attribute interdependency between rightDistance and speed – as speed increases,

rightDistance is modified such that ‘near’ has a crisp range that is higher than if

speed is low. This is an example of a dynamic context dependency on the robot

platform.

Behaviour (OA)

Schema‘if RightDistance is near
then Ro tatio n is l eft’

VRF

Motion

R ota tion S p e e d

S e ns or s

( i n ) ( o u t )

Motion S e ns or s

InstructiveAttribute P ro p ri o cep tiveAttribute E x tero cep tiveAttribute

( o u t )
Right
D is ta n c e

S tate getRightDistance( ) ;setRo tatio n( ro tatio nS tate) ;

MV(near) = 0.8

Defuzzify rotationState

s etR otation( x ) ; p ol l Sens or( ) ;

Figure 6.5: An example interaction between the behaviour, attribute and command
components.

The OA behaviour first queries the RightDistance component for a state rep-

resentation of the rightDistance attribute. The attribute state set is returned

and we see the Membership Value (MV) of near is 0.8 and of midRange is 0.2

– which give us the input states to the rule set in the OA behaviour. The de-
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pendency on the Speed component is considered when forming the rightDistance

attribute. The partial rule base of the OA behaviour might use ‘if rightDistance

is near, then rotation is left’. This rule input of near is weighted with the

state’s membership value (0.8), giving the consequent of ‘rotation is left’ a 0.8

weighting. Other rules are similarly evaluated, giving a range of output values for

the membership sets of the attribute rotation. These are passed to the Rotation

component using setRotation(State). This component then defuzzifies the fuzzy

attribute sets and uses the command interface Motion to specify a crisp speed to

the robot platform. The Motion component will be dependent on various servo, or

actuator components in the HAL (not shown in the diagram). A UML sequence

diagram of this process is shown in Figure 6.6.

OABehaviour V R F R ig ht D is t an c e :  At t rib ut e S en s ors

g et R ig ht D is t an c e( )
g et R ig ht D is t an c e( ) p ol l R ig ht S en s ors ( )

s en s orV al ue:  c ris p

rig ht D is t an c e:  f uz z y

R ot at ion  :  At t rib ut e

S p eed  :  At t rib ut e

g et S p eed ( )
s p eed :  f uz z y

M ot ion

eval uat eR ul es ( )

run ( )

rig ht D is t an c e:  f uz z y

s et R ot at ion ( f uz z y )
s et R ot at ion ( f uz z y )

d ef uz z if y ( )

f uz z if y ( )

s et R ot at ion ( c ris p )

c hec k D ep en d en c ies ( )

Figure 6.6: A UML sequence diagram for part of an obstacle avoidance behaviour.
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One point to notice is that these diagrams (Figures 6.5 and 6.6) give an example

of only a simple attribute dependency on the speed attribute. These dependencies

can quickly become complicated and repetitive when there are large numbers of

attributes involved. To support the MoRoCo system’s extensibility, the auxiliary

component ContextMonitor is used to centralise possible dependencies to reduce

the interaction complexity. All components with dependencies register and check

them with the ContextMonitor. In this example, the Speed component could be

replaced with ContextMonitor, which in turn would have a dependency on Speed

and any other attribute components required.

The VRF provides attribute and command components for robot description and

function abstractions.

6.6 Summary

This chapter has developed the concept of a platform abstraction layer (PAL) found

in most software control systems. However, a typical PAL is really only a device

management tool – with abstractions available for hardware devices only. An ex-

tension of this is our ‘virtual robot’ concept which is an elaboration of the PAL to

manage the hardware at the platform level.

The virtual robot framework is our component implementation of a PAL for

the MoRoCo system. It includes sophisticated mechanisms for flexible configuration,

abstraction management, auxiliary service encapsulation, hardware drivers, and dy-

namic deployment & reconfiguration. Refer to Appendix A for more details on the

implementation.



Chapter 7
Hardware and OS Abstractions

The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds new

discoveries, is not ’Eureka!’ but ’That’s funny...’

- Isaac Asimov, 1920-1992, Writer

This chapter completes the discussion on the theory of the CLAM abstraction

model. It outlines the remaining two mechanisms that facilitate the complete de-

coupling of the hardware platform from the control code – abstractions for hardware

devices and operating systems.
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7.1 Introduction

The two remaining abstraction layers of CLAM are the hardware abstraction layer

(HAL) and the operating system abstraction layer (OSAL). These facilitate the

system operation across various hardware operating systems (OS) using a range

of sensing and effecting devices. The techniques we have used to implement these

layers are already found in hardware platform abstraction systems on desktops (us-

ing hardware device drivers is a popular approach) and other embedded systems

commonly use HALs for some cross platform functionality of embedded software.

7.2 Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL)

Subordinate to the PAL in CLAM, is the hardware abstraction layer or HAL. It

is responsible for managing the set of hardware devices comprising the platform.

It provides hardware device independence through the use of a consistent set of

interfaces designed to access the platform resources. This is an interface/driver

design paradigm (Cota-Robles & Held, 1999; Vaughan et al. , 2003), which groups

devices by logical functionality so that devices that perform the same task present

identical interfaces and hence appear the same from the control code point of view.

With this paradigm, the interfaces are implemented by hardware components to

manage the diversity in device protocols, converting between native formats and the

interface’s required formats – and these components are commonly called drivers.

Drivers are usually specific to a particular device or family of devices from the same

vendor that implement the appropriate interface (Vaughan et al. , 2003).

Most importantly, the HAL defines the interface abstractions, rather than the

implementation. The implementation is then up to the developers of the hardware

or driver vendors. The interface suite must be strictly adhered to for uniform and

standard hardware access. Of course, this suite must be extensible and will undergo

an evolution as implementations of new and unique hardware presents itself.

HALs are very common in desktop operating systems (such as Windows (Mi-

crosoft, 2002)). However, they typically do not embody the physicality of a plat-
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form and so they do not define any dependencies on external environmental contexts.

This is why in CLAM the HAL is subordinate to the layering and functioning of the

PAL. It is useful to use a HAL to aggregate and compose the hardware driver com-

ponents and then present these for use by the PAL. The overheads in doing so are

not significant and it allows more flexible component management (see Section 8.4.7

for experimental results).

The HAL manages a set of interfaces for various hardware devices on the robot

platform. These interfaces are implemented by hardware components which are also

called device drivers.

7.3 HAL Implementation

The HAL in MoRoCo provides access to the sensing and effecting done by the robot

hardware devices (see Figure 3.3, label 7). It comprises a set of low-level hardware

components that each in turn are responsible for a particular hardware device (see

label 8). These components are largely reusable if the same hardware device is found

again on another robot.

7.3.1 Using a component framework

The HAL is formed using another component framework within the VRF. This

framework manages the instantiation of the individual hardware components (or

hardware drivers) for each hardware device on the robot. They are configured and

composed dynamically to meet the platform description requirements specified by

the VRF. The HAL framework’s only other task is to aggregate groups of sensors

or effectors into single components. These aggregating components use interface

methods that are especially designed for efficiently initialising and working with an

entire group (see Figure 7.1 for an illustration). An extract from the SensorArray

interface to group many sensors is in Figure 7.2. These have been designed to

simplify the manipulation of many like hardware components.
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Servo1 Servo2

HAL

B a t t ery

Robot Hardware

Sen s or
2

Sen s or
1

Sen s or
3

SensorArray

C a m era

Serial
C o m m s

Figure 7.1: Some example components in the HAL framework.

7.3.2 Managing the hardware components

Where the VRF in the platform abstraction layer would operate interfaces designed

to interact with the platform as a whole, the interfaces of the HAL are more specif-

ically aimed at the individual hardware devices. These can include servos, LEDs,

batteries, compass, gyros, odometers, sensors (infrared, sonar, touch etc.), cameras,

thermometers and so on. The list is extensive and certainly not exhaustive, hence

the framework is easily extended to accommodate new types of hardware as they

develop.

These hardware components can have explicit dependencies on other hardware

components, such as a component used to access the serial port of the robot. Fig-

ure 7.1 illustrates some components in the HAL framework. This example uses an

aggregating component ‘SensorArray’ to manage the many ‘Sensor’ components –

by providing sensor ID numbers and simplified access methods. Also shown is a

‘SerialComms’ component to handle the various serial communication requirements

of the other components – which could easily be replaced by another communication

protocol if necessary.

The HAL contains a suite of standard interfaces to the software components

responsible for hardware. There are numerous hardware interface designs that exist
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/********************************************************

* @return errNone/Sensor if successful

* Pre: True

* Pst: True

* Dsc: Configure and acquire sensors

*/

public Error intitialise();

public Sensor getSensor(int id);

/********************************************************

* @return errNone if successful

* Pre: ID != null

* Pst: rawValue[n] == *reading* &&

* timeStamp == *reading number*

* for n/all n

* Dsc: Polls and stores the reading(s)

*/

public Error poll(Sensor id);

public Error poll(int id);

public Error pollAll();

/********************************************************

* @return rawValue

* Pre: True

* Pst: True

* Dsc: Returns the rawValue property

*/

public double getRawValue(Sensor id);

/********************************************************

* @return Success/SensorGroup

* Pre: True

* Pst: True

* Dsc: Sets/Get the Sensor Groups

*/

public Error setSensorGroup(Sensor[], String);

public SensorGroup getSensorGroup(String);

/********************************************************

* @return Group value

* Pre: timeStamp != 0

* Pst: timeStamp != 0

* Dsc: Calculates the Max/Min/Avg/Sum of

* the SensorGroup

*/

public double getMaxValue(SensorGroup id);

public double getMinValue(SensorGroup id);

...

Figure 7.2: An extract of the SensorArray interface.
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in the literature (OROCOS, Orca, Player/Stage, and CLARAty) and any of these

can be implemented and supported by MoRoCo. Because there is no one standard

interface suite, for our testing purposes we have designed our own interfaces to use

with the hardware on our robots. An example of a standard hardware interface is

in Appendix E.3. This is the Sensor interface for use on components that manage

infrared or sonar sensing.

7.4 Operating System Abstraction Layer (OSAL)

The operating system abstraction layer of CLAM presents a generic operating sys-

tem for higher level code to access. It then in turn calls the equivalent features of

the underlying specific operating system (OS).

The aim of this layer is to decouple all dependencies the control code has on

a specific operating system. There are various existing techniques for abstracting

away the operating system – some are better than others in terms of the delays

they introduce to the overall control cycle. For example there is the client/server

paradigm, such as used in Player/Stage (Gerkey et al. , 2001). This approach uses

standard serial or wireless communications and can introduce delays in response

depending not only on the latency of the medium (which is generally always greater

than using a ‘direct access’ approach), but also on the mechanisms used to marshal

the instructions across the medium.

CLAM only specifies the OSAL be present, not how the layer is actually imple-

mented. Sometimes the OSAL will comprise a combination of one or more techniques

to achieve the necessary abstraction required. Whatever the solution, it needs to be

carefully considered so the overhead this layer contributes to the system is minimal.

In our implementation in Section 7.5, we propose to use a direct-call approach using

a virtual machine to minimise the overall latency of our portability model.
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7.5 OSAL Implementation

The operating system abstraction layer (OSAL) defines a number of abstractions

that separate the user-level process from the details of memory, storage, and com-

munications resource management. That is, this layer standardises the way the

services offered by various operating systems are accessed.

A specific example of such an implementation is WINE (Amstadt & Johnson,

1994), which aims to allow any Windows application to run on Linux – hence ab-

stracting the Linux operating system for the Windows application. However, this is

a specific and not a general solution.

POSIX (Gallmeister, 1995) is an API that allows a number of different operating

systems which are ‘Unix-like’ to support and run programs with little or no modifi-

cation – if they use only the portable portions of the system. Even Windows has a

POSIX layer, albeit incomplete and error-prone. This is akin to specifying a set of

standard interfaces for code to interface with – the same approach taken by many

hardware abstraction layers.

These are all examples of how an operating system (OS) is abstracted on desktop

systems. Some of these are overly elaborate solutions for our problem because in

the specific enterprise of robot control, the OSAL need not abstract all aspects of

the underlying OS, but only those that the control algorithms require to access the

sensors and effectors of the robotic platform. This is usually a much smaller subset

of commands than available in the OS.

7.5.1 Robot OS Abstractions

A simplified approach to OS abstractions for robotics can be made using a clien-

t/server model – where the client (user control program) is separated from the server

(executes low level device control) by an external standardised medium. In its sim-

plest form, this could be done by writing low-level commands to a file and having

a process running on the platform OS read and respond to commands in that file

– putting return values in a return file. A better example, as used in Player-Stage
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(Gerkey et al. , 2001) and Tekkotsumon (Tira-Thompson et al. , 2004), is when this

medium is a TCP socket layer. Another example is serial commands such as those

used by K-Team’s Khepera robot. This external medium is useful for abstracting the

low-level commands of the micro-controller. Using TCP sockets or serial communi-

cations is faster than using a file for data exchange, but the latency and overhead

of any read/write medium is greater than a ‘direct link’ approach (Jennings, 1998),

such as using direct method calls on an OS.

Another attempt to achieve some inter-operating system portability, in a non-

dynamic form at least, is using cross-platform making as specified by robot control

systems using the Orca architecture (Orebäck, 2004). Cross compilers are used to

build the systems for different operating systems. This is a crude measure but

necessary when using languages with no virtual machine support.

The robotic architecture OROCOS provides an operating system package that

makes an abstraction of the operating system on which it runs. It provides C++

interfaces to only the minimal set of operating system primitives that it needs:

mutexes, condition variables and threads (Orocos, 2005).

Finally, there is the concept of a virtual machine (VM) as discussed in Sec-

tion 2.8 in the Literature Review. This concept has been around for decades in the

technology of SmallTalk, VMS, and most recently the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).

7.5.2 Robot JVMs

The approach we have used for the OSAL is to implement code to run on the

Java Virtual Machine (JVM) (see label 9, Figure 3.3). This technology provides

a ‘direct link’ style of access (Jennings, 1998) where only a function call separates

the component from low-level operating system access. This helps to minimize the

latency contributed by MoRoCo which is invariably higher in any ‘client-server’ model

type of approach. Another great benefit is the number of operating systems already

supported by the JVM – as well as the existing bare-on-metal implementations, such

as JBed (Esmertec, 2002) that act as a JVM and OS combined. As long as they can

support the required HAL interactions (such as serial port communications) then
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the model using this implementation can be run directly on the robot’s operating

system or remotely over a communications link.

The use of a JVM does not preclude the additional use of other styles of au-

tonomous control such as the remote ‘client-server’ style or even a ‘peer-to-peer’

style of distributed control – if the added overheads of such implementation are not

prohibitive to functioning of the control algorithms. The OSAL can in fact incorpo-

rate any of the approaches mentioned in the previous section in combination with

the JVM to support an even greater variety of platforms, such as the Sony AIBO

when using the Tekkotsumon (Tira-Thompson et al. , 2004) framework.

Very recently, Sun Microsystems have announced the release of a JVM that spe-

cialises in hardware support of small embedded hardware platforms – the Squawk

Virtual Machine (Shaylor et al. , 2003). JVMs such as these make even more hard-

ware platforms accessible to MoRoCo.

One limitation in using a virtual machine, is that it can have a higher footprint

than when using a client/server approach because it supports the functionality of an

entire language, rather than just the server-side operations required for the robot.

To compensate, embedded VMs are often pared to form a smaller footprint for

embedded devices. However, in these cases they may not support the reflection and

dynamic extensibility aspects of MoRoCo. These tradeoffs are sometimes unavoidable

when working with smaller mini-robots with embedded processors.

7.6 Summary

MoRoCo uses a standard hardware abstraction layer design to provide a level of

device driver independence. These device drivers are implemented as hardware

components. Lastly, the MoRoCo independence from specific hardware platforms and

operating systems is achieved using Java implementations exclusively if possible, or

combined with a client/server control paradigm if necessary.
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Chapter 8
Experiments and Evaluation

The real measure of success is the number of experiments that can be

crowded into 24 hours.

- Thomas Edison (1847 - 1931)

This chapter describes a set of criteria for evaluating software portability between

robots. We performed various experiments to evaluate our system as well as others

against these criteria. We summarise the experiments that were performed using

the MoRoCo system and the results and observations that came of these.
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8.1 Introduction

In this chapter we define some evaluation criteria to compare the various provisions

for portability in existing control systems against those of the MoRoCo system. These

tests are both of a qualitative and quantitative nature – for example, the flexibility

of a abstraction system is primarily a qualitative measure, yet the overhead that is

introduced in terms of increased execution time is quantitatively measured. This

evaluation stage is important so that we can assess the success of our new system

in the context of what existing systems are capable of.

There is some discussion in the literature on the required features of good robot

control systems (Alami et al. , 1998; Messina et al. , 1999; Sanderson, 1996)1. A list

of these desirable features drawn from the literature is as follows:

• ease of reuse through modularity;

• portability across various robot platforms;

• dynamic extensibility at run-time;

• varied programming language support;

• ease of configuration and deployment;

• efficient networking and communications support;

• sufficient internal process speeds;

• support for real-time processes.

Some of these features are in conflict with others because the speed and real-

time support cannot be as high when an infrastructure is built to support greater

flexibility. No system can be expected to out-perform in all of these areas – a control

system implementation may excel in some and fall short in others – the measure of

success being if their shortcomings are acceptable. It is expectable when using tight

1While MoRoCo is not a complete control system, as a sub-system it can still be evaluated against
these same criteria to determine what it can and cannot support.
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coupling of software and hardware, that fast reaction rates and process speeds are

possible – and this may well be absolutely necessary for some real time systems

with hard time constraints. However, the loose coupling in MoRoCo allows greater

flexibility through its inherent modularity.

These advantages, disadvantages and trade-offs will be considered in this chap-

ter as we compare MoRoCo against the portability aspects of other robot systems.

However, first let us describe the test platforms and environments.

8.2 Robot Test Platforms

The MoRoCo prototype is currently operational on eight different robot platform con-

figurations. We use these robots to perform various tests and experiments discussed

in this chapter. Illustrations of the robots are seen in Figure 8.1 – notice the diver-

sity of size, shape and hardware devices. A short description of each of the robots

is as follows (refer to Appendix B for specifications):

Palmbot (Acroname, 2002) A triangle shaped, three wheeled, and omni-directional

robot (it can travel in any direction without turning first to face that direc-

tion). Sensing is performed using three infrared sensors and a camera. This

is a unique test robot because of its omni-directional locomotion. It uses a

Handspring PDA as its processor.

Khepera I (K-Team, 2002) A small circular shaped robot approximately 4cm in

diameter. Two wheeled locomotion and eight infrared sensors, light sensors

and a linear camera. This version of the Khepera has a linear camera turret

attached.

Khepera II (K-Team, 2002) These are an upgrade from the Khepera I, albeit with

the same sensor and effector sets. We have two of these robots, one with a

linear camera and another with a 2-D camera turret attached.

Khepera (simulated) (K-Team, 2002; Michel, 2004) This is a simulated version

of the Khepera II robot (with a 2-D camera) using the Webots simulator.
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Figure 8.1: Pictures of our robot test platforms; from the top left: Khepera I & II,
Koala, Palmbot, AIBO, simulated Khepera, simulated Koala and simulated Magel-
lan.

Koala (K-Team, 2002) A six wheeled robot with multiple infrared sensors and a

colour camera. In this configuration the Koala uses a virtual robot built to

run locally on the PII 233MHz on-board processor. Another configuration was

also experimented with where the Koala uses a virtual robot built to run on

a desktop PC and communicate with a small TCP/IP server running on the

local processor.

Koala (simulated) (K-Team, 2002; Michel, 2004) This is a simulated version of

the Koala using the Webots simulator, but with no camera.

AIBO (Sony, 2005) This robot from Sony, is a quadruped resembling a dog with 18

degrees of freedom. It uses a CMOS image sensor camera, stereo microphones,

touch sensors, on-board accelerometer, one infrared sensor and a 64-bit RISC

processor. The robot can be controlled remotely via wireless LAN.
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Magellan (simulated) (ActivMedia Robotics, 2005; Michel, 2004) This circular

robot is approximately 35cms in diameter and has 16 sonar, 16 infrared and

16 tactile sensors. It is simulated using the Webots simulator.

This selection of test robots provides a wide variety of styles of mobile robots.

The ease of extending the MoRoCo system to other robots or hardware platforms can

then be determined (albeit heuristically) and the overall support of portability can

be commented on. We will describe experiments and overhead tests on all of these

robots.

The Webots simulator (see Appendix B.5) provides the means to test the behav-

ioural control algorithms on more robot platforms than we have in our laboratory.

We can also demonstrate how behavioural algorithms are developed in simulation

and then transferred completely unchanged to real robots – even robots that are not

being simulated (such as the AIBO).

8.3 Testing Environments

Each of the robots in Section 8.2 is suited to a particular testing environment. The

larger robots (Palmbot, AIBO and Koala) were all tested in our laboratory on carpet

and amongst typical office furniture. An illustration of the AIBO navigating our

office environment is in Figure 8.2. The carpet is dark grey with coloured speckling

– but still consistent enough in colour to be used in the visual free space determining

aspects of the navigation and obstacle avoidance components.

The smaller Khepera’s were used in the robot soccer field environment (shown

in Figure 8.3). Small Lego and Duplo blocks were used to create obstacles for this

field. A bright yellow tennis ball was used for tracking and targeting experiments.

The Webots simulator was used for algorithm development and testing on the

Khepera, Koala and Magellan (see Figure 8.4). After applying MoRoCo to the various

robots available in our laboratory, using the simulated Magellan allowed us to test

on yet another robot with a completely different hardware configuration.
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Figure 8.2: Picture of AIBO robot navigating in the office environment. Obstacles
include bags, chairs, desks and boxes.

Figure 8.3: Picture of Khepera robots (Khepera I, Khepera II with 2D camera, and
Khepera II with linear camera) in the soccer field environment.

8.4 Ten Evaluation Criteria

From the literature mentioned in Section 8.1, we have designed a set of criteria to

evaluate the ability of MoRoCo to support more flexible software.Table 8.1 contains

ten criteria that will be applied to the MoRoCo abstraction system to evaluate its

usefulness and performance.
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Figure 8.4: A screenshot of Webots simulating the Magellan, Koala and Khepera
robots.

To perform these tests on the abstraction model, we undertook a number of

experiments using the MoRoCo system and the high-level components it is designed

to support. The following subsections correspond to each of the evaluation criteria.

8.4.1 Portability

Our first objective, was to test how well the MoRoCo system could support the porta-

bility of the various software modules. The success of this experiment is really mea-

sured by how effectively we can decouple the control code from a robot’s hardware.

The aim then is to support the encapsulated control logic across a wide variety of

robots.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the decoupling, we developed software compo-

nents that encapsulate behavioural control logic for the following behaviours:

• general navigation and exploration;

• obstacle avoidance;

• wall following (left and right);
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No. Criteria Description

1 Portability Does the system support complete binary porta-
bility of high-level components?

2 System-wide
Reuse

Is the system composed of modular software that
is easy to reuse? Is it possible to apply the system
to various robots?

3 Extensibility Is it simple to extend the system? What about
dynamically?

4 Configuration Is it easy to configure and deploy the system on
new robots? Can it be reconfigured dynamically?

5 Robustness Does the system enhance the robustness of code?

6 Programming
Ease

Is is simple to program the various components?
Is software simply adapted?

7 Overheads Does the system add too much overhead? Is the
overhead worth it?

8 Real-time
operation

Can hard time limits be guaranteed?

9 Complexity
Management

Does the system simplify code management and
system understandability?

10 Language
Support

Does the system support cross-language program-
ming development?

Table 8.1: Criteria with which to measure the MoRoCo system’s suitability for robot
control.

• docking (halting with a frontal alignment before an obstacle);

• target tracking/following; and

• obstacle dislodging when stuck.

These behaviours were then tested on the VRFs for the Khepera I, Khepera II, Koala

(remote configuration only), AIBO, Palmbot, and simulated Khepera/Koala/Mag-

ellan.

There was significant work in setting up the VRFs for each robot to ensure

a consistent presentation of the attributes to the behaviours. This was crucial to

allow a consistent behavioural reaction to changes in the robot and the environment.

There were limitations to how well the components could be supported on the AIBO

and Palmbot robots – since because of their design the attributes were not always
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adequately supported (in an efficient way at least).

Attribute Formation

The styles of the Khepera, Koala and Magellan (real and simulated) are such that

there is enough sensor coverage (infrared or sonar) to adequately provide the extero-

ceptive attribute abstractions required by the behaviours. The AIBO and Palmbot

robots are more difficult to form the same attributes with because of their different

sensor hardware. Neither has comprehensive range sensor coverage and so must

rely heavily on the camera to form their exteroceptive attributes. These attributes

were formed using the camera, but the performance was noticeably slower. In the

implementation, both the AIBO and Palmbot form a virtual front sensor array from

their available camera images (see Figure 8.5). These were then used to form the

attributes required for distance. The right and left distances are less accurate, but

the AIBO can pan its camera to achieve a better estimation of distances to ob-

stacles and walls. One point to note is how the camera perspective can be taken

into account in the state formation: the near state ranges across the bottom 4 grid

squares, while the far state only ranges across the top 2 grid squares. This is be-

cause a 2-dimensional image of a 3-dimensional space has more horizontal distance

in that space associated with the grid spaces higher in the image (which are closer

to the horizon) (Taylor et al. , 2004).

The biggest problem is not the implementation itself, but that the refresh rate

of the attributes formed from images is much slower. For example, the refresh rate

of the frontDistance attribute for the Palmbot using vision is only 2-3 per second.

This is much too slow for normal operation speeds so the robot must be slowed

down to compensate. This is done automatically via the VRF; so while we still

achieve complete binary portability, the resulting behaviour is not that impressive.

For comparison, the refresh rate of the attributes on the Khepera (both real and in

simulation) is in the order of 25-50 Hz (sometimes closer to 100Hz), while on the

AIBO about 7-8 Hz.

If an attribute (or command) component cannot be supported on a particular
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Figure 8.5: A camera frame broken into a virtual sensor array using image segmen-
tation of floor space to determine obstacle free space.

robot then neither can the high-level control component that is dependent on them

– however, we do not consider this in itself a failure to provide portability to that

robot. If MoRoCo cannot support it using a suitable work-around method, then it

is likely that the component is just not suitable for that robot. For instance, the

HolonomicMotion interface is implemented on robots that can move in a crab-like

fashion. This is only really applicable to the AIBO and Palmbot – other robots could

implement a crude version of this movement (such as rotate-move-rotate back) but

it would be inefficient and unlikely to be useful. If the robot needs to behave a

certain way then the hardware must meet some minimum requirements – on which

of course the software is then dependent. These requirements should be included in

the interface contracts of the VRF components.

Consistent Behaviour

The behaviours had no trouble performing in a uniform manner across all platforms

that could form the appropriate attribute support. This is demonstrated in both
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the real and simulated environments where the behaviours would act consistently

across all the robots – sometimes in a way that was aberrant to the expected,

but consistently aberrant nonetheless (see Figure 8.6). This is not a problem with

MoRoCo, rather it is with the control logic. In fact, it demonstrates the success of

MoRoCo as the abstractions are obviously still being uniformly presented across these

different robots.

Figure 8.6: Screenshot including overlaid arrows showing a wall following behaviour
with the same aberrant paths for all robots. Note that the robots all under-steer the
turn on outside angles demonstrating the suboptimal, yet consistent behaviour of the
control logic across these robots.

Quantifying Portability

With the DoP measure (developed in Section 1.3.2), we can broadly quantify the

portability of the components across various robots. If the DoP is 1, then the unit of

software is completely portable with no changes required. This is an ideal situation

that can arise if the supporting virtual robot and RPDs exist and support the high-

level component completely. However, even if the DoP is at all greater than zero,

then it should be considered as a candidate for porting (there is some cost to doing
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so – rewriting code or adaptation work, but it is less that the cost of redevelopment).

The DoP is not just a measure of the work that needs to be done on the high-

level component to achieve portability, but also the work that needs to be done on

the VRF and supporting components to make it suitable to support the component.

For example, the DoP for the tracking component on the Palmbot is relatively

low – estimated as less than 1

2
. The Palmbot infrared sensor array is inadequate to

effectively form the state of trackingBias attribute (see Figure A.2) used in track-

ing. The trackingBias component will be augmented with the camera and provide

the needed information using some extensive image processing to segment the target

and determine the deviation from the centre of the robots field of view. This image

processing component is not available for the 2D camera that the Palmbot uses and

so the DoP is subsequently low. The AIBO robot has a similar DoP measure for

this component. The Khepera VRF however, has a component for its 2D camera

image processing and so the DoP for the target tracking component is 1 – the same

for the Koala and Magellan robots which use their extensive sensor arrays.

For each behaviour in Section 8.4.1 with attribute support available in the VRFs,

the DoP is inherently 1, because they can function unchanged in their binary form

– neither the components nor the VRFs need any modification.

When the attributes are supported, the high-level components could be ported in their

binary form across all the robots (i.e. the DoP is 1). The only component that

could not function robustly on all the platforms was tracking/following (so the DoP

was low).

8.4.2 System-wide Reuse

The MoRoCo system is composed of components, so as long as the interface contracts

are met, they can be replaced and upgraded as necessary. The system in fact uses

component technology throughout – the component framework used in the PAL has

already been discussed at length in Chapter 7. Reuse of attribute and command

components is an intrinsic part of MoRoCo.
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The MoRoCo VRF and HAL are also made up of Auxiliary and Hardware compo-

nents. The auxiliary components make up the ancillary services and can easily be

upgraded statically at compile time. If the platform descriptor was actually found

in a plain text document, the XML parser could easily be replaced with a plain text

parser – or any other kind. These components are all reusable on any system that

requires XML or plain text parsing.

System Portability

The system-wide reuse of MoRoCo is achieved across the various robots by using an

appropriate Java Virtual Machine (JVM) for the OSAL. There is such a JVM avail-

able for a wide variety of robot OSs including all the ones we have experimented

with. There were some augmentations made to OSAL in order to form the cor-

rect OS specific interaction with that robot. This was achieved by using different

hardware and communications components in the HAL, which were easily reused

when the same OSAL requirements were encountered on another robot. Because of

the peculiarities of the robot operating systems, a further abstraction mechanism

was sometimes used with the specialised ‘hardware’ platforms (such as the Tekkot-

sumon framework for the Aibo). An illustration of each VR configuration is shown

in Figure 8.7.

The Aibo VR uses the Tekkotsumon (Tira-Thompson et al. , 2004) API to com-

municate using TCP/IP protocols with the actual robot – the Tekkotsumon frame-

work is running on the Aibo, and the TCP protocol is used to access its functionality.

The Palmbot VR uses the J9 Virtual Machine running directly on the Palm device

to send serial commands to the SV203 controller in the robot. The Koala and Khep-

era VRs also use a serial protocol to send commands to their respective controllers

– with the Khepera robot connected via a serial link cable (a Bluetooth connection

is also possible). Lastly, the Webots simulator API is used by components in the

VRs of the simulated Khepera, Koala and Magellan.
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Figure 8.7: Illustration of the various OSALs for different robots – the AIBO VR
using Tekkotsumon, the Khepera/Palmbot/Koala VRs using serial communications,
and the simulated robot VRs using the Webots simulator API.

JVM Support

The MoRoCo system itself was easily ported to each robot because they all have a Java

Virtual Machine (JVM) available to execute the system on that robot’s particular

operating system (OS). This presents an obvious limitation as, for example, we had

planned to use the Eyebot (DEEE, 2002) from the University of Western Australia

as part of our testing platforms, but the JVM for it was only a beta implementation

with documentation in German. As a result the Eyebot was never included in the

evaluation testing. MoRoCo can only be used directly on robots that can support an

appropriate JVM, or remotely on robots that can support an OS abstraction (such

as Tekkotsumon using TCP socket abstractions).

8.4.3 Extensibility

The extensibility of a system can be measured by the ease with which components

can be added and replaced. The MoRoCo system is particularly flexible in that the

components can be dynamically updated. This means if the containing robot control

system supports it, then the MoRoCo system can be upgraded ‘on the fly’.

In the case of the Khepera, Koala, Magellan, and AIBO robots, the component
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based robot architecture (CBRA) is running on a desktop PC with a remote link

to the robot over serial connection, TCP/IP wireless or simulator. In these cases

MoRoCo uses a component to monitor a directory for new Java .class files to in-

stantiate. The VRF can determine the component type (i.e. Attribute, Command,

Auxiliary or Hardware) and instantiate the component appropriately. An example

screenshot of the repository is shown in Figure 8.8.

Figure 8.8: Screenshot of the ‘directory’ repository and three active components.

In the case of the Palmbot, the CBRA and MoRoCo are executing directly on the

robot. Dynamic upgrades on the Palmbot are achieved a little differently. Replace-

ment or extension components are delivered using infrared beaming from one Palm

Pilot repository directly to the actual Palmbot (see the picture in Figure 8.9). This

work is outlined in Appendix D.

Scalability

As the number of components in the MoRoCo system are increased, there is no diffi-

culty managing increasing complexity – the processing overhead from attribute and

command component access rates is only of linear order (i.e. T (n) ∈ O(n)). The

potential complexity of the components themselves cannot be known in advance –

so while this can of course be prohibitive it is not a problem of the MoRoCo system.

The number of components is only limited by the memory of the operating platform.
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Figure 8.9: An illustration of the Palmbot robot receiving a new component via
infrared from a repository residing on another PDA.

8.4.4 Configuration

Because of its modular nature, the MoRoCo system supports easy configuration both

statically and dynamically. The robot platform descriptors (RPD) allow a complete

decoupling and separation of platform description from the VRF and high-level

components. This is used for static configuration at deployment, but there is also

the option to dynamically reconfigure the robot as it is operating.

Dynamic Configuration

As previously discussed, the MoRoCo system supports dynamic extensibility. Any

CBRA that in turn allows dynamic upgrades, can pass on the new components to

MoRoCo which will handle its appropriate instantiation.

For example, a simple but effective demonstration can be made using the Palm-

bot. Being a triangular shaped robot (see Figure 3.9 for a schematic outline), it has

complete symmetry across three different axes (when not factoring in the camera

placement). So behaviours that act on the robot are informed by the RPD which

direction is the notional ‘forward’ direction. All behaviours then act on the robot

in a way that makes this direction act as forward, with left, right and behind also

appropriately determined. The demonstration then supposes that there is a need
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for this ‘forward’ direction to be changed (perhaps hardware failure); this change is

easily made by beaming a new RPD file – which is used to reconfigure the sensors

and servos that determine the forward direction. All robots using MoRoCo can have

the aspects of their hardware configuration changed dynamically.

Hardware Upgrades

Another example of easy configuration changes is in the case of robot hardware

upgrades. Take the Khepera II robot, a trackingBias attribute state was originally

formed using the front six infrared sensors. Later, when a greyscale linear camera

(64x1 pixels) became available, this attribute was augmented by data from the

linear camera. Only two changes were necessary: the addition of a camera hardware

component and the replacement of the trackingBias attribute component.

The new attribute component was more robust than the original and it also had a

much greater range. It reduced the number of false-positive tracking signals by being

able to examine the colour intensity of the target. It returned the trackingBias

for particular objects that matched that colour signature (such as that of the tennis

ball). While this technically is a new version of the trackingBias component, it

still supports all dependencies on it because it is only a strengthening of the original

interface contract. Versioning for new interfaces in MoRoCo is handled the same way

as in Microsoft COM (Chappell, 1996) – interface names are unique and changes to

the interface must be made under a new name.

Subsequently, a 2D colour camera also became available. Work is now being done

to implement a component for this camera to augment the trackingBias attribute

(and others) even further. The trackingBias attribute component in this case now

remains unaltered; the only change is that the linear-camera command component is

swapped to the 2D-camera command component (a hardware component upgrade).

Upgrades in MoRoCo are a relatively simple process because all the dependencies

between components are already predefined and very explicit. The modularity of

the components makes it an uncomplicated task.
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8.4.5 Robustness

The robustness of the system can be examined in terms of how the robot control

components handle variations in environment, erratic sensor readings, or hardware

device alterations or even failure.

Environment Variations

MoRoCo is particularly useful when sensor readings vary in a different environment

– an adjustment to the VR for that environment and all the control algorithms can

function again as intended (with only one change).

When using infrared sensors in the environment, the intensity of the return

reading determines the supposed distance to an object. This intensity depends on

the texture and colour of the objects in the environment. In the case of the Khepera

II in the robot soccer environment, white Lego bricks were originally used for all

of the behaviour experiments. Later, when the environment was changed to use

blue Lego bricks instead, there was a noticeable change in the behaviours – they

all operated much closer to the obstacles. The blue bricks were absorbing more of

the infrared light and so readings were indicating that the objects were now further

away than before.

To overcome this global problem affecting all of the behaviours, the Khepera II

virtual robot (VR) had its distance attributes modified to be more sensitive. The

distance attributes were modified so that their membership functions for near,

midRange and far were translated right along the x axis by a constant c i.e. f ′(x) =

f(x − c). In order to reestablish the Khepera behaviours to be as with the white

Lego bricks, c was determined to be approximately 100 sensor units (noting that

the sensors return values range from 0 to 1024). Hence, for the Khepera’s infrared

sensors at least, we could empirically infer that the reflective reduction for infrared

light on blue bricks was about 10%.

This is an example of an environmental context dependency, where a change in

the environment was met using static modifications of the VR. This can be met

dynamically as well if the robot can visually determine the colour of objects and the
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context monitor could adapt attributes accordingly.

The outcome of this experiment was that all high-level components had their

behaviour globally corrected without altering any part of their controlling logic.

This global behaviour modification is an important result for the CLAM model.

Erratic Sensor Readings

One problem with erratic sensor readings concerned the Khepera II robot. When

operating on battery power (lasting approximately 20-30 minutes) there are signif-

icant changes in the linear camera return values between when the battery is fully

charged and when that charge is dwindling. When fully charged the camera values

are higher and hence objects are determined to be brighter than later when the

charge is middle to low (a problem when using a brightness threshold to determine

the position of a ball). This is an example of a dynamic context dependency in

the system since the position attributes are based on camera readings, which are

dynamically dependent on the battery attribute. This is easily supported in the

MoRoCo system by pragmatically augmenting the thresholds based on the battery

attribute and creating an explicit context dependency between these components.

Or alternatively, it could be handled by the context monitor intermediary discussed

in Section 6.5.

Another erratic sensor problem with the Palmbot was the erratic readings re-

turned from its three infrared sensors. The Sharp GP2D12 senor readings in our

laboratory environment could fluctuate wildly at times. This problem is exacer-

bated by the slow cycle rates available on the Palmbot (being that it was only

a 33 MHz processor), so poor decisions that were made upon noisy data are not

quickly updated. The Palmbot would benefit greatly from our state transition vali-

dation technique to limit improbable transitions between states. This would lead to

smoother and more elegant control where at the moment the Palmbot can behave

erratically at times. This is currently work in progress.
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Hardware Device Alterations

In our experiments we use two Khepera type II robots. While technically they

are identical except for the camera turrets, one is much older than the other and

hence has slightly worn gear mechanisms in its servos meaning the speed profiles

are different and the robot has a ‘bumpier ride’. Furthermore, the left and right

infrared sensors have been physically twisted on the chassis and hence are deviated

from the true 90 degrees left and right.

As a result of these differences between these robots, the control components

could not produce consistent results. An advantage with MoRoCo though, is that a

virtual robot (VR) decouples the control logic and the platform. This means that

all that needs modifying is the VR for the older Khepera II and the entire set of

behaviours will work correctly. No separate component versions need be created,

tested and then managed for two robots that are otherwise identical. Of course a

new VR needs to be created and tested, but this is done only once for all existing

and future behaviours used on that robot.

The first of these VR modifications was to correct the sensor readings that would

fail to correctly determine the robot’s relative left and right distances to obstacles

because of the sensor orientation deviations. However, if we take into account the

ratio of actual versus expected sensor readings due to the angular deviation (see

Figure 8.10), we can correct the interpretation of these left and right sensors in

the newly modified VR. Of course this does not address the problem in all scenarios

– for instance, when the robot senses the wall has ended on its left side, there is still

a distance z the robot must travel before it actually ends.

actual
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Figure 8.10: A false distance measurement when the orientation of a sensor deviates
from its expected orientation.
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In practice, our solution was to increase the range of near, midRange and far for

this new VR configuration so that the robot would keep more distance from objects

to partially compensate for the increased measures due to angular deviation. The

angular deviation in this case was small enough for this solution to be adequate.

If this simple solution was not enough, there are other more complicated solutions

possible. One would be to build a dependency on distance travelled and a mem-

ory of readings such that the modified reading was only effective when a distance

of approximately z has been travelled. This approach is useful for wall following

behaviours to stop a robot from ‘clipping’ a corner. Another even more elaborate

solution, is making the left and right distances unavailable (determined using the

exteroceptive attribute interface) until the Khepera has rotated the appropriate de-

viated degrees in that direction to form an accurate reading – of course this would

change the behaviour of the robot, but a behavioural task can still be completed

with this hobbled approach. This type of compromised attribute formation is some-

times necessary to form a compatible VR when the hardware devices of a robot do

not quite support the attribute requirements of the control code.

A second modification in the VR for our older Khepera was to reduce the overall

ranges of the speed attribute states to compensate for its worn gears and erratic

servo behaviour at higher speeds. This Khepera could then operate the same control

algorithms, but at a speed that would not be detrimental to the behaviour.

Before these VR changes, behaviours would perform poorly on the old Khepera

due to the subtle differences between the robots; however, they were all corrected

with these minimal changes. It is very convenient to have all the factors affecting

the robot’s design and operation contained separately to the control logic. This is

a classic example of the benefits of this decoupling: the behaviours themselves were

obviously not the problem, rather it was the sensor configuration, which could be

easily and quickly modified.
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Hardware Device Failure

In the case of complete device failure, there are two ways the MoRoCo system can

help make code more robust. Firstly, the attribute or command component relying

on that device can be dynamically replaced to circumvent that particular device

dependency which is now broken. This dynamic reconfiguration has already been

discussed in section 8.4.4.

If the device failure is detectable or perhaps even probable, another approach can

be used. Context monitoring could be used to determine if the attribute depending

on the hardware is unresolved. In this case, the attribute could be formed differently

i.e. modifying how the attributes are formed when a dependent hardware device

fails. This could be considered a contingency plan for attribute formation. This is

especially important in mission critical systems and the development of fail-safe or

ancillery backups.

8.4.6 Programming Ease

When applying the MoRoCo system to a new robot, the most significant effort re-

quired is to correctly create and tune an appropriate VRF. This is largely a task

of component composition and attribute membership function tuning. Even then,

the modular nature of the system makes it relatively easy. A new robot VRF can

be created and fine-tuned for the current set of test components in less than a day.

This is more difficult when there is legacy code that must be kept and requires

adaptation.

Adaptation

In some cases there is a mismatch between the standard interface contracts and

existing method signatures or requirements of existing software. An example is that

of an exploration component using vision, which was originally developed for the

Koala robot and is able to navigate by identifying regions of free space on the floor.

It uses a simple colour-matching algorithm searching for floor coloured segments.
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This component was then adapted for use by MoRoCo by providing a container

class that implemented the Vision interface and forwarding modified calls to the

inner component. It used pre and post call processing to meet the implementation

requirements of the original vision system. The main problem was mismatched

method calls that required adaptation.

This kind of mismatch does not happen when new components are created with

a priori knowledge of the interface standards. However, this approach is useful for

any ‘must keep’ legacy components. In this case once the adaptation was done, the

component could then be applied across all VRF implementations that supported

the vision interface.

Erratic Behaviour

A significant example of how MoRoCo can be used to correct errant behaviour was

demonstrated on one of the Khepera robots. It was observed that the actions of a

symmetrical behaviour (wall following) were not in fact symmetrical. The control

logic for the left side and right side were the exact symmetrical opposite of each

other. This is logical – it would be unusual for a symmetrical robot to require

different implementation for wall following on the left and right sides.

However, the Khepera was not behaving the same on both sides – the right side

would always follow much closer such that right turns around obstacles would result

in collisions. The VR was adjusted to create more space to the wall on the right

side by altering the definition of the states of the linguistic variable rightDistance.

Now these states on the right side were again equivalent to the left and all high-

level algorithms were corrected correspondingly. This is another example where the

global modification at the platform level means that all behaviours on that robot

can be adjusted without modifying their code. The control logic is kept separate

from platform specific hardware concerns.
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Debugging

As well as helping to isolate erratic behaviour, the MoRoCo system has explicit sup-

port for debugging and monitoring of variables and states. A Debug component

available in the Utils package, provides implementation for diagnostic output of in-

ternal variables, attribute states, crisp input/output, and vision monitoring. These

can then easily be turned off to remove their overheads and improve run-time effi-

ciency.

8.4.7 Overheads

The MoRoCo implementation has been profiled to examine the load that it is adding

to a robot control system to ensure the overhead introduced is acceptable. We

used JProfiler (ej-Technologies, 2005) to profile the implementation running different

scenarios – here are two scenario outcomes.

Profiling I

Table 8.2 shows a set of profiling results for code execution within the architecture

and sub-frameworks running on the Sony AIBO using a Vision component relay-

ing streaming video whilst exploring the laboratory using the obstacle avoidance

behaviour. The framework is running on a P4 1.8 GHz desktop with wireless link

to the remote AIBO. The breakdown of the overheads associated with the various

frameworks and components are shown.

Most of the processing time is spent in the TCP communications between the

desktop and the AIBO (30%). The attribute components are the next major hotspot

at 27%, however it should be noted that attributes do most of the pre and post

processing for the high-level components (measuring 12%). The AIBO Virtual Ro-

bot uses 11% of the total CPU running time. The image processing used by the

attributes and GUI display account for 9% of time. Using this configuration of

hardware, we achieve a maximum frame rate of approximately 8 frames per second

(fps). There is an upper limit on the AIBO Tekkotsumon server of 9-10 fps, so this
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Execution Hot Spot Inherent Time

TCP Communications to the AIBO 30%
(robots.aibo.comms.*)
Attribute components 27%
(fuzzy.MembershipFunction.fuzzify, defuzzify)
High Level Behaviour Components 12%
(OAbehaviour.run, fuzzy.FuzzyRule.evaluateRule)

Virtual Robot 11%
(vrf.virtualrobots.AiboVR.pollDirection, setSpeed)
Camera display/image processing 9%
(robots.aibo.camera.GUI, vision, navigation)
Miscellaneous Java processes 7%
(sun.misc, java.awt, javax.swing, java.util)
Behavioural Framework 4%
(framework.*, behaviours.Schema.*)

Total 100%

Table 8.2: A breakdown of the execution times of the MoRoCo system being used on
the AIBO robot.

reduction is acceptable and does not hinder performance.

The Virtual Robot overhead accounts for 11% of the total process times, however

this includes the start-up configuration time of approximately 1%. The attribute

components use 27% of the system time but it should be noted that this includes

processing time that would be used in planning by any control architecture – so not

all is a direct contribution of the MoRoCo system but rather a redistribution of time

from high-level control to attribute formation.

Profiling II

Table 8.3 shows a set of profiling results for code execution for MoRoCo operating on

the Khepera II robot. Using only infrared sensors to avoid obstacles, the Khepera

II robustly navigates among LEGO blocks in a robot soccer environment.

The framework is again running on a P4 1.8 GHz laptop, this time with a serial

cable link to the Khepera II. The breakdown of the overheads associated with the

various frameworks and components are shown.

Most of the processing time is again spent in communications to the hardware
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Execution Hot Spot Inherent Time

Serial communications to the Khepera 53%
(com.sun.comm.Win32SerialPort)
Attribute components 23%
(fuzzy.MembershipFunction.fuzzify, defuzzify)
High Level Behaviour Components 11%
(OAbehaviour.run, fuzzy.FuzzyRule.evaluateRule)

Virtual Robot 6%
(vrf.virtualrobots.KheperaVR.pollDirection, setSpeed)
Miscellaneous Java processes 4%
(sun.misc, java.awt, javax.swing, java.util)
Behavioural Framework 3%
(framework.*, behaviours.Schema.*)

Total 100%

Table 8.3: A breakdown of the execution times of the MoRoCo system being used on
the Khepera II robot.

(53%), which is time spent polling the infrared sensors and setting servo speeds. The

fuzzy logic processing of the attribute components account for the next largest por-

tion of time (23%). The high-level components use 11% and the Khepera II virtual

robot only accounts for 6% of the total time (including the start-up configuration

time).

At a conservative estimate, the results show that the MoRoCo Virtual Robot intro-

duces around 10% overhead. The attribute components use approximately 25% of

the CPU time, but they peform some processes usually found in high-level algorithms.

Furthermore, the attribute components can support many high-level components at

a time – thereby amortising their overhead across all of them.

Cycle Speeds

The SPA control cycle can be measured in cycles per second (or Hz). The overhead

of MoRoCo can also be examined in terms of cycle speeds it can achieve. It was found

that rates under 10Hz start to become too slow for the robots in our experiments

(depending on factors such as relative speed and size within their environment).

Apart from the Palmbot, where the processing is done locally on its 33 MHz
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Handspring PDA, a P4 1.8MHz notebook processor was used to test obstacle avoid-

ance and wall following behaviours using approximate reasoning across all the robot

platforms. The cycle speeds were measured and are listed in table 8.4.

Platform Cycle time Speed

Webots simulated robots 32ms 30Hz
Khepera I & II (real) 20-40ms 25-50Hz
Koala (real) 20-40ms 25-50Hz
AIBO 125-200ms 5-8Hz
Palmbot 500-1000ms 1-2Hz

Table 8.4: Cycle speeds of the control architecture using MoRoCo on different robots
(the Palmbot and AIBO use vision to form distance attributes).

The Webots simulator uses a specific cycle speed that easily covers the SPA cycle

for simulated robots (it could even be increased). Speeds of around 30-40Hz were

achieved on average for the real Khepera and Koala robots – most of this time is

spent in serial communication with the robot, which is a large delay in the cycle. If

the hardware was better managed (using a more efficient threaded implementation)

then this speed could be approximately doubled (see the profiling of the Khepera

II in the previous section). However, this was not necessary as they are already

achieving good control rates.

All platforms perform above the 10 Hz threshold except for the AIBO and Palm-

bot. The AIBO still performs well because it is a larger robot that moves relatively

slowly through the laboratory. Updates of even 3 Hz can be sufficient for the AIBO.

The Palmbot has the worst performance because it only uses a 33 MHz processor

– its locomotion speed has been reduced appropriately so it can function with this

poor cycle speed. However, the Palmbot can achieve rates of 10 Hz or more when

not using vision.

Results

Overall, the overheads attributable to MoRoCo are around 10%. Depending on the

robot, MoRoCo can usually support operation cycles far in excess of that needed to

move quickly in a dynamic environment. The poorest cycle times are the result of
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heavy hardware component processes at the sensing level – which would be present

for any system that would use these components. Given that the infrastructure

provides for better software reuse and code management, we consider this additional

overhead to be acceptable.

As better software engineering principles lead to improved development times

and code quality – more efforts can be turned toward overall code performance.

Then, as Moore’s law applies to robot processors as well as desktops, these additional

overheads could soon be insignificant. Furthermore, as already pointed out, the

largest delay in the cycle is in communicating with the robot platform, not in the

planning. This might not be the case for more deliberative modules, but if separately

layered and threaded, these could make efficient use of the time spent idle while

waiting for communications to complete.

To summarise, the MoRoCo overheads are not performance inhibiting and the benefits

from improved software design are worth it. Furthermore, there are still parts of the

system that can still be implemented even more efficiently.

8.4.8 Real-Time Operation

One popularly held view of a real-time operation within a dynamic system such as

robotics is that the combined reaction and operation-time of a task is shorter than

the maximum delay that is allowed in view of circumstances outside the operation.

This ‘maximum delay’ is what is known as a hard real-time constraint.

While MoRoCo can provide no such explicit real-time guarantees, there is the

provision for supporting real-time operations if a real-time operating system (RTOS)

is used under the operating system abstraction layer (OSAL). There are also hybrid

JVM/RTOSs available – namely JBed (Esmertec, 2002) and PERC (NewMonics,

2004). These can effectively replace both the OSAL and OS (illustrated previously

in Figure 3.3).
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8.4.9 Complexity Management

MoRoCo reduces code complexity by providing a modular approach to the separation

of concerns and encapsulating services using explicit context dependencies in the

form of contractual interfaces. This improved approach to robot software engineering

can be applied as follows.

Subdividing the Problem Domain

The problem domain for autonomous robots is very broad because of the diverse

nature of the tasks that automated robots are expected to undertake. The tasks that

autonomous robots might be given are extremely diverse and can include exploration,

mapping, surveillance etc.

Robots that perform meaningful tasks must start with foundation equipment and

skills; navigation, communications, manipulation, sensors (sonar, wheel encoders,

shape and line vision, proximity, etc.). But once robots attain a critical mass of

these foundation capabilities, a great many meaningful tasks begin to be possible.

However, the huge range of tasks that are expected from autonomous robots are

comprised of a set of subtasks that are, at the simplest level at least, very similar.

Modularity also helps to subdivide the problem domain – so parts may be developed

autonomously and then combined to perform a greater task.

Code Management

Sometimes it is necessary to have more than set of code bases for robot control.

For example, it is not uncommon to keep a control algorithm set for the laboratory

and a separate one for in the field. This is an example of an environmental context

dependency where it is usual to keep separate code sets for each different context.

For example, in the domain of robot soccer, the lighting will play a large part in

the environment variable affecting the infrared sensors. Another problem is caused

by the fluctuations in power supply when moving from alternating current in the

laboratory to battery power on the robot soccer field. These are real examples or
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problems faced by colleagues in our laboratory competing in the robot soccer league.

Their standard practice is to use different control code and parameter sets for the

home laboratory and competition.

MoRoCo allows the context to be decoupled from the control so that the different

code bases are no longer needed as the one set of control components now can operate

on different virtual robots for each context, or perhaps an even more sophisticated

virtual robot that is context aware. Figure 8.11 shows how the virtual robots reduce

the explosion in code-base size and improve manageability.

HAL

D r i v e r s / Ha r d w a r e

C o d e  B a s e  ( P 1 ) C o d e  B a s e  ( P 2 )

HAL

D r i v e r s / Ha r d w a r e

P u r e  C o n t r o l  C o d e

V R FP 1 P 2

Figure 8.11: Code base versions for different platforms (P1 and P2) can be reduced
into a single set when using a virtual robot (VRF) for each platform.

In this illustration, the different versions of compiled code that must be man-

aged is reduced to one2. The code bases for platforms P1 and P2 can have their

differences addressed at the platform abstraction level in the VRF. This is a very

useful paradigm even when the robots are ostensibly the same – such as different

versions of the same make and model. The difficulty in managing any differences in

robot platforms, no matter how subtle, is easily overcome using a VRF.

Global Behaviour Modification

A further feature of our abstraction model is the ability to globally modify the

behaviour of all control algorithms by altering the meaning of an attribute’s state.

2Keeping constants or flags that can be used to ‘switch’ between code versions still amounts to
managing different versions of compiled code.
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For example, it was desirable to increase the speed of a robot’s behaviour across all

control algorithms and so modifications were made to the speed states so that they

mapped to higher parts of the speed input space (in metres per second). This had

the effect of increasing the high end speeds of the robot in all behaviours. However,

an interdependent attribute (see Section 5.6) to speed is distance. So the distance

states needed to be altered to allow for greater distance to be kept from obstacles

to account for the higher speeds.

The control code in each component was completely unchanged. This is a demon-

stration of encapsulation and complete decoupling of the control logic from the sensor

data and command instructions. This decoupling ensures that the control is kept

explicitly separate from other concerns and changes can be made independently.

This is a convenient and intuitive way to manage the global behaviour of all control

components.

System Evolution

Component-based systems are easy to evolve and upgrade since components are the

unit of change. One of the inherent advantages of using a component-based system

is that the upgrade process is applied at the component level – meaning that the old

component is swapped for its updated equivalent. Or additional functionality can

be added via a new component that is added to the system. However, one proviso

is that the new component must be thoroughly tested, both in isolation and in

combination with the rest of the system (just as for a standard monolithic system).

In spite of this, the encapsulated nature of the components services still makes a

component system’s evolution less complicated than its classical counterpart.

8.4.10 Language Support

The MoRoCo system uses Java as its implementation language and currently sup-

ports no other. The CLAM model does not preclude other programming languages,

however a solution must be available for the OSAL if it does not use a JVM. For ex-

ample, an alternative approach such as .NET could be used but would only support
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Window’s OS based platforms – somewhat limiting amongst the diverse variety of

non-Windows based platforms.

Java’s Native Interface support (JNI) is only useful for embedding more time-

efficient code – it could not be said that it was a means to support development in

other languages as it is tedious to use.

8.5 Other Portability Systems

In this section we will overview the salient features concerning abstraction and porta-

bility in various other robot control systems. These are compared against the fea-

tures of the CLAM abstraction model and the MoRoCo implementation.

CLARAty

The Coupled Layered Architecture for Robotic Autonomy (CLARAty) is a frame-

work for generic and reusable robotic components that can be adapted to a number

of heterogeneous robot platforms (Nesnas et al. , 2003). See section 2.10 of the

Literature Review for an overview.

CLARAty is domain specific effort – focusing on the Mars Rover robot series

(Sojourner, FIDO, Rocky 7, Rocky 8, and K9). It provides three types of abstrac-

tions: data structures, generic/specialised physical classes and specialised functional

classes. Physical classes define the structure and behaviour of physical objects, while

functional classes describe the functionality of a generic algorithm. CLARAty also

defines different run-time models to support asynchronous or synchronous data flows.

CLARAty uses these abstractions across two layers – the functional layer and the

decision layer.

The functional layer uses an in-house suite of functional interfaces (equivalent

to MoRoCo’s command interfaces) and then a decision layer to reason about system

resources and mission constraints (similar to the logic of the high-level control com-

ponents accessing the MoRoCo system). So CLARAty and MoRoCo both need tight

coupling between the high-level control and the functional aspects of the system.
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However, MoRoCo decouples the relative platform morphology and pragmatic environ-

ment attributes to support its modules that use approximate reasoning. CLARAty

has no such high-level abstraction techniques to describe features of the robot or its

environment.

CLARAty excels at using components to achieve a modular configuration for

the various Rover robots. However, the control portability it focuses on is at a

lower level – such as that of locomotion and manipulation. This is about equivalent

to MoRoCo’s command components that use the hardware components in the HAL.

However there is no attribute abstraction – all control instructions must be in the

form of processed data.

While the solutions that CLARAty presents for abstracting data flow, physical

hardware and functional algorithms are useful for the Rover robots. MoRoCo can

be applied to a broader range of robot platforms to provide binary portability of

high-level components. MoRoCo uses its VRF mechanism to provide more effective

configuration specification (statically and dynamically) which also simplifies code

management. CLARAty appears to have no such framework for easy configuration

and extensibility.

OROCOS

The Open Robot Control Software (OROCOS) project is a set of class libraries and

an application framework offering generic functionality for robots (Orocos, 2005).

It uses a comprehensive suite of component interfaces that have the potential to be

adopted as a robotic standard. MoRoCo could well adopt these same interfaces as its

suite of command interfaces.

OROCOS is a very large project aiming to provide all necessary software in-

frastructure, for all possible robots (manipulator arms, mobile robots, humanoids,

rehabilitation devices, etc.) and industrial machines (machine tools, automation

systems, etc.). It is the sophisticated basis for a component based robot architec-

ture (CBRA) that provides a number of mechanisms to support tasks, events, data

buffers and threads in controlling the robot.
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As for abstraction mechanisms, all OROCOS software communicates through

‘Device’ Interfaces with the hardware. A ‘Device’ combines a number of these in-

terfaces into an object representing a physical entity. It may represent a complete

machine, or just a mere sensor or servo. This is a typical HAL approach using ‘hard-

ware device drivers’. In OROCOS, this is where the abstraction halts, as there is no

high-level mechanism for abstracting the platform or the environment. It could use

the CLAM abstraction frameworks to further enhance its component portability.

Orca

Much like OROCOS, Orca is an open-source framework for developing component-

based robotic systems (another example of a CBRA). It provides the means for

defining and developing the building-blocks which can be pieced together to form

arbitrarily complex robotic systems, from single vehicles to distributed sensor net-

works (Orca, 2005; Orebäck, 2004).

Orca also strives to provide hardware abstractions to provide software portability

across hardware platforms. Orebäck notes that reuse is paramount as the software

implementation is often more costly than the hardware that executes it (Orebäck,

2004). Orca provides a generic hardware container that contains a number of sensor

and motion hardware components. These are used to aggregate the appropriate

components constituting the robot. This is the extent of the abstraction – it is

at the HAL or hardware component level. Orca could benefit from the CLAM

abstraction mechanisms, but perhaps not MoRoCo as the component model in Orca

is CCM using CORBA (OMG, 1997) (see Section 2.4 of the Literature Review).

One advantage of the MoRoCo implementation is that it uses Java which supports

reflection to dynamically instantiate new components (and hence new hardware

configurations). This can be a limitation of other programming languages causing

much of the configuration and deployment to be done statically at compile time –

as pointed out by Orebäck.
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Player

Player is a socket based device server that provides abstraction mechanism for

portable robot code (Gerkey et al. , 2001). Clients connect to Player and com-

municate with the devices by exchanging messages over a TCP socket.

As with the other systems, Player only abstracts up to the hardware device level

(as in the HAL) and not the platform abstraction level (as in the PAL). There is

certainly no mechanism available for relative or pragmatic attribute abstractions

(the HLAs in CLAM).

Player has a diverse suite of hardware interfaces which also have the potential

to become a set of interface standards for robotics. These are equivalent to the

command interfaces in MoRoCo.

Player’s main advantage is that, because its external interfaces are simply TCP

sockets, client programs can be written in any programming language that provides

socket support. However, it is this very client/server style approach that introduces

latency to the control process as commands are delayed as they pass through the

server. This Player buffer latency is estimated to be 50ms for its usual operation at

10Hz and this is in addition to network related latencies.

In contrast a direct link style such as in MoRoCo only has a function call separating

the high level code from the low level device control (Jennings, 1998). Operation

speeds of up to 50Hz are possible with the MoRoCo system.

Latencies in excess of 50ms are bordering on unacceptable for some of the control

experiments conducted using MoRoCo – such as obstacle avoidance using approximate

reasoning. Even when operating at its highest motion speeds, the Khepera robot

is able to achieve robust performance using control cycles around 20ms. However,

when the cycle times are between 50 and 100ms the performance was sometimes

poor – such that the robot would collide with obstacles.

The Player model imposes no architectural constraints and is currently (2005)

being combined with the Orca component model to produce a component-based

approach with more supporting infrastructure.

There are a number of other abstraction systems that also use a client-server
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abstraction model approach. ORPP (ORPP, 2005) uses it to provide a standard

method of control access to each robot that the server is running on. However, like all

the other abstraction systems, ORPP uses only processed attribute abstractions (the

robot speed has a variable setting ranging from 1 to 5) and command abstractions.

In its present fledgling state, it very much lacks the sophistication of the Player

system. Another developing framework with similar aims, designs and limitations

is DROS (DROS, 2005).

Pyro

The Pyro framework is also striving for a “write once, run anywhere” result, so that

robot programs once written, can be used to drive vastly different robots without

making any changes in the code (Blank et al. , 2004). Pyro primarily has a ped-

agogical focus with an emphasis on usability from a student’s perspective. It uses

the Python programming language for its easy to read scripting language that looks

like to pseudocode.

Pyro is the only surveyed robot system that uses relative abstractions to truly

support binary high level code portability across robots of different shape and size.

Pyro achieves this by converting the default sensor units into robot units, where one

robot unit is equivalent to the diameter of one robot, whatever it may be.

However, these robot units are only used for representing relative distances. They

are not nearly as flexible or versatile as the MoRoCo attributes which can represent

any aspect of the robot or environment (such as acceleration, size, speed etc.) with

various state interpretations of these attributes.

Pyro also uses another versatile portability mechanism – that of sensor groups.

Sensor groups treat all sensors as range sensors and combine them in groups labeled

front, front-left, left etc. The values formed from these groups can be con-

figured for a robot of any size with any type of range sensor (and then scaled into

robot units to provide platform relativity).

Finally, Pyro also uses the typical command interfaces (such as for motion, grip-

pers, camera etc.) as used in MoRoCo. It calls these ‘motion’ and ‘service’ interfaces.
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The ‘motion’ interface is special as it only takes commands that are independent of

the specific values expected by the actual motor drivers (like the instructive speed

attribute would in MoRoCo).

While Pyro is mainly used for educational purposes, it has some very useful

mechanisms that provide a first glimpse at relative abstractions for distance and

speed. The CLAM model and MoRoCo system provide sophisticated elaborations on

these mechanisms for both theory and implementation.

Comparison against MoRoCo

To summarise, the various existing robot architectures all use hardware abstraction

and support software portability to some degree. However, they all lack the highest

level of relative platform abstractions (except for Pyro) and certainly do not make

any allowances for context dependencies. The VR mechanisms of MoRoCo used to

manage the robot platforms and attribute & command interfaces are also unique.

The features of various robot systems as described in this section are summarised

against those of MoRoCo in Table 8.5.

Feature CLAR. ORO. Orca Player Pyro MoRoCo

Command Interfaces X X X X X X

Hardware Layer (HAL) X X X X X X

Virtual Robot (PAL) X

Direct Link OSAL X X X X X

Client/Server OSAL X X X X X

Dynamic Configuration X X X X

Relative Abstractions X X

Context Abstractions X

Platform Descriptor X X

Table 8.5: Comparison of the other robot control systems (CLARAty, OROCOS,
Orca, Player and Pyro) against MoRoCo.

Of course this list of features is not comprehensive when it comes to general

robot control systems. These other systems have other features that MoRoCo does

not have. Pyro has an educational focus, with easy to program code constructs;

OROCOS, Orca and CLARAty have a runtime data flow model; Player, CLARAty
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and OROCOS have a sophisticated command interface suite that could one day

form part of a robotic standard. MoRoCo could easily complement and support these

systems if used to supplement their hardware abstraction systems. Alternatively,

the CLAM model could be applied to their existing abstraction systems to provide

more sophisticated support for portability.

8.6 Prototype Limitations

No technology is usually a panacea for a particular problem, and our model and

prototype are no different. There are some aspects of our approach, as discussed in

this section, that still have limitations when supporting code portability.

The sampling rate must be high

When using approximate reasoning it is necessary to have a high SPA cycle rate

so that the imprecise nature of the outcomes can be refreshed quickly and often to

result in outcomes that resemble those of classical control.

The fuzzy logic control algorithms work best with very tight control loops. They

are modelling forms of reactive control that not surprisingly ‘react’ to changes in

the state of the robot or world. Hence, the control cycle must be quickly informed

of any state changes so they can be incorporated in the output. Attributes (or any

input data) must be sampled at a high enough rate to support the robots operation

speed and any dynamic elements in the environment.

Abstractions only support approximate reasoning

Fuzzy control has often been criticised for its inability to handle complex control

problems. They will give an approximate solution that will be adequate, but perhaps

not optimal. The optimal solution in robotics is often redundant after a short period

in very dynamic environments. Consider a vacuum cleaning robot that is about to

run low on power and seek its docking station to recharge. A classical controller

can calculate the exact time for it to start seeking its charger, and maximise the
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floor coverage as a result. However, this would be based on map data that could be

obsolete if a human has moved a chair or shut a door. The classic controller would

require a empirically determined buffer time to allow for such contingencies. A fuzzy

controller can also estimate the time that it should start to return, based broadly on

distance travelled and power remaining – with the contingency allowance built into

the distance measure. These approaches are practically the same – but the fuzzy

control will be more intuitive to design and allows the abstraction of the variable

inputs and outputs of the rule base.

Furthermore, the problems faced by robots can be broken into subtasks that are

in themselves not overly complex. These subtasks usually have simple solutions that

can support a greater outcome – such as obstacle avoidance subtask amongst the

greater task of delivering a package on time and to the correct destination.

Finally, while high-level behavioural components use approximate reasoning, the

control is still quite precise if the sampling rate is high enough. However, the draw-

back of conventional control is that it cannot be used to achieve the same type of

attribute abstractions we can form using fuzzy logic for approximate reasoning.

Requires Virtual Machine support

One obvious limitation of MoRoCo is that it requires a JVM to operate. These are

available for most robots OS, but not all. For example, there was some difficulty

porting it to the Eyebot because the JVM was only a alpha research version with

German documentation. So while we have access to this robot, it was excluded from

our test platforms.

Below a certain level of robot computing power and memory, a JVM becomes

impractical to use, so this rules out using MoRoCo on smaller mini-robots. However,

using wireless or serial links in the OSAL we can still operate on robots (such as the

Khepera). The about to be released Squawk VM (Shaylor et al. , 2003) from Sun

is ‘a java virtual machine architecture for very small devices’. It could help support

MoRoCo across even more embedded robot operating systems.
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Attributes are sometimes not available

Sometimes it is impossible to create an attribute for a particular robot platform. If

the senors simply do not point to the left, then no measure of any data can be made,

and no attribute formed. The attribute life discussed in Section A.5.1 can help this

but it is only a workaround. With these limitations in mind, the scope of portability

in the face of robot diversity must therefore also be limited.

Portability is not absolute

Because of the limited attribute support of some robots, when describing high-

level control components, we must restrict the scope of their portability to certain

types of robot only. A robot must be able to support the attribute and command

requirements of that component or else portability becomes a practical impossibility.

Every high-level component has external dependencies that describe its attribute

requirements. This dependency list is checked with the VRF at instantiation with

the attributes available and if the requirements can be met then the component is

instantiated in the framework it has requested. Otherwise the component cannot be

instantiated on that robot.

8.7 Summary

To examine our work, we have formed a list of ten evaluation criteria to apply to

MoRoCo. Our experience and test results from applying these criteria is summarised

in Table 8.6.

When compared against other platform abstraction systems, MoRoCo is the only

one to use a sophisticated context relative abstraction mechanism – apart from Pyro

to some extent, no other system can truly support binary portability across robots

with differing morphology. MoRoCo supports system configuration and extensibility

more simply than most others, and there are lower system latency times than those

using the client/server portability paradigm.

The limitations of MoRoCo are primarily based around the difficulty in supporting
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No. Criteria Test Results

1 Portability Ten different controllers are binary portable across
all eight different robot configurations.

2 System-wide
Reuse

MoRoCo uses interface contracts and software com-
ponents for easy system reuse.

3 Extensibility MoRoCo is simply extended – even dynamically.

4 Configuration MoRoCo is easy to configure and can be reconfigured
dynamically.

5 Robustness MoRoCo reduces sensor noise and can compensate
for hardware changes and even device failure.

6 Programming
Ease

Legacy components can be adapted; erratic behav-
iour can be quickly isolated and debugging is sim-
plified.

7 Overheads The virtual robot adds overheads of approximately
10%, but cycle speeds do not hinder performance.

8 Real-time
operation

Hard real time guarantees can only be made when
using an appropriate RTOS or hybrid JVM.

9 Complexity
Management

Complexity of code management is substantially
reduced and system understanding made easier
through code encapsulation.

10 Language
Support

MoRoCo only supports Java, unless the JNI is used
to embed other code.

Table 8.6: Outcomes of the MoRoCo system evaluation.

required attributes across all robots with a a sufficient sampling rate. In terms of

their scope, it is simply not possible to use some components on some robots where

the hardware cannot support the software.





Chapter 9
Achievements and Conclusions

No one would have crossed the ocean if he could have gotten off the ship

in the storm.

- Charles Kettering, Inventor, 1876-1958

This chapter outlines the achievements of this research: first it discusses the sig-

nificance of this work and then highlights its new concepts, new techniques and new

implementations. Lastly, it outlines the future work and other potential application

domains.

195
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9.1 Significance to Robotics

This research investigated software engineering techniques for robotics, with the

primary goal of supporting the portability of software in binary form. Our model

(CLAM) and prototype (MoRoCo) have been successful in creating abstractions that

can support binary software portability. They also improve robot software devel-

opment by providing system-wide support for better software engineering, and sim-

plified code deployment and management. The following subsections identify six

significant contributions to robotics.

9.1.1 Binary Portability

Binary portability is possibly the ‘holy grail’ of true software reuse – it is the only

way to truly encourage the movement of software between systems (Szyperski, 2000;

Orebäck, 2004). A ‘plug and play’ paradigm is what we have been striving for and

achieved.

We have created the infrastructure to decompose a system into its separate con-

cerns so that each part can be designed independently and confidently aggregated.

Creating a component to be portable is largely about decoupling the controlling al-

gorithms from all the implied knowledge of the robot platform. Implied knowledge

includes such things as the position and orientation of the sensors, the style of drive

mechanism and how to access and manipulate the hardware of the robot.

We have made possible the isolation and encapsulation of the control elements of

a robot algorithm so that they are entirely and exclusively contained in the high-level

control components. By carefully defining a clear and standard boundary between

these components and the attributes of the robot or scene to be reasoned about, we

have given these components binary independence.

9.1.2 Improved Robot Software Engineering

While this research was motivated by software portability, the techniques we have

developed enable improvements to the software engineering of robot systems. Our
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investigation into robot software has found that the level of software engineering for

this field is still generally well behind that of desktop and enterprise systems. The

MoRoCo system is more than a set of guidelines to enforce a more methodical approach

to robot software development. Guidelines alone are not likely to be enough to tempt

researchers and developers to integrate it into current practice. Instead, MoRoCo also

has mechanisms which make it simple to design, develop and deploy the components

that it specifies. This simplifies the tasks of developers and thus provides strong

motivation for a general change in robot software development.

We will now discuss this improved software engineering in terms of increased

modularity, layers of increasing component granularity, ease of system configuration,

extensive dependency decoupling and separation of development concerns, reducing

complexity, increasing control robustness and improving code management.

Modularity

It is easier to design and work with a modular system because each part is designed,

constructed and assembled as one unit that has a clear function and application.

Much like assembling a robot platform from its hardware devices, which in turn

are assembled from electronic components – the modularity eases the design and

construction burden. Furthermore, the encapsulation provided by each software

component is supported and encouraged through the specification and use of inter-

faces and explicit context dependencies – allowing a more systematic approach to

module development.

The evolution of the system is then simplified because modules can be replaced

on a piecemeal basis and evolved gradually. The entire system need not be replaced

and tested in one iteration, making the burden of system testing less complicated –

modules are tested first in isolation before integration testing is performed.

Layered System Design

Every layer in MoRoCo contains components that decrease the generality from top

to bottom (see Figure 9.1). The high level components depend on the attribute
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components, which depend on the command components, which depend on the

auxiliary and hardware components. The hardware components correlate to the

hardware devices. This cascading dependency structure can make the system easier

to decompose into modules as well as simplify the interaction between layers.

High-Level Controllers

A ttrib u te Com p onents

Com m a nd  Com p onents

H/ W  Com p onents

Figure 9.1: The reduction in granularity and explicit dependencies with each layer.

Only MoRoCo uses attribute components to decompose the platform and envi-

ronment into state descriptions, which in turn use the standard functions provided

by command components (refer to Section 6.3). This attribute layer (highlighted

in Figure 9.1) provides more versatile system decomposition and bridges the gran-

ularity gap between the highest level controllers and the more functional command

component level (e.g. motion or sensing commands).

System Configuration

System configuration is very straightforward – all MoRoCo requires is the robot plat-

form descriptor (see Section 6.4) and the appropriate components to be configured

for deployment. Reconfiguration is also simple because components can be dynam-

ically delivered and instantiated (see Section 8.4.3).

Decoupling

CLAM/MoRoCo completely remove the control code dependencies on the contextual

meaning of the sensor values; the robot platform design and shape; the hardware

device placement and orientation; the hardware communication protocols; and the
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underlying robot operating system (see Section 3.6.3, Figure 3.8 is reproduced here

to illustrate the extent of the system decoupling provided by CLAM).

Robot
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(High Level
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Robot H/W
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Figure 9.2: The concerns of a robot control system have been decoupled.

Separation of Concerns

Expert developers from different areas can work on separate areas of concern when

building a CLAM based system. The areas of control, context abstraction, platform

abstraction, device abstraction, platform configuration, and system deployment can

all be developed independently.

Complexity Management

The complexity of software is an essential property, not an accidental one (Brooks,

1987). In large systems, very few software developers truly understand the entire

system, however, this understanding is critical for finding and resolving inconsistent

requirements, developing a coherent design and factoring the total system into man-

ageable pieces for development and evolving the system when requirements change

in unanticipated ways.

Software complexity also affects reuse. The complexity or relative intricacy of

software increases the difficulty of its understanding. It is fair to say that if a

programmer can’t understand the software then it is unlikely to be reused – therefore

it is in our interest to minimise the complexity of the robot software system in order
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to encourage understanding and hence reuse.

The MoRoCo system limits software complexity and its associated problems by

decomposing the system into smaller, more manageable and independent parts. It

thereby encourages increased code reuse by its component developers and users.

Robust Control

MoRoCo implements support to mitigate the effects of erratic or faulty sensors and

fluctuating meanings dependent on environmental context (see Section 8.4.5). This

system-wide amelioration of erratic sensor inputs, allows the developer to be more

focused on handling the normal operating range of their control algorithms.

Improved Code Management

Even if binary portability is not a primary goal for a robot project (for instance,

perhaps the code is very specific to one robot platform and is never intended to be

ported to others), it is nevertheless important to decouple the control logic from the

platform it is reasoning about. This is because even robots of the same make and

model can have subtle differences between them, which can be exacerbated with age.

These nuances between robots (or over time) can cause aberrant behaviour in the

control code if there is no mechanism to adjust them.

By using MoRoCo and its virtual robots we only need to keep one version of the

control code rather than separate versions for each and every variation of the robot

or environment context (see Section 8.4.9). This will greatly reduce the size of the

controller code base for even a set of robots with similar designs.

9.1.3 Dynamic Extensibility

Another significant achievement of the MoRoCo system is its support for dynamic

extensibility. Facilitated by Java, and supported by the auxiliary components, ex-

tensions and reconfigurations are dynamic, seamless and simple (see Section 8.4.3

and Appendix D). No other existing robot abstraction system appears to be as

advanced with this feature at the platform abstraction level.
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System changes can then be made during the execution of a task or mission. For

example, if the robot suddenly finds itself in the dark and unable to use vision, the

attribute component that relies on vision could be swapped out for one that uses

range sensors only. In the medium term, the system can be dynamically evolved –

as the robot can be sent new and upgraded components while away from its base.

9.1.4 Deployment Versatility

The MoRoCo system can be deployed on almost any robot in one of two ways – either

directly if there is a JVM available for that robot and its OS, or indirectly via a

communications layer that takes signals from the remotely operating client system

to a command server running on the robot (similar to Player (Gerkey et al. , 2001),

DROS (DROS, 2005), and ORPP (ORPP, 2005) – MoRoCo could easily be connected

to all these systems).

The choice of which approach to use depends on the on-board versus remote

processor capabilities, the latency of the communication medium, and JVM sup-

port. Note that JVM footprints can be very small and so are the fuzzy toolkits.

For instance the KVM (Sun, 2002) can run Java applications on 16-bit processors

running at just 25MHz and in systems with as little as 128KB of spare ROM. Fur-

thermore, as MoRoCo is very modular, there is some scope for components to be

pared away to create a smaller system footprint.

Within reason, the MoRoCo system can be supported to run across a diverse

range of robots and robot OSs. In our tests, it can even execute on very limited

processors as used by the Palmbot running only at 33 MHz using 8 MB of memory

(see Appendix B.1).

9.1.5 Third Party Development

Another significant result that arises from systems such as MoRoCo is the third party

involvement in the development of robot components. With portability and abstrac-

tion, comes the ability to create components for platforms that have not yet been

considered or even built. As long as the interface contracts are supported by that
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robot platform, then the component should function perfectly on it.

Third party vendors could create control modules without concern for a partic-

ular platform base. They can first test them on a MoRoCo simulated VR, then easily

ported to any number of real robots with appropriate VRs.

The problem at present is that the granularity of the command interface is too

small to adequately support a large number of control components. They do not

provide generalised inputs and outputs in relative forms and are usually too platform

specific in their syntax and implementation. However attribute components can be

built on top of these for a broad range of robots, then high-level components can

built on top of them. High-level components could be initially released with their

own attribute support for certain robot classes; this could then be expanded as

the demand for that high-level component grows. This incremental approach to

market exposure in the future, could help create a robot component market without

developers or consumers becoming over invested in any one component or robot.

It is possible to imagine a future web-based repository where components (and

their supporting attributes) are available for purchase and download. They would

support ‘plug and play’ style of installation without having to even restart the robot.

9.1.6 Support for Approximate Reasoning

The final significant achievement is the great support MoRoCo can provide for the

already existing and extensive set of fuzzy logic controllers. There is already a

plethora of fuzzy control systems already used in robotics and these could be adapted

to use the fuzzy abstractions provided by MoRoCo. Examples include crane sway

control (Meghdadi & Akbarzadeh-Totonchi, 2001), acceleration control (Ohishi &

Tsuchikawa, 1991), robot arm kinematics (Gueaieb et al. , 2002), visual servoing

(Guiseppe et al. , 1999) and vehicle navigation (Pin & Watanabe, 1993).
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9.2 New Concepts for Robotics

In the course of this research we have developed some new concepts and mechanisms

– these are summarised in this section. They include the new abstraction model,

the theory of high-level abstractions and the concept of a virtual robot.

Platform Abstraction Model (CLAM)

The CLAM abstraction model is the first unifying approach to abstracting all el-

ements of a hardware platform that are dependent on the environmental context,

i.e. it is required to be context aware. It is comprised of software components, com-

ponent frameworks, contractually specified interfaces, a platform abstraction layer,

a hardware abstraction layer, mechanisms for operating system abstraction, and

high-level context relative abstractions.

It is worth noting that it is a platform abstraction model – it abstracts the entire

hardware platform and any context attributes it is dependent on. This is more than

just a hardware device abstraction model that is currently the basis of most existing

systems with portability support.

High Level Abstractions

We have developed the concept of high-level abstractions (HLAs) so that they can

be used as inputs and outputs in the robot control cycle in a highly abstract and

context relative form (in Chapter 5). These abstraction variables are representations

of the hardware platform and its environment and they include platform relative

information in their formation (for example, speed is formed with reference to the

platforms size).

We have developed theory to describe the level of abstraction (see the ‘abstrac-

tion ladder’ in Section 3.6.1) and at the highest level we have developed pragmatic

abstractions that also take into account the context of the robot in terms of its

environment and application.
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Virtual Robot

A significant outcome from the CLAM model is the complete decoupling of the

platform from the control code. Even when control code is not going to be used on

another platform – it is still critical that the control concern should be separated

from all others to allow easier development, graceful system evolution, and simplified

code management.

The virtual robot concept is our novel approach to platform abstraction and

management (see Section 6.1). It encompasses a number of mechanisms to support

high-level code interaction with the hardware. As a platform intermediary, it is use-

ful even without the use of attributes and fuzzy abstractions because it conveniently

contains all robot functions and descriptions in an explicit manner for control code

to be built on.

As the hardware platform evolves within the bounds of existing functionality,

only the virtual robot needs to change with it – the control code can remain com-

pletely unchanged. Conversely, changes to the control code can be made without

reference to an explicit hardware platform – only the descriptions and functions

available from a virtual robot are required. This is a crucial separation of con-

cerns to simplify the complexity and understanding of robot systems, especially as

a project grows and moves between generations of developers.

9.3 New Techniques for Robot Software

In the course of this research we have developed some new techniques for robot

control – these are summarised in this section. These are the mechanism for dividing

the input space (and controlling state transitions), the use of fuzzy abstractions,

management of context dependencies and reduced code dependencies.

Input Space Decomposition

A significant feature of high-level abstraction mechanism is the ability to divide

a continuous input space into discrete states that can be assigned relative mean-
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ings – and that the transition within and between states can be controlled (see

Section 5.7). Using fuzzy membership functions for these states means that the

transitions through the states can be explicitly and flexibly configured. In this way

the transitions between states can be validated (see Section A.2.4). Access to these

states and their formation is given by the ‘attribute’ interfaces and their components

(in Sections 6.3.1 and A.3.1).

Fuzzy Abstractions

Fuzzy linguistic variables were used to describe the attributes of a robot and its

environment in a novel way. Until this research, fuzzy variables have only been used

to describe the distances in an environment (Keller et al. , 2003).

By encapsulating the fuzzy variables in software components we have extended

the use of fuzzy variables to describe practically anything that a controller might

need to reason about. This is done in a modular and extensible way that so that

new platforms can be quickly adapted to various controllers.

One particularly useful example is the fuzzy abstraction of sensor groups – an

extension of the Pyro sensor grouping system (Blank et al. , 2004) described in Sec-

tion 5.8. These sensor groups can be combined with abstractions (such as distance,

speed, terrain or colour) to give a more finely tuned description of objects as per-

ceived by these sensor groups. The groups are flexibly managed by the VRF and its

RPD. This approach allows these groups to be very versatile in supporting different

controllers across various robots.

Context Dependency Support

The inherent difficulties of controlling a hardware platform that needs to be context

aware have been firstly identified and then resolved using our abstraction mecha-

nisms. We have included techniques to manage the dynamic dependencies between

different aspects of the robot (e.g. speed and size), the robot and its environment

(e.g. robot speed and distance to obstacle) and the robot and its application (e.g.

robot speed and its current activity – mining, surveillance, deliveries, etc.). This
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was discussed in Section 5.5.

We have developed various supporting techniques to enable this flexible context

management:

• the creation of three abstraction channels (proprioceptive, exteroceptive and

instructive) to avoid cyclic dependencies (see Section 5.2);

• dynamic support for attribute interdependencies (in Section 5.6);

• the VRF and the static platform descriptor configuration files for easy static

context configuration changes (in Section 6.1);

• support for context monitoring and aggregating various attributes to define a

particular context (in Section A.5); and

• support for dynamic extensibility of the MoRoCo system in general (described

in Appendix D).

Reduced Code Dependencies

CLAM uses a layered approach and each layer reduces the explicit dependencies of

high level components by using attribute interfaces and its VRF to manage the at-

tribute and command components. The finer granularity of the attribute component

level bridges the gap between high-level components and the hardware components.

The coarse high-level components can use these attributes to clarify and reduce the

explicit dependencies between parts of the system.

9.4 New Implementations and Prototype

In the course of this research we have developed some novel implementations – these

are summarised in this section. These are the virtual robot framework, attribute

components, and the complete MoRoCo system prototype.
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Virtual Robot Framework

A unique feature of MoRoCo is its Virtual Robot Framework (VRF) – a sophisti-

cated platform abstraction layer (PAL); compared to most other systems which only

abstract up to the hardware device level. These systems only use a hardware ab-

straction layer (HAL) that presents many device interfaces – all of which high-level

code can be dependent on. CLAM advocates these be aggregated into command

interfaces so the dependencies can be combined and reduced (as shown previously

in Figure 9.1).

A component framework was used to implement the Virtual Robot Framework

(VRF) – our novel concept for managing the formation of the robot and environment

attributes. The virtual robot concept is an elaboration on the more widely used

platform abstraction layer (PAL). It has been implemented as component framework

and uses components at all levels for abstraction – from the hardware drivers to the

attribute formation.

The VRF is also extremely useful as a controller code management tool. Even

when the controllers do not require the fuzzy abstractions, such as the deliberative

types, the VRF still provides a flexible and versatile means to manage the controllers

across various robot configurations.

Attribute Components

Attribute components are the building blocks used to describe an aspect of a robot or

its environment. They were developed to encapsulate the inputs to control modules

in a uniform manner, as well as provide a standard form for controller output. They

use interfaces that are designed to be portable and easily implemented for new

platforms.

The design of these attribute components reduces the granularity of the system

exposed to high-level controllers. Therefore the complexity of the dependencies is

reduced and this maximises their potential support of multiple controllers.
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MoRoCo Implementation

The MoRoCo system is our first implementation of the CLAM model for robotics.

It uses Java for system-wide portability and software components to support the

formation of attributes. Currently, this prototype has been applied to eight different

robot configurations demonstrating binary portability of various controllers across

all of these robots.

9.5 Future Work

As always there are ideas or concepts that are still waiting to be explored just outside

the scope of this research. There are a number of features that could be developed

further in the future work on CLAM/MoRoCo. In this section we discuss the possible

applications beyond the current domain and the development of the system beyond

its current set of features.

Elaborate the Fuzzy System

The fuzzy system in MoRoCo could be extended to use more elaborate fuzzy tech-

niques for sensor abstractions by investigating the possible use of type-2 fuzzy sets

(John, 1996). These fuzzy sets allow the imprecision or potential error of a abstrac-

tion variable to be modelled in addition to the vague membership.

Another possible technology elaboration could be the use of fuzzy state machines

(Reyneri, 1997) to more elaborately control the transition from one fuzzy state to

another. These fuzzy state machines define sophisticated transition mechanisms

between states and this may be useful in further controlling sensor noise or reducing

erratic rule-base output.

Review Component Design

The components used in the architecture use well-defined Java interfaces. Future

work on the components will be primarily on revising these interfaces and clearly

specifying both their syntax and semantics. Revisions in line with proposals from
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potential industry standards should also be considered. Extensions to the interface

suite will need to be formally structured.

Currently, command interfaces are being developed by two high profile consor-

tiums – the OROCOS project and the joint Player/Stage and Orca project. These

are of great interest as both are developing suites of command interfaces under

public licenses. Proprietary development is also ongoing (iRobot, 2003; Evolution

Robotics, 2003) and perhaps a unifying standard may develop here instead.

Component Versions

The syntax of an interface will form the signatures of the method calls to the imple-

mentation of the components. It is important to ensure these are intuitive and well

scoped. Where there are shortcomings in their design, provisions will be made to

release new interface specifications to cover these shortcomings. This may be done

through a versioning system or perhaps simply making each release immutable (as

per COM (Chappell, 1996)).

Component Adaptation

If a robot platform does not completely satisfy a component’s input or output needs,

it is usually because there is missing hardware or a peculiarity in the platform

configuration or design that the component cannot handle itself and overcome.

Adaptation of the component to the robotic platform using a software adapter

is a potential solution to this problem. These adapters take the output from one

component and transform it to meet the input requirements of another. An example

of this is in Appendix C where vision was used to form distance variables. However,

this was done in an informal and ad hoc manner. A more formal approach, includ-

ing adaptation theory and measurements, would supplement the aims of reuse and

portability of this research.

Work in robot component adaptation would also ease the burden in transferring

components from existing legacy systems. Component adaptation is an ongoing area

of research.
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Object Classification

The fuzzy identification of objects would add another dimension to the usefulness

of the input variables for control. Fuzzy abstractions for even higher level concepts

used to classify objects in the environment could be added to the system. Research

is currently ongoing in this area and MoRoCo could be extended to include attributes

to support such classification. More sophisticated controllers that must know the

type of object could then also be supported.

More Robot Platforms

Very soon the new Squawk VM from Sun Micro-systems will be released and this

will broaden the scope of target platforms for the MoRoCo abstraction system. It

would be interesting to investigate the extension of MoRoCo to operate and support

these new embedded systems and robots.

There is a growing interest in aerial and underwater unmanned vehicles. We

would like to apply the CLAM model to robots in these domains to further develop

the abstractions and test their ongoing usefulness.

9.6 Other Application Domains

Firstly, it is important to remember that while the MoRoCo implementation is for

the robotics domain, the CLAM model and its design principles can be applied to

any target platform that needs to be aware of its environmental context.

More specifically, robotics was a good application domain because of the similar

tasks robots undertake and the context-dependent nature of those tasks. However,

it should be noted that CLAM can be applied to any domain where the device plat-

forms have a context-dependent element and the purpose and intent of a range of

domain platforms is similar, but their design or configuration is different1. Other

possible application domains might include smart houses, autonomous vehicles, sen-

1As with robotics, there is of course a limit to how dissimilar the target platforms may be before
portability is not possible.
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sor networks and visual servoing.

Smart Houses

Smart buildings that react to their environment and user requirements could benefit

from a system using the CLAM model. By implementing a ‘virtual house’ that

could create and manage the abstractions of the building and the effects of the

environment – house control modules could be downloaded and executed unchanged

from building to building. These modules could effectively manage heating, lighting,

food management, security and entertainment from building to building without

requiring any alterations.

Autonomous Vehicles

Autonomous vehicles (AVs) are like autonomous robots – with similar navigation

requirements except that by their design they are made to transport people or goods.

The work in this research has been demonstrated primarily on mini-robots, but could

easily be applied to AVs, which are really just larger robots. The CLAM model has

been designed to be inherently flexible so the abstractions it supports should be

suitable for AVs.

Sensor Networks

A sensor network is a network of spatially distributed sensing devices typically used

to monitor conditions at different locations – such as temperature, sound, vibration,

pressure, motion or pollutants. More sophisticated networks incorporate a controller

and acting devices – perhaps to operate machinery, control access points, or effect

the environment. The spatial relation of the sensors and the context-aware nature

of the network would indicate that CLAM abstractions could be used to provide

controller portability across different networks. But even before portability, there is

the advantage that networks that are dynamically changing (equivalent to platform

changes in robotics) can be flexibly abstracted such that the controller need not

explicitly account for any of these changes. For example, a herd of cattle with
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location sensors might effect a gate controller for access to feeding lots – the controller

would not be concerned by the hard locations or speed of the herd – only relative

to the size of the herd and the position of the feeding lots. The same controller can

then be used for other types of herds.

Visual servoing

When a vision sensor is embedded as an integral part of the control loop and feed-

back is used to dynamically form control decisions about the position of the ro-

bot’s end-effector relative to the work piece as required by the task, this is called

visual-servoing. If aspects of the visual information are transformed into CLAM

abstractions and used with a fuzzy controller to make control decisions, then these

abstractions can be applied to other visual-servoing problems and the same controller

could be ported to the new application problem without any changes.

Applications abound including arm kinematics (especially where dynamic distor-

tions are possible, such as by heat during welding), height maintenance in unmanned

flight, vertical docking of underwater vehicles, and visual target tracking.

9.7 Conclusions

Robot software development is an emerging discipline that currently fails to use

sophisticated software engineering techniques. Techniques to improve robot code

design, development, deployment, and management have all been addressed in this

research. By using component technology to create software components for ro-

botics, we have enabled a simplified encapsulation of code, a more modular design

approach, and a decoupling of tightly coupled concerns of robot control systems.

CLAM is the first unifying platform abstraction model for devices that are

context-dependent. MoRoCo is the first implementation of this model for the robotics

domain. MoRoCo makes it easy to manage the abstractions and other supporting ser-

vices of the robot. Control architectures using MoRoCo (or another variation of the

CLAM model) will find that their controlling modules are more flexibly upgraded
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and extended.

The CLAM model can be applied to other domains that can also benefit from

having their context-dependencies decoupled and flexibly managed, such as au-

tonomous cars. Platforms of this nature are also now able for the first time to

have their dependencies isolated, encapsulated and flexibility managed.

The underlying hardware platform is encapsulated by our ‘virtual robot’ respon-

sible for managing the platform and environmental abstractions – thereby eliminat-

ing any controller dependence on the actual platform, the environment or even the

application to some extent. It is now possible to manage a suite of robots with

design variations (sometimes extreme) using the same set of controllers. Even when

this is not entirely appropriate, the virtual robot decouples the hardware particu-

lars from the pure control algorithms, which provides a far more convenient and

flexible system for software development and subsequent code management. MoRoCo

can drastically reduce the required code base versions required for different robots,

different operating environments or different application contexts.

When there are so many common tasks that robots regularly perform (obstacle

avoidance, tracking, wall following etc.), there are great benefits to be had in reusing

these coded tasks across robots and applications. Ideally, there should be a repos-

itory of behaviours or skills that robots can utilise and share between platforms.

The systems we have developed support such an ideal as they make robot software

simply more flexible. This research has demonstrated theory and systems that sup-

port binary software portability and improved robot software engineering, thereby

simplifying the design, development and deployment of software for context-aware

hardware platforms such as robots.
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Appendix A
Prototype Implementation

The CLAM prototype (MoRoCo) is implemented using Java. The implementation

details and class structure are outlined in this appendix along with some more

advanced implementation considerations not already mentioned.

217
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A.1 Use of Java

The MoRoCo prototype uses Java for its interface designs, component implementation,

and associated component frameworks. The reasons for using Java are outlined in

Appendix F, the most significant being that portability is one of the main aims of

Java – something that is clearly aligned with our own. Java also provides the basis

for a software component model using the JavaBeans (JavaSoft, 2002) specifications

and it gives us the important feature of dynamic class loading.

Also important is Java’s support for dynamic run-time type identification (RTTI).

This allows reflection and dynamic instantiation which makes the MoRoCo system

very flexible when it comes to changing its configuration ‘on the fly’. C++ has some

support for RTTI but it is an add-on package that has a much larger overhead than

that of Java.

CLAM does not specifically require an implementation using Java. We will show

how alternative implementations without Java might be formed although sometimes

with more overhead or lacking some features available in MoRoCo. There is usually a

trade-off between efficiency and flexibility – a flexible system will usually introduce

overheads that compromise efficiency. However, the overheads when using Java

are not prohibitive in modern robotics (see Appendix F). The largest portion of

execution time of the robot control loop consists of calls to the hardware (Orebäck,

2004) – and this will not be effected by the choice of programming language.

A.2 HLA Implementation

We will now describe the fuzzy logic techniques (Driankov et al. , 1998; Saffiotti,

1997) we use to form these high-level abstractions. The MoRoCo system uses fuzzy

abstractions to decouple the meaning of high-level variables from their interpretation

for the robot. This is the mechanism by which the relative and pragmatic meaning of

high-level state abstractions can be changed according to the robot platform design.

The HLAs in MoRoCo are illustrated in Figure 3.3 at label 2.

As an example, the fuzzy abstractions could encompass the speed of the robot,
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the direction of obstacles, the speed of a target, or the size of an object. These are

state descriptions of a robot or environment attribute (as discussed in Section 5.4).

We will use fuzzy logic to form the high-level abstractions because it provides an

extensive collection of techniques to manipulate and reason about these abstractions.

A.2.1 Why Use Fuzzy Logic?

Fuzzy logic can be applied to situations where an approximate result or solution is

satisfactory. Furthermore, its usage can also be appropriate if an iterative solution is

being sought – each iteration bringing the state of the robot to a more exact solution.

This is the certainly the case with robot platforms that use a behavioural or reactive

control style – each very quick Sense-Plan-Act cycle will bring the robot closer to the

final solution. Besides, an exact or precise solution that projects outcomes far into

the future can quickly become obsolete. This is especially true in robotics where the

operating environments are so dynamic and unpredictable. Here are some common

reasons why fuzzy logic variables are popular in control problems.

Fuzzy logic is conceptually easy to understand. The ability to naturally

describe a problem in linguistic terms makes fuzzy logic easy to use. Non-experts

can quickly understand the logic described by the rule base composing the system.

Novice users are increasingly using robotic systems – any aid in understanding can

help make these systems more accessible.

Fuzzy logic is flexible. Complicated systems can be reduced to a rule base, which

can layer or combined with other systems. This is exactly the case when different

robot tasks are fused to produce an emergent behaviour.

Fuzzy logic is tolerant of imprecise data. When imprecise data is involved

fuzzy reasoning accommodates its manipulation by accommodating the imprecision

inherently within the process. Sensor data is frequently subject to noise and inter-

pretation variations dependent on the context.
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Fuzzy logic can model nonlinear functions of arbitrary complexity. A

fuzzy system can map any set of input data to output data – all described in the

rule base.

The fuzzy membership sets can be easily decoupled from their linguistic

label. This is the most important reason for using fuzzy logic in our system. The

easy decoupling is essential to forming the abstractions. The linguistic terms can

be modified easily to change the meaning across different device platforms. By only

referring to the label that is given a relative meaning depending on the robot, control

code can remain unaltered across these robots.

A.2.2 Fuzzy Linguistic Variables

As discussed in Section 5.1, we aim to abstract away the robot and environment

attributes (such as speed, size and distance) from the robot platform. We have

found a convenient way to represent these attributes using fuzzy linguistic variables,

which form the fundamental knowledge representation unit in approximate reasoning

(see Section 4.4).

The following framework is usually associated with the notion of a linguistic

variable: 〈X,LX,X , MX〉 (Driankov & Saffiotti, 1999). As outlined by Driankov

& Saffiotti, X denotes the symbolic name of a linguistic variable (such as speed,

change-of-speed, distance, error, etc.). LX is the set of linguistic values that X can

take (e.g. for speed it could be LX ={slow, medium, fast}. X is the actual physical

domain over which the linguistic variable X takes its quantitative (crisp) values. In

the case of the linguistic variable speed it could be [0 km/h, 200 km/h]. MX is a

semantic function which gives an interpretation of a linguistic value in terms of the

elements of X , i.e. MX : LX → L̃X where

L̃X =

∫

X

µLX(x)/x in the case of continuous X (A.1)

In other words, MX is a function which takes a symbol as its argument (e.g. fast)

and returns its meaning in terms of a fuzzy set L̃X (fuzzy sets are always written
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with a superscript tilde). Note that µLX can be described as the fuzzy membership

functions of X that map inputs from across the universe of discourse X , to the

representative fuzzy sets (L̃X).

The fuzzy linguistic variable we form for each attribute comprises a set of member-

ship functions that cover the input space of that variable.

A.2.3 Fuzzy Membership Functions

When we take an attribute and examine its input space, there are various ways

to break it down into a set of attribute states. A crude solution might be using a

typical variable designation, such as slow = 10. For each attribute (such as speed)

we could configure a set of such variables (e.g. stop = 0, slow = 10, medium = 20,

fast = 30). However, such a precise assignment for each attribute state has two

problems:

• firstly, it does not allow for membership of more than one state (perhaps the

attribute is mostly slow and slightly medium); and

• secondly, there is no mechanism to control the transition between states apart

from ‘jumping’ completely between them (at one point in time the attribute

is slow, then immediately after it might be medium).

These problems are closely related and so are both solved by the same mech-

anism. Defining fuzzy membership functions for each state allows an attribute to

have more than one effective state at any time (for a particular input) which allows

the smooth gradation from one state to the next.

The fuzzy membership function is a representation of the magnitude of par-

ticipation of each input in the membership set of the linguistic variable (attribute

state). It associates a weighting to each of the inputs for its corresponding fuzzy

membership set and defines functional overlap between inputs. To illustrate, let F

be the set of fast speeds in the domain of all speeds. A fuzzy membership function

(µF ) will assign a membership degree of 1 to inputs that completely belong to F .

Conversely, the speeds that do not belong to F at all are assigned a membership
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degree of 0. The membership degrees of borderline cases will naturally lie between

0 and 1 – for instance an input might be calculated to belong to F with membership

degree of 0.8 (and perhaps 0.2 for another set such as veryFast). The numerical

scale interval [0,1] is the standard representation of the membership range.

If we take the characteristic function defined in Section 5.7 we can extend this

to apply to a fuzzy membership function (µF ) used to describe a state or fuzzy set

F of the attribute or linguistic variable Ai. Referring back to the equations in that

section, we took ai to be the representation of an input value from the attribute

space Ai. Then an extension into fuzzy logic terms is as follows: the membership

function µF of a fuzzy set F is a function µF : Ai → [0, 1]. So every element ai from

Ai has a membership degree µF (ai) ∈ [0, 1]. F is completely determined by the set

of tuples F = {(ai, µF (ai)) | ai ∈ Ai}, such that

F = µF (ai1)/ai1 + . . . + µF (ain)/ain =
n∑

j=1

µF (aij)/aij (A.2)

where + satisfies a/u+b/u = max(a, b)/u, so that if the same element has two differ-

ent membership degrees then its membership degree becomes the highest (Driankov

& Saffiotti, 2001).
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Figure A.1: A graphical representation of a triangular membership function
Λ(x; a, b, c) for a fuzzy membership set.

With regards to the shape of the membership function, a triangular one is most

common, but bell, trapezoidal, haversine, and exponential all can be used1. These

functions are often best represented in a graphical form. An example graph of a

triangular function Λ(x; 30, 60, 90) is shown in Figure A.1. It has three parameters

1Functions of any shape are possible but as they get more complex they require greater computing
overhead to work with.
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a (minimum), b (middle) and c (maximum) that determine the shape of the triangle.

The equivalent equation for the triangular membership function in Figure A.1

is:

Λ(x; a, b, c) =





0, x ≤ a

(x − a)/(b − a), x ∈ [a, b]

(c − x)/(c − b), x ∈ [b, c]

0, x ≥ c

MoRoCo has various attributes and states that it currently provides for high-

level components to use. Some example membership functions for these states are

illustrated in Figure A.2 for the following attributes:

• distance – this is an exteroceptive attribute used to specify the relative dis-

tance of objects or targets that it is associated with;

• direction – this is an exteroceptive attribute is used reason about the direction

of external objects or targets relative to the robot;

• speed – this can either be an instructive or proprioceptive attribute describing

the speed of the robot (they need not be defined the same), or an exteroceptive

attribute describing the speed of an external object; and

• trackingBias – this is a exteroceptive attribute determining the bias (if any)

of a target being tracked or avoided (it is usually closely linked to the in-

structive attribute turningRate with similar fuzzy sets but different crisp

meaning).

These linguistic variables and associated fuzzy membership sets are formed to

describe a particular state of an attribute in a ‘robot-centric’ way – meaning relative

to the robot’s perspective. This relativity means that an obstacle that is near to

a large robot may only be far to a small robot. The fuzzy sets are configured

accordingly for every robot platform (using an external configuration file – see Sec-

tion 6.4). In this way the same attribute state can have a different membership

function depending on the robot and this is how we manage the variations of these

relative meanings.
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Figure A.2: Some potential robot attributes and their fuzzy membership sets repre-
senting their states. The scales are for illustration only as they will differ according
to the robot they are intended to describe.
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We use fuzzy membership functions to abstract attribute states used by high-level

components for approximate reasoning.

A.2.4 Fuzzy State Transitions

We have already discussed the importance of attribute state transitions in CLAM

(see Section 5.7.2). One of the benefits of using fuzzy linguistic variables in MoRoCo,

is the smooth state transitions they enable. When a crisp input space is dissected

into discrete and finite groups, the lower granularity will usually mean less control

flexibility. However, using fuzzy membership functions to define these discrete input

state sets (which is vital in forming the relative abstractions in the first place), still

allows a smooth control transition across the output space.

Consider a continuous ‘front’ sensor input space S, where s is the crisp input

variable such that s ∈ [0, 100], where 0 is interpreted as ‘the sensor is completely

clear’ and 100 is interpreted as ‘the sensor is completely blocked’ and a gradated

meaning for readings in between. Let us call this the frontSensor attribute.

A crisp control function based on the original continuous input space S could be

designed to give smooth acceleration/deceleration based on the sensor reading. For

example if f(s) is a function to calculate the output speed, and f(s) → [0, 30], then

we might have f(s) = (1 − s
100

) × 30. However, this does not help abstract the

states of the frontSensor attribute across different robots.

Instead, we aim to break this input space into states that can be flexibly con-

figured depending on the robot. For simplicity the input space for frontSensor is

broken into two states: clear and blocked. This allows high-level control logic to

be applied to this output, such as in Figure A.3.

if frontSensor is blocked then speed is stop.

if frontSensor is clear then speed is fast.

Figure A.3: Pseudo-code to control the speed state from frontSensor readings.

However, this rule base seems to afford only a crude level of control since there

are only two states that determine the input space. This is certainly the case if we
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use a binary membership function µ(s) that returns 0 if the sensor is clear and 1 if

the sensor is blocked:

µ(s) =





0 (clear), s ∈ [0, 50]

1 (blocked), s ∈ [50, 100]
(A.3)

The discontinuity between clear and blocked at 50 will cause erratic behaviour

each time this boundary is crossed – the robot will behave in an ‘jerky’ manner.

This problem has been clearly illustrated using only two states; so while the use of

more than two states will improve the situation, it will never match the smoothness

of the continuous output function f(s).

However, the same rule base can be applied to fuzzy membership functions in-

stead of the binary one. Since we can use fuzzy membership functions to flexibly

define the transitions between states (and within states), we are again able to achieve

a completely smooth form of control, as the output space is again continuous – even

when using only two input states. For example, we can define the state membership

functions to be:

µclear(s) = (100 − s)/100 and µblocked(s) = (s − 100)/100

These membership sets are illustrated in Figure A.4 where the states clear and

blocked are formed to complement each other.
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Figure A.4: The two membership functions of ‘clear’ and ‘blocked’ for the frontSen-
sor attribute.

Now the rule base in Figure A.3 using these fuzzy sets achieves exactly the same

result as when using the original continuous function (f(s) = (1− s
100

)× 30) from
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before (if stop = 0 and fast = 30). However, the advantage now is that we can

flexibly configure the state meanings to correspond with the morphology of different

robot platforms.

This is an important result: without the use of fuzzy membership functions, the

transitions between states are merely in the form of disjunct boolean switches; such

that the existing state ceases to apply and the next state applies completely. How-

ever, the fuzzy functions can transform this binary leap into all kinds of transitions

– using membership functions that may be linear, exponential, or some other user

defined form.

The power of fuzzy abstractions is in the way an input space can be broken into states

that are specially configured for each robot platform and still be used by a high-level

rule base to achieve smooth and elegant robot control.

Transition Validation

Now that we have defined the state transitions possible between different states,

we can use these to check the validity of a state transition. If a sensor reading

over time contains noise which causes the abstractions to form successive states that

have no valid transition between them, then these erratic readings can be omitted or

dampened. For example if a reading of 2.0 meters is received at time t and is used

to form state near, then we cannot accept a reading of 12.0 meters at time t + 1

forming state veryFar because this transition is invalid without first passing through

states midRange and far (using the distance attribute example in Figure 5.1). We

might ignore this reading, or instead allow the partial transition in that direction to

midRange, thereby dampening the effect of noisy sensor data.

State transitions across a discrete input space allows sensor abstractions to be

checked for consistency over time.

Support for transition validation has been built into the attribute interfaces used

in MoRoCo where components can be set to verify if successive sensor readings over

time are valid. Each state has a predefined set of other states it can transfer to.
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However, there is a complication because when we use fuzzy membership sets, a

crisp input variable can belong to more than one membership set at a time, making

it unclear how to restrict the possible state values of a subsequent input variable.

Hence, the transition rules will vary between attributes and will depend on the

how the fuzzy membership sets are formed. They are completely up to the attribute

developer and a typical example of a valid state transition for a set of membership

functions that overlap might be: a state at time t + 1 must still have membership

of the fuzzy set that had the highest membership value at time t, i.e. if µi(st) is

membership value for sensor input s at time t then

max (µnear(st), µmidRange(st), µfar(st)) = µmidRange(st)

→ µmidRange(st+1) > 0

This example transition restriction should only be used on overlapping mem-

bership functions (which is the usual case as illustrated in Figure A.2) so that the

transition can still access the neighbouring states.

A.2.5 The Fuzzy Process

In general, the fuzzy process has three parts. The first part is a ‘fuzzification’

process responsible for taking real input data (also referred to as crisp data), and

converting it to fuzzy data using the fuzzy membership functions. In the second

part, the fuzzified input data is processed by a fuzzy ‘rule base’ to perform fuzzy

reasoning. The third and last part of this process takes the fuzzy conclusions and

converts it back to crisp data through the ‘defuzzification’ process.

There are many fuzzy implementation packages available for use – the NRC

FuzzyJ Toolkit (NRC Canada, 2004) and the Sazonov Fuzzy Engine (Sazonov et al. ,

2002) are two packages we have experimented with that are implemented for use with

Java. The Sazonov package is an open source fuzzy engine for Java that comes with

a rule inference engine and fuzzification/defuzzification tools. We use the Sazonov

package in MoRoCo.
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Fuzzification

In the fuzzification subprocess, the membership functions are applied to the crisp

value of an input variable to determine the degree of membership of each state of

an attribute. These are then used as the inputs to each antecedent of the rule base

used in reasoning.
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Figure A.5: Converting crisp input values into fuzzy membership values.

Take the case when sensors, say a sonar ring array, determine that there is an

object at 225 degrees from the robot’s front (the front being 0 or 360 degrees) and

at a distance of 8.0 meters. Fuzzy membership values (MVs) can be calculated from

the graph as illustrated in Figure A.5. From these input values, there are two active

states for each attribute of distance and direction. The MVs for each state are

µmidRange = 1/3, µfar = 2/3, µbehind = 1/2 and µleft = 1/2.

Fuzzification of a crisp variable is done using the membership functions of each

potential state of an robot attribute. We use the Sazonov fuzzification tools in

MoRoCo to create and work with these fuzzy membership sets. An example of how we
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construct the speed attribute is shown in Figure A.6 for the Khepera robot2. This

is an attribute from the instructive channel. The four values for each membership

set represent the x values of the four corners of a trapezoid shaped function, i.e.

(x1, 0), (x2, 1), (x3, 1), (x4, 0). The graph of these membership sets are shown in

Figure A.7.

fuzzySpeed = new LinguisticVariable("speed");

fuzzySpeed.add("reverse", -5, -5, -5, -5);

fuzzySpeed.add("stopped", 0, 0, 0, 0);

fuzzySpeed.add("slow", 0, 0, 0, 10);

fuzzySpeed.add("midSpeed", 0, 10, 10, 20);

fuzzySpeed.add("fast", 10, 20, 20, 20);

Figure A.6: Using Java to form the ‘speed’ attribute in the Sazonov fuzzy engine.
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Figure A.7: The profiles of the Khepera speed membership sets (for the instructive
channel).

Fuzzy Inference

Fuzzy inferencing, using a set of fuzzy rules, is the propagating of the membership

values (MVs) of the input conditions through to the output conclusions of the rules.

Consider the following rule: IF (frontDistance is far) AND (batteryPower is

high) THEN (speed is fast). Inferenceing from this rule involves calculating the

membership value (MV) of the condition ‘frontDistance is far’ given the frontDis-

tance sensor readings, and the MV of ‘battery is high’ given the batteryPower

2This example does not yet use a robot platform descriptor described in Section 6.4
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reading.

There are various methods for rule processing but the generally accepted ap-

proach is to take the minimum MV of all the input conditions and to assign it to

the outcome ‘speed is fast’. This is the case of the AND operator; in the case of the

OR operator we would take the maximum MV of all the input conditions. This is

the technique used in the Sazonov fuzzy engine in MoRoCo.

An example of how part of the rule base for target tracking is formed using

the Sazonov engine is shown in Figure A.8. Each rule contributes to the output

weighting of turningDirection or speed. These weightings for each attribute are

then combined and then defuzzified (in the next section).

fuzzyTrackingRules = new FuzzyBlockOfRules(

"if frontBias is right then turningDirection is right\n" +

"if frontBias is left then turningDirection is left\n" +

"if frontBias is straight then turningDirection is straight\n" +

"if frontDistance is near then speed is medium\n" +

"if frontDistance is midRange then speed is fast\n" +

"if frontDistance is far then speed is very fast\n");

Figure A.8: Java specification of the target tracking rule base using the Sazonov
fuzzy engine.

Defuzzification

The defuzzification of the data into a crisp output is again accomplished using

the Sazonov engine that combines the results of the inference process and then

computes the ‘fuzzy centroid’ of the area. This could of course be done using any

suitable defuzzification technique (Mizumoto, 1989; Runkler, 1997). In the centroid

method, the crisp value of the output variable is computed as follows: the weighted

strengths of each output member function are multiplied by their respective output

membership function centre points and summed. Finally, this area is divided by the

sum of the weighted member function strengths and the result is taken as the crisp

output.
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A.3 VRF Implementation

It has only been in the last few years that component technologies have started to ap-

pear in popular robotics systems such as Orca, OROCOS and CLARAty (Orebäck,

2004; Nesnas et al. , 2001; Bruyninckx, 2001). Our model is the first to use com-

ponents and a component framework3 for the platform abstractions (Smith et al. ,

2003, 2004).

We prescribe the use of a component framework to implement the VR (PAL) be-

cause a framework’s greatest benefit is that it can aggregate components according

to a fixed set of policies and dynamically manipulate them. A component framework

manages not only the constituent components, but also the dependencies between

them: it connects dependent components at the start of its run-time. It is respon-

sible for instantiating the appropriate components to support the interfaces the VR

presents.

A.3.1 Interfaces of the VRF

The methods used to access the VRF are defined by interfaces; they are extremely

important as they define the boundaries for interactions between the HLMs and

the VRF. These boundaries are in fact the dependencies between them and must

be clearly specified and defined so they are explicit and easily understood. These

interface contracts are shown in Figure 3.2 at label 3.

The VRF is component-based and uses interfaces to clearly identify its potential

dependencies.

Interface Contracts

A well-defined contractual specification is important so that they can be easily used

by third parties (e.g. robot software vendors that must interface with the hard-

ware device drivers). To be well defined they require clear syntactic and semantic

definitions of all methods of access and return values.

3Component frameworks are described in Section 2.4.
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Interface contracts decouple the specification from the implementation, which in

turn allows the development by any party that understands the specification. Com-

ponents that have different implementations can still work in the framework as long

as they meet the specifications of the interface contract. Robot interfaces and their

contracts are an ongoing research area in robotics – there are consortiums that have

already released such interfaces sets, namely Player/Stage (Gerkey et al. , 2001),

Orocos (Bruyninckx, 2001), Pyro (Blank et al. , 2004), and Orca (Orebäck, 2004)

for various applications and environments. We have designed our own interfaces

for testing based on this existing work and expect these will be standardised as the

discipline matures.

It is important to stress these interface designs need to be more than just syn-

tactical – the suitability of the syntax is important of course; but even more so is

the semantics of each function in the interface. Contracts must specify the method

semantics to highlight the assumptions of the interface. These assumptions in-

clude standardised return values, valid input values, level of robustness, temporal

constraints, applicable hardware and more (Messina et al. , 1999). This is a very

important aspect of interface design.

It is critical that the requirements of a interface contract be met by both the imple-

menters and users of the component.

Standard Interfaces

Since all interactions with the VRF are completely specified by the interfaces that

it implements, the interface contracts must be strictly adhered to when providing

data, executing instructions and providing ancillary services. So the set of provided

interfaces of the VRF are particularly important (see label 3 in Figure 3.3), as

they define the set of methods that all high-level components will use. We formally

classify each interface as being one of the following types:

• Command interfaces collect access methods for related operations on the robot

platform (such as motion or sensing);
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• Attribute interfaces that are used to access and instruct the various states of

the robot and environmental attributes; and

• Auxiliary interfaces that define the methods of VRF support components so

that they can be easily replaced or upgraded (such as the context monitor, the

blackboard, and dynamic component upgrades – see Section 6.3).

Command interfaces are responsible for specifying a group of related actions or

commands for the robot. Examples of these are motion (normal, holonomic, flight

etc.) and sensing (infrared, sonar, vision etc.). Attribute interfaces are used to

specify an attribute of the robot or external environment in terms of their state sets

and helper methods. For example, the speed attribute would specify the input speed

states for the instructive channel or output speed states for proprioceptive channel of

the robot. Another example is targetDistance, which is an exteroceptive attribute

specifying the distance to a target.

As shown in Figure A.9, the VR contains the appropriate software components

to meet the contractual obligations of the interfaces it presents. In this example,

each non-shaded component implements an interface contract that specifies an at-

tribute. The shaded components implement the command interfaces. The arrows

represent the dependencies between components, some of which are in the HAL (not

shown). Notice how the attribute interfaces (not shaded) use the command inter-

faces (shaded) internally to access the robot platform after it has interpreted the
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Figure A.9: The PAL interface contracts (the lollipops) and the components (the
boxes) it aggregates to meet these contractual obligations.
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state abstractions for it. This creates an explicit dependency that must be catered

for whenever these components are instantiated.

Interface Implementation and Aggregation

The components themselves are written in Java and use standard Java interfaces.

The VRF is itself a software component since it presents standard interfaces (see

Figure 3.3, label 3) and has explicit context dependencies, allowing the framework

to also be easily upgraded.

In Figure A.10 there is an example of the various interfaces (command and

attribute) being aggregated for the Khepera VR. The ECA and IA postfixes to the

interface names denote them as an ‘exteroceptive attribute’ or ‘instructive attribute’

respectively. The interfaces in this case have been aggregated to support high-level

behaviours for ‘tracking’ and ‘obstacle avoidance’.

\********** Command Interfaces ******************************\

public interface VRF extends

VirtualRobot, Motion, Locomotion, SensorArray, Vision {}

\********** Attribute Interfaces ****************************\

public interface DistanceECA extends

RightDistanceECA, LeftDistanceECA, FrontDistanceECA {}

public interface TrackingECA extends

TargetDirECA, TargetDistanceECA {}

public interface MotionIA extends

TurningDirIA, SpeedIA {}

\********** Khepera Virtual Robot ***************************\

public class KheperaVR implements

VRF, DistanceECA, TrackingECA, MotionIA {...}

Figure A.10: Example interface aggregation for the Khepera VR.

Now that the VRF has been typed with these interfaces, it can be tested at

run-time using reflection if it supports the required attribute types or command set

and only if successful can it be used by a high-level component.
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Component Containment

The VRF must provide the implementation to meet the appropriate post conditions

of these interfaces. This can be done either directly by the VRF, or it can be

implemented as a contained component with calls forwarded to it from the VRF.

The latter is called component containment. An illustration of this containment is

shown in Figure A.11. Requests on the VRF via the Motion interface are forwarded

to the inner component using the ‘inner’ handle in the diagram.

Motion s e tS p e e d ( )
g e tS p e e d ( )

inne r

{inner.setSpeed()}

{inner.g etSpeed()}

Motion

s e tS p e e d ( )
g e tS p e e d ( )

{  …  }

VRF

Figure A.11: Interface implementation using containment instead of direct imple-
mentation.

A.4 Code Overview

The prototype implementation is in Java, with components bundled as .class files

and allocated to packages according to the structure in Figure A.12. This UML

diagram highlights the dependencies between the packages. The behavioural frame-

work and associated behavioural components all reside in the behaviour package.

These have a direct dependency on the vrf package, as do the other frameworks

of navigation, vision and detection. The VRF contains all the PAL classes and

components. The robot package contains the low level hardware drivers for each

of the robots (contained in marked sub packages). The kheperaExtensions pack-

age contains code for using the specialised camera turrets of the Khepera robots.

The fuzzy package within the VRF contains the mechanisms for fuzzification/de-

fuzzification while the fuzzyEngine package contains the Sasonov fuzzy engine. All
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Figure A.12: The UML package diagram for the overall architecture including
MoRoCo. The arrows show the dependencies in the structure and the ‘blackboard’
and ‘utils’ packages are used by all parts of the system.
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frameworks have access to the blackboard package components which is why it is

drawn separately.

A.5 Advanced Issues

There are some issues and techniques worth noting when implementing the various

system components in MoRoCo. These mostly concern the formation and manipula-

tion of the attributes and their states.

A.5.1 Attribute Formation Rate

There are difficulties in forming appropriate attributes when the hardware does

not support the attribute directly. It is sometimes complicated, but there are

workaround solutions. For example, to form a distance attribute in a direction

where there is no direct sensor, the robot may be rotated to face that direction, a

sensor polled, and then rotated back. A concept used to support this approach is

that of an attribute life. This is the time before an attribute expires and needs to

be remeasured. It can depend on the critical nature of the attribute and the dy-

namic speed of the robot and environment – this is up to the VRF developer when

considering the inclusion of that attribute.

Attribute life is a useful inclusion because when attributes are being formed from

a compromised basis, it is usually impractical to form them every cycle. It gives

the VRF a basis with which to prioritise actions and avoid costly and redundant

routines.

A.5.2 Attribute Aggregation

Another point to be made about attribute development is that attributes are the

basic building blocks used to describe a feature of the platform or environment –

and they can be aggregated into larger attribute components that describe various

aspects of a single feature or related set of features. For example, an opponent

and a ball might both have three aspects being described by contained attribute
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components – distance, direction, and speed (see Figure A.13). These can be

aggregated (using the containment approach previously illustrated in Figure A.11)

into a single component that contains each attribute related to the target. The

attribute components can be reused unchanged for every feature they are associated

with. The containment process then incorporates that local attribute as part of the

identifying features of the greater object.

Speed D i r ec t i o n D i s t a n c e

Ball
Speed D i r ec t i o n D i s t a n c e

O p p o n e n t
Figure A.13: Aggregation of attributes relating to the same object using component
containment.

A.5.3 State Granularity

The attribute components must form state abstractions with enough granularity to

be useful to the control algorithms. More states can mean more flexible control –

but the rule base can become unwieldy and contain overlapping rules. Most fuzzy

engines, the Sasonov engine included, will complain if there are no valid inputs for

the rules base – in other words no rules are fired and no output can be determined.

So leaving out states from the rules will leave some planning cycles with unknown

actions. For example, consider the following rule set:

if objectDistance is near then speed is slow

if objectDistance is far then speed is fast

If obstacleDistance is not near or far, then the speed is unspecified. This is

still acceptable as the rule base is implying that if the distance states of near or far

are in any way true then there must be a speed change – otherwise leave the speed
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as it was. Because the VRF has stored the current speed and its membership value,

the robot can continue to operate with the output of the last fired rule until it can

be fused with the newly fired rule. This way the rule base need not use every state

possible of the attribute and this helps minimise the size of the rule base.

A.5.4 Membership Functions

There must then be one membership function for each representative state making

up that attribute. The shape of the membership function should be developed with

outcome and efficiency in mind. The trapezoidal shape family (Z-shape, S-shape,

triangle, trapezoid) are usually sufficient and are computationally efficient to work

with. If an exponential or Gaussian function is used to form accelerated transitions

at some points of the function then the developer must be wary of increasing the

overheads of the planning process.

A.5.5 Command fusion

If the robot architecture uses any form of command fusion from the high-level com-

ponents then this must occur before any calls are made to the VRF. If the VRF is

required to actively support this fusion then attributes in the instructive channel

should be synchronised to the cycle counter. All sensor commands in a control cycle

from all behaviours could be collected and fused for that cycle however there would

be an increase in system latency using this approach.

A possible approach to minimise this latency is to dynamically adapt the waiting

time to the maximum control cycle speed of the high-level components. If the

combined control module SPA cycle speed was 20ms, then the abstraction model

might use a speed of 50Hz, or slightly less in order to allow enough time to interpret

and fuse commands. This could then best meet any command fusion requirements

with a minimum latency. How commands might be fused is left for future work,

since sensor and command fusion is an ongoing topic of research in robotics.
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A.6 Summary

This appendix concludes the discussion on the MoRoCo prototype implementation.

It gives more detail on how the HLA and VRF were constructed and outlines why

Java along with fuzzy set theory was chosen for the implementation. It also gave an

overview of the code package and class structure, as well as lastly describing some

of the more advanced implementation considerations.





Appendix B
Robot Platform Specifications

B.1 Palm Pilot Robot (PPRK)

The PPRK (Acroname, 2002) was initially designed at Carnegie Mellon University.

The robot in our labs, called “Palmbot” has the following hardware:

Infrared Sensors The robot kit uses three ‘Sharp GP2D12 Infrared Ranger’ sen-

sors. These low cost sensors take a continuous distance reading and report the

distance as an analog voltage with a distance range of 10cm to 80cm. The readings

are returned via the analog inputs of the control board below.

Controller Servos The three servos are the MS492MH modified for continuous

rotation servos. Signals to the servos are sent using the SV203 Control Board serial

interface.

SV203 Control Board The SV203 is a PIC16C73 servo motor controller board

that accepts RS-232 serial data from a host and outputs signals to control up to

eight servo motors. There is also a 5-channel A/D port for reading analog voltage

between 0-5 volts, and a SPI (synchronous peripheral interface) port which allows

data to be shifted in or out serially.
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Eyemodule 2 Camera This is the expansion module camera available for the

Handspring PDA. It allows up to 7 frames per second of 160x120 at 4 bit grey-scale

resolution.

Palm OS Device Palmbot uses a Handspring Visor ‘Platinum’ and ‘Pro’ (Hand-

spring, 2003) as the CPU for the robot and the repository respectively. These have

the following features:

• Screen size: 160x160 pixel screen, grey scale display;

• Processing speed: 33 MHz.

• Power: The Handspring Platinum uses 2 AAA batteries and the Pro uses

an internal lithium battery; generally these provide battery life of about 4-6

hours. However, tasks such as serial or IR communications, sound, extended

video display, or other CPU intensive tasks all consume a significant amount

of power.

• Memory: Each Palm powered hand-held has limited storage space; the Visor

Platinum has 8MB and the Visor Pro has 16MB; both with a dynamic heap

of 256K. Code optimisation is usually critical.

• Data Storage: Palm OS stores data in memory blocks called records, which

are grouped into databases to maximize the use of the limited storage space.

A database is analogous to a file, but the breaking down of a database into

records allows the data to be stored in non-contiguous areas of memory.
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B.2 The Khepera robots

B.2.1 The Khepera I specifications

Processor Motorola 68331, 16MHz

RAM 256 Kbytes

ROM 256 or 512 Kbytes

Motion 2 DC motors with incremental encoder (12 pulses/mm)

Sensors 8 Infra-red proximity and light sensors (50mm range)

Power Rechargeable NiCd Batteries or external

Autonomy 30 minutes (basic configuration with maximal activity)

Extension Bus Expansion modules added on the K-Extension bus.

Diameter 55 mm

Height 30 mm

Weight About 70 g

B.2.2 Linear Camera Turret (K213)

Sensors Linear light sensitive array (image), Ambient light sensor

Resolution of Image 64x1 pixels, 256 grey levels/pixel

Field of View 36 degrees (horizontal)

Distance Between 5 and 25 cm

Extension Bus The K213 vision turret is a top turret

Diameter 55 mm

Height 28 mm
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B.2.3 The Khepera II specifications

Processor Motorola 68331, 25MHz (IMPROVED)

RAM 512 Kbytes (IMPROVED)

Flash 512 Kbytes – programmable via serial port (NEW)

Motion 2 DC brushed servo motors with incremental encoders (approx. 12 puls-

es/mm )

Speed Max: 1 m/s, Min: 0.02 m/s

Sensors 8 Infra-red proximity and light sensors (up to 100mm range)

Power Power Adapter OR Rechargeable NiMH Batteries (IMPROVED)

Autonomy 1 hour, moving continuously (IMPROVED)

Communication Standard Serial Port (RS232), up to 115kbps (IMPROVED)

Extension Bus Expansion modules added on the K-Extension bus.

Diameter 70 mm

Height 30 mm

Weight Approx 80 g

B.2.4 2D Camera Turret (K6300)

Sensors Color CMOS Camera (VVL 6300)

Resolution of Image 160x120 RG/GB color 8-bit pixels

Extension Bus The K6300 vision turret is a top turret. No other turrets can be

added on top of the K6300, but it can be used on top of others.

Diameter 55 mm

Height 28 mm
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B.3 The Koala robot

Processor Motorola 68331@16MHz

RAM 1 Mbyte

Flash 256 Kbytes

ROM 128 Kbytes

Motion 2 DC motors with incremental encoder (about 25 pulses per mm of ad-

vancement of the robot)

Sensors 16 Infra-red proximity and light sensors

Power Rechargeable NiCd Battery (1.4 or 2.4 Ah) with charge level memory. The

battery pack can be easily removed and replaced.

Autonomy 3 hours (basic configuration with maximal activity using a 2.4 Ah)

Extension Bus The robot can be expanded by modules added on the K-Extension

rack. Khepera turrets (with local processor) are also supported. A special sup-

port is available on the front part of the robot for any mechanical extensions.

User Free I/O 12 digital inputs [5..12V]; 4 CMOS / TTL digital outputs; 8 power

(open collector) digital outputs [12V 250mA/output]; 6 analog inputs (10 bits

A/D converter, 4.096V of dynamic)

Length 32 cm

Width 32 cm

Height 20 cm

Weight About 3 kg
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B.4 The AIBO robot (ERS-210)

CPU 64-bit RISC processor

Clock speed 384 MHz

Main memory 32 MB

External application media Memory Stick for AIBO (not included)

Moveable parts Mouth: 1 degree of freedom; head: 3 degrees of freedom; leg: 3

degrees of freedom x 4; ear: 1 degree of freedom 2; tail: 2 degrees of freedom

(20 degrees of freedom in total)

Inputs A slot for PC card type II, Charging terminal

Video input 100,000-pixel CMOS image sensor

Audio input Stereo microphones

Audio output Speaker (1)

Display LCD (shows date, time, volume level, and battery level)

Internal sensors Thermometric sensor, Infrared distance sensor, Acceleration sen-

sor, Pressure sensor (on the head), with switches on the chin, back, and paws,

and a Vibration sensor

Battery life Approx. 1.5 hours (when operated with a fully-charged ERA-201B1,

in normal mode)

Optional accessories ERA-201D1 AIBO Wireless LAN Card

Item width 15.2 cm

Item height 28.3 cm (not including ears)

Item depth 25.1cm (not including tail)

Item weight 1.45kg (including battery pack and Memory Stick)
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B.5 Webots Simulator

This project uses Webots (http://www.cyberbotics.com), a commercial mobile robot

simulation software developed by Cyberbotics Ltd. Webots is a three-dimensional

mobile robot simulator. It was originally developed as a research tool for investigat-

ing various control algorithms in mobile robotics. An example of the robot soccer

environment it can simulate is shown in Figure B.1.

Figure B.1: Screenshot of the Webots simulator showing a robot soccer field.

From the website (Webots, 2005): The Webots mobile robotics simulation soft-

ware provides a rapid prototyping environment for modelling, programming and sim-

ulating mobile robots. The included robot libraries enable you to transfer your control

programs to many commercially available real mobile robots.





Appendix C
Attribute Abstraction Example

C.1 Forming Attribute Abstractions

Abstractions can be implemented using any combination of appropriate sensing de-

vices that the robot may have available that can provide range information – such

as infrared sensors, sonars, laser scanners or cameras. As long as the abstraction

interface is implemented correctly, then the appropriate abstraction will be available

for use by all the high-level control algorithms using the abstraction. This appendix

considers how the distance attribute can be implemented – two different approaches

and their variations are discussed.

C.2 Using Range Sensors

The formation of sensing zones is already well specified in the Pyro framework (Blank

et al. , 2004) as illustrated in Figure C.1. We have elaborated these sensing zones

using the fuzzy abstractions described in Chapter 5. A linguistic variable abstraction

such as leftDistance can be formed to represent the clear distance measured by

the ‘left’ group of sensors, perhaps consisting of the states near, medium and far.

Similarly an abstraction of frontRightDistance could be formed using the sensors

in the ‘front-right’ group.

Take the case of the Khepera robot, which has 8 infrared sensors. The return
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Figure C.1: Here are the positions of the infrared sensors and some possible sensing
zones for the Khepera robot as specified by the Pyro Robotics Project (Pyro Robotics
Project, 2005).

value from each of these sensors ranges between 0 and 1000 – where 0 means there

is no obstruction, and 1000 means the sensor is completely blocked. To form a

relative abstraction of these values, we have divided the input space into three

states: near, medium and far. These states each have a membership function that

is used to calculate their membership value from the sensor value. These functions

are illustrated in Figure C.2.
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Figure C.2: Profiles of the membership functions of the distance abstraction for the
Khepera robot.

How the individual sensors are combined to form the crisp input to each distance

abstraction (leftDistance, frontDistance, frontLeftDistance etc.) is up to the

implementor. For instance an average may be taken of all the readings from sensors

in that direction group before the membership values of the different states of the

abstractions are calculated. The grouping of sensing zones and the membership func-

tions are defined differently for every target robot. We have formed such abstractions
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using range sensors for the Magellan (ActivMedia Robotics, 2005), Koala (K-Team,

2002) and Khepera I & II (K-Team, 2002) robots.

C.3 Using Computer Vision

The designs of most of our laboratory robots are such that there is enough range

sensor coverage to adequately provide the distance abstractions needed by high-level

code. However, two of our robots rely more heavily on vision as they have limited

range sensors – the Palmbot (Acroname, 2002) and the Sony AIBO (Sony, 2005).

These robots have very sparse infrared coverage (the Palmbot has three illustrated in

Figure 3.9 while the AIBO (ERS-210) has only one in the nose). Hence, it is difficult

to form the required abstractions because they lack the same comprehensive range

sensor coverage. The camera is instead used to form the same abstractions.

Both the AIBO and Palmbot form a virtual sensor array (VSA) from their avail-

able camera images (Figure C.3). The VSA is a grid with each column representing

the distance to an obstruction in that image. The VSA readings are then used to

form the various distance abstractions such as leftDistance, frontDistance, and

rightDistance as required.

0 2 4 5 3 2 3 6

B l o c k e d  s p a c e

V i r t u a l  S e n s o r  R e a d i n g s

   Far

 M e d i u m

   N e ar

F r e e  s p a c e

D i s t an c e
A b s t rac t i o n

Figure C.3: A camera frame broken into a virtual sensor array (VSA) using image
segmentation of floor space to determine obstacle free space.

In the case of the Palmbot, a point to note is how the 3-dimensional perspective
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can be taken into account in the state formation – in Figure C.3 the near state

ranges across the bottom 4 grid squares, compared to the far state which only

ranges across the top 2 grid squares. This is because an 2-dimensional image of

a 3-dimensional space has more horizontal distance in that space associated with

the grid spaces higher in the image (which are closer to the horizon) (Taylor et al. ,

2004). This is easily accounted for in the distance abstraction membership functions

of near, medium and far (shown in Figure C.4 corresponding to the right side of

Figure C.3).
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Figure C.4: The membership functions for the distance abstractions of the Palmbot
robot.

Let us describe the formation of the VSA in more detail for the AIBO robot

– Figure C.5 contains four sub-figures depicting the formation of its VSA. In sub-

figure (a) there is speckled carpet in the foreground, with cupboards to the left and

a black bag in the centre. The very right side is not obstructed. Sub-figure (b)

then classifies segments of the image into either ‘free space’ (black) or obstructions

(white) by applying RGB colour thresholds using block-based segmentation. By

then chain coding the likely ‘free space’ edge profile together the image in sub-figure

(c) is formed. Finally in sub-figure (d), we show the VSA formed from this profile.

The VSA in this image has already taken into account the perspective of the image

so that free space higher in the image contributes to more distance in the sensor

reading. On the very right side the distance reading is at is maximum.

Let us look closely at the VSA in sub-figure (d) in Figure C.5. This VSA is

a representation of the distance to obstructions in the camera field of view. The
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(a) The raw image (b) The filtered image

(c) The profiled image (d) The virtual sensor array

Figure C.5: The various stages in the formation of the virtual sensor array.

AIBO uses a 20x20 grid, where the maximum range (20) approximately equates to

2 meters (beyond which the reliability of the reading is poor due to the camera

resolution). The range (0-20) then forms the input space for relative abstractions of

this sensor type – they are inputs to the fuzzy membership functions in Figure C.6.

Note how these membership sets are symmetrical because there is no need to account

for differences between the near and far states for the VSA formed for the AIBO

(the code has already compensated for this).

In contrast, the Palmbot VSA only forms a 8x6 grid, with the maximum range

(6) measuring about 50 centimeters. This is a far smaller grid for two reasons: the

camera is the Handspring Eyemodule (Handspring, 2003) with a smaller frame size,

and the Palmbot only uses a 33 MHz processor making larger grid sizes very slow

to process.
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Figure C.6: Profiles of the membership functions for the front distance abstraction
of the AIBO robot.

The directions that can be viewed are limited by the placement of the camera.

When facing forward, the ‘front-left’, ‘front’ and ‘front-right’ distances are easily

determined. The AIBO can also pan its camera through 180 degrees so it can also

achieve ‘back-left’, ‘left’, ‘right’ and ‘back-right’. The Palmbot however, cannot

achieve these directions using panning.

If we don’t use any camera panning, the ‘right’ and ‘left’ distances can still be ap-

proximated sufficiently for use in navigation, obstacle avoidance and wall following.

While these directions cannot be determined directly from the image periphery, the

‘right’ and ‘left’ directions can still be approximated by the ‘front-right’ and ‘front-

left’ directions respectively, by modifying the membership functions such that they

compensate for the expected difference i.e. skewing the functions such that near has

more range in its input (as shown in Figure C.7). So while these ‘right’ and ‘left’

sides might not be able to be seen directly, the robot will now keep more distance

from objects in its peripheral vision. A better solution is to use a panning camera

where possible, but this approximation has worked satisfactorily during testing.

The real advantage of this flexible configuration of the abstraction states (near,

medium and far) is that they can easily modified for changes in environmental

context (such as indoor or outdoor lighting, cluttered or sparse terrains) as well

changes in the platform itself (such as changes in sensor types). This allows fine

tuning of the platform abstractions depending on the context – and these changes

will then apply to all controllers that use them. This decoupling of the abstraction
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AIBO Adjusted Distance MFs
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Figure C.7: Profiles of the membership functions for the left and right side distance
abstractions of the AIBO robot.

formation from its usage, greatly simplifies the modification and management of the

controller code base since the modification need only be made in one place – at the

platform abstraction layer (virtual robot).





Appendix D
Dynamic Extensibility Experiment

D.1 Overview

In one of our experiments we were interested in the development of the design ideas

surrounding dynamic extensibility. It was useful to develop the interaction of the

components within a robot framework to observe how the robot framework could use

component repository to receive new or upgraded components. The outcome of this

experiment is essentially an early version of a complete layered control framework –

although much of the complexity has been reduced.

The main aim of this experiment is to study the issues in providing dynamic

extensibility to a robot framework. The robot control framework is of a component-

based design and can support infrared delivery of components. This control frame-

work would handle the receipt of the delivered component as well as their installation

and initialisation.

The repository would use a wireless delivery medium (in this case infrared) to

send new or improved components to a robot from a remote repository. By using

a component-based framework and a wireless delivery mechanism, the robot can be

quickly and easily configured even during run-time execution.

The experiment examined the following areas within a robot control architecture.

• Component Framework – is responsible for controlling the robot. It uses com-
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ponents to selectively modify the robot’s behaviour and abilities. Relationships

between components are dynamically established and services of a component

can be used by another component.

• Component Receiver – handles and delivers new components to the robotic

framework.

• Component Repository – it stores the full suite of components. It needs to

have a sufficient storage capacity the component entire library, while being

sufficiently portable for field-testing. The user can initiate deliveries of com-

ponents from a user interface to the repository.

• Wireless Delivery – used for communication between the repository and the

mini-robot (in this case infrared).

• Robot Navigation – The experiment includes different robot navigation be-

haviours using infrared sensors and vision. One result is that the mode of

navigation (via IR or vision) can then be interchanged as required, thus allow-

ing much more adaptive means of navigation.

• Vision Processing – for this experiment, a colour-based vision algorithm was

developed for navigation (to show the improvement over the infrared naviga-

tion).

D.2 Hardware Environment

The autonomous robot used is the Palm Pilot Robot (known as ‘Palmbot’ – see

Appendix B.1) . It provides a basic robotic platform that uses a Palm Pilot (or a

compatible device) as its central processing unit. The Palm OS and hardware were

the execution environment for our components. Palm OS components are bundled

into PRC files (Palm Resource file) and then downloaded to the handheld via a

‘HotSync’ operation. The same PRC runs on all Palm OS based devices such as

the Handspring Visor Pro, Platinum (Handspring, 2003) and Palm families (Palm,

2003).
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D.3 Software Environment

The software environment was largely constructed using Java for the J9 Virtual

Machine (J9VM) from IBM (IBM, 2002). Java provides a level of platform indepen-

dence and the J9VM is a popular Virtual Machine for the Palm Operating System.

The development environment was WebSphere Device Developer, which uses this

J9VM.

D.4 System Design

The software system design can be broken into four (4) parts:

• Component Framework

• Component Repository

• Component Receiver

• The Components

Figure D.1 illustrates the overall design. The Component Repository sends com-

ponents via infrared to the Component Receiver listening on the Palm device. The

Receiver takes delivery of the component and the Robot Framework then initialises

the component. The components are of different types and are used differently by

the Robot Framework depending on the type. These are shown by the layers in the

Robot Framework design and are explained further in Section D.4.

To clearly show how the components move through the architecture, Figure D.2

shows the flow from the Repository to the Component Framework. Note how the

Component Receiver liaises between the Component Repository and the Robot

Framework.

Robot Framework

This is the framework that provides the infrastructure to run and support the com-

ponents. The framework consists of a Java application contained in a PRC database
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Figure D.1: The early control framework design.
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Figure D.2: The interaction of the system parts.

file that runs on the J9VM on the Palm OS. It is a component framework that is a

cut-down version of a behaviour based robot control system.

The robot framework in this experiment was built to:

• Allow the dynamic installation of new components during run-time;

• Provide communication links between components if they are requested and

available;

• Forward requests through to their correct component destination i.e. liaising

between components;

• Execute other processes both before and after any such redirection;
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• Manage an internal state model that reflected the mode of operation of the

robot (eg. Initialising, AI loaded, Running Schema X, Error Y, etc.);

The framework both implements the interfaces of various components as well

as providing links to these components once they are available. So, the framework

can be thought of as being a surrogate component. This means that one compo-

nent seeking another, can simply treat the framework as if it were that sought out

component, which will in turn direct any calls to the appropriate destination.

The framework achieves this by simply implementing each interface with a for-

warding call to the appropriate component also with that interface type. That com-

ponent of course must be available and would have been delivered to the framework

prior. Pre and post processing is then achieved within the framework implemen-

tation of the interface. This pre and post processing includes changes in internal

states of the robot framework.

In order for a framework to provide the ‘sockets’ for components to ‘plug’ into, a

common set of interfaces is required. The use of an interface decouples the framework

from its components. It also allows components implementing the same interface to

be substituted for each other – without the framework needing to be aware of any

details of the component functionality. This ability to substitute is what generates

the great flexibility of the framework.

As long as the interfaces are correctly implemented and specified:

• The framework can instantiate the component correctly or even swap and

update the component dynamically at run-time;

• Components should be easy to enhance or upgrade and still function perfectly

within the framework;

• Components may be written independently to previous component or the

framework.

The interfaces must be carefully crafted to provide enough functionality to be

useful but without being too burdensome. They should be part of a greater more

’formal’ written contract.
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Component Repository

The repository is a separate Java application running on a separate Palm OS de-

vice. It allows the user to list all available Palmbot components (those with a .pbl

(Palmbot Library) extension) and select one for beaming. Upon the selection, the

component PRC file is immediately beamed out and if the Palmbot is in range, it

will handshake and take delivery of the component. The repository is then available

again to beam another component.

The repository is an application separate to that of the component framework for

the robot. This application is loaded onto another Palm OS device and allows the

selection of a component bundle. The component bundles are Palm OS PRC files

(but still bundling Java .class components). Each bundle contains an appropriately

related set of software components. After selecting the component bundle to beam

to the robot, the Palm Device then sends it using IrDA protocol (in particular the

Obex protocol (Infrared Data Association, 2003)) via its infrared port.

Component Receiver

The framework makes use of a helper application, the Component Receiver, which

handles the receipt and delivery of new components. It becomes active when new

incoming component data is detected. It takes delivery of the new component and

then switches control back to the Robot Framework.

This application registers with the Palm OS that it will be responsible for any in-

coming databases that have the .pbl (Palmbot Library) extension. When the infrared

port registers one of these incoming files, the ’Component Receiver’ is launched using

a special launch code reserved to notify a starting application that it has incoming

data. The receiver then saves the incoming component and then switches control to

the ’Palmbot Manager’.

The ‘Component Receiver’ is necessary because the incoming component cannot

replace a PRC database that is already in use. Therefore it is necessary to shutdown

the component bundled in any PRC database file prior to replacing it. Experiments

have shown the simplest way to do this is to switch control to the ’Component
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Receiver’ prior to delivery of the component bundle and then switching back to

the ’Palmbot Manager’ which then used that component. This is an example of a

platform specific alteration that was necessary at the operating system level.

The inability to replace a PRC database already in use is due to restrictions in

the WebSphere compiling and linking process when using component JXE’s and the

-prereq compiler option. This option requires that all the component resources be

in place when the main application (‘Palmbot Manager’) starts, and furthermore

there is no way to remove one of these components that has been loaded and opened

as a library by the J9 Virtual Machine for the Palm. When any J9 platform Java

program starts for the Palm OS, the J9 Virtual Machine starts first and ensures

that all prerequisite library resources are loaded and opened. It cannot continue

without them. It is these open links that cannot be programmatically severed other

than by switching the application focus elsewhere. Hence the ‘Component Receiver’

application handles all the functionality of receiving the component bundles.

A further complication is in handling the launch codes that the Palm OS can

specify when an application starts. These are seemingly impossible to incorporate

using Java and the J9 virtual machine so to handle these codes effectively, the

‘Component Receiver’ was written in C, which makes handling the Palm OS launch

codes simple. This C application has no difficulty in switching control back to the

Java component framework when the new component bundle has been received.

Components

The components themselves are aggregations of Java classes that are packaged as

PRC files for use on a Palm OS with the J9VM available. They are all ‘library’

type PRC and hence are not executable themselves. Only the robotic framework is

executable. The bundles can all be beamed from the repository to the Palmbot. A

library of varying components is available to demonstrate some capabilities of the

robot. By updating the components delivered to the robot, the user can achieve

different robot behaviours from simple infrared monitoring to a complex obstacle

avoidance behaviour using vision. The benefit of this approach is that any and all of
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the components are open to further development in optimising their efficiency and

effectiveness.

The robot framework cannot run unless there are at least the basic or default

versions of these bundles components in place. They are prerequisite components

and are specified during the compile time as such by using the -prereq command in

the WebSphere IDE to produce the class files. These prerequisite components must

exist when the framework begins operating. The framework can either be started

by the user directly, or automatically started when a new Palmbot component is

received.

The components were grouped according to their style and purpose in the robot

framework. These are described here:

AI The goals of the Palmbot are determined by the AI component. They im-

plement the AI interface and once loaded by the framework (and only one can

be loaded at a time), they form an integral part in controlling the robot. They

start and manage the so-called “Schema” components. For instance, ExploreAI re-

quests an ObstacleSchema to perform obstacle detection and starts it as a separate

thread. It then waits for it to finish before requesting a second schema – the simple

SwivelSchema to swivel the robot.

Schema The Schema components contain smaller low-level behaviours that can be

used to achieve greater goals. They include some obstacle avoidance, wall following

and navigation behaviours.

These Schema can be used by any AI and can be run concurrently or sequentially.

The bulk of the code is in the run() method and each Schema maintains a finished

Boolean variable to indicate when it has completed. This finished state can be

queried at any time by outside threads using isFinished().

Detection This package contains one support class called PPRKDetectionIR. It

provides the infrared sensor interpretation for any obstacle avoidance Schema that

wants to use IR.
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The basis is that this support component provides mechanisms for polling the

sensors (it may average the results), calculating a safe path, and methods of getting

and setting the best path vector and rotational speeds.

Navigation This package controls the higher-level motion controls. It contains

the component called “PPRKMotion”. The motion algorithms are an adaptation

of the code found in the VectorDrive (vector V, double omega) function in the

“robot.cpp” file at the Carnegie Mellon web site (CMU, 2002). The changes made

were mainly in converting the code into Java, and then making use of only integer

math since floating-point math is not supported by the J9VM. With no floating-point

calculations, imprecision due to rounding can be a problem. For example, the robot

will often veer from a straight path due to the slight inaccuracy of the holonomic

movement calculations. The resulting function vectorDrive(x, y, omega) is what

drives the robot in a direction specified by a given vector (x, y), and incorporating

a rotation at angular speed omega.

Vision There are two (2) components that support the use of vision in the Palm-

bot. The Camera component focused on firstly the hardware and the delivery of the

frames available from the camera. Then higher-level processing and obstacle avoid-

ance is handled by a separate component responsible for analysing each frame and

responding in a reactive manner with motion control signals. A significant amount

of effort was made in developing a vision-based component using images captured

from the Eyemodule2 camera. This is the most sophisticated component that was

developed for the Palmbot.

OS Handler A special component to handle the oddities of the Palm Operating

System was also run by the robot framework. This component handled incoming

infrared signals and initiated the receipt of data coming through the infrared port.

It is a useful component that allows the framework to access some of the specialised

features provided by the Palm OS. This sort of component will be unique to the OS

on which the robot framework is executed.
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Hardware This package provides three components PPRKSensors, PPRKServos

and SV203 (plus a Utils class) of Sensors, Servos and ControlBoard types respec-

tively. These are all implementation specific to controlling the hardware in the

Palmbot.

The Sensors and Servos types both use the ControlBoard type to send signals to

the hardware. This is done via a serial port as the SV203 inherits from the SerialPort

class. Signaling the hardware via the Palm compatible device is then easy.

Infrared delivery

The components are transferred to the Palmbot using the built in protocols in the

Palm OS devices. The Palm OS ‘Exchange Manager’ is used to send and received

the typed Palmbot components. This in turn makes use of the Palm IR Library

using IrDA protocols. The IR Library takes the Palmbot typed component and

performs the actual communication between the remote devices, in this case from

the Component Repository to the Palmbot.

A Palmbot component is the usual Palm OS PRC library file (i.e. won’t show

up as a runnable application on the Palm), but with a .pbl extension (Palmbot

Library). This is how the incoming beamed file is identified as being intended for

the Palmbot.

A complication that arose is that the monitoring of potential incoming Palmbot

components was conflicting with the Palmbot’s link to the Handspring’s serial port.

The cause of the conflict was the sharing of the single UART port on the Handspring.

Any serial communication must go through the UART port; and both serial port and

infrared communication is in serial form. The solution is to shut down the serial

port at frequent intervals to allow the infrared communication to be active and

sense any incoming component files. This is done from within the Robot Framework

itself. The component that monitors infrared activity is given exclusive access for

approximately one second out of every ten.
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D.5 Outcomes

This experiment has successfully demonstrated the use of the infrared medium to

deliver components from a simple repository to an early prototype of a mini-robot

framework. It illustrates a simplistic model for dynamic upgrading of the Palmbot

allowing behaviours to be altered ‘on the fly’.

Significant hardware issues have already been raised in this early experiment.

Serial communication through the serial port would conflict with infrared commu-

nication on the infrared port. This was overcome by using a switching mechanism

in the ‘OS Handler’ component.

The framework performed without any performance problems in all cases except

when the navigation with vision component was used. The CPU expensive vision

navigation algorithm on the 33 MHz processor limited processing to approximately 1-

2 frames per second. This is not enough to be sufficiently reactive component (which

was its aim). Disabling the ‘OS Handler’ component (and hence disabling the ability

to receive new components during the vision navigation operation) provided some

increase in speed. It still would require more powerful hardware or code optimisation

to be really useful. However, the robot could still operate effectively at slow speeds.

This experiment has demonstrated the dynamic extensibility of the Palmbot

using infrared delivery – one of the concepts underlying this research. Some of the

design parts have been simplified to ease implementation – but these are still a good

base on which test implementation solutions and concepts in design.





Appendix E
Sample Code and XML

In this appendix we provide some example Java code implementing an obstacle

avoidance behaviour and XML for describing an example robot platform.
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E.1 Obstacle Avoidance Code

The following is the implementation of one of the more robust obstacle avoidance

behaviours. It moves the robot at a medium speed until an obstacle is encountered,

and then slows down to a stop the closer the obstacle gets to midRange. If the

obstacle is too close i.e. near, then the behaviour will reverse the robot. Distance

variables are used to determine the avoidance direction and a frontBias variable

is used to fine tune the turning direction. These variables are all fuzzy linguistic

variables having been formed by attribute components contained in the virtual robot.

package behaviours;

import vrf.virtualrobots.VirtualMobileRobot;

import framework.Framework;

import fuzzy.FuzzyEngine;

import fuzzy.LinguisticVariable;

import fuzzy.FuzzyBlockOfRules;

import vrf.*;

import fuzzy.FuzzyRule;

import utils.DiagnosticOut;

public class OARobustBehaviour implements Schema {

private boolean finished = false;

private int priority = 0;

private int lastClockTick = 0;

private VirtualMobileRobot robot;

private FuzzyEngine fuzzyOAEngine;

private LinguisticVariable frontDir, leftDir, rightDir,

turningDir, speed, frontBias;

private FuzzyBlockOfRules fuzzyOARules;

public OARobustBehaviour(VirtualMobileRobot rbt) {

robot = rbt;

initialise();

}

...
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public void initialise() {

//initialise the fuzzy rules here

rightDir = robot.getRightDirection();

leftDir = robot.getLeftDirection();

frontDir = robot.getFrontDirection();

frontBias = robot.getForwardSensorBias();

turningDir = robot.getFuzzyTurningDir();

speed = robot.getFuzzySpeed();

fuzzyOAEngine = new FuzzyEngine();

fuzzyOAEngine.register(frontDir);

fuzzyOAEngine.register(rightDir);

fuzzyOAEngine.register(leftDir);

fuzzyOAEngine.register(turningDir);

fuzzyOAEngine.register(speed);

fuzzyOAEngine.register(frontBias);

fuzzyOARules = new FuzzyBlockOfRules(

"if frontDistance is far and leftDistance is near

then turningDirection is right\n" +

"if frontDistance is far and leftDistance is midRange

then turningDirection is right\n" +

"if frontDistance is far and leftDistance is far

then turningDirection is left\n" +

"if frontDistance is far and rightDistance is near

then turningDirection is left\n" +

"if frontDistance is far and rightDistance is midRange

then turningDirection is left\n" +

"if frontDistance is far and rightDistance is far

then turningDirection is right\n" +

"if frontDistance is not far and frontBias is right

then turningDirection is left\n" +

"if frontDistance is not far and frontBias is left

then turningDirection is right\n" +

"if frontDistance is not far and frontBias is deadon

then turningDirection is left\n" +

"if frontDistance is near then speed is reverse\n" +

"if frontDistance is midRange then speed is stop\n" +

"if frontDistance is far then speed is medium\n"

);

fuzzyOAEngine.register(fuzzyOARules);

try {

fuzzyOARules.parseBlock();

} catch (Exception ex) {

DiagnosticOut.println(ex.getMessage());

}

}

...
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E.2 Robot Platform Descriptor

The following is an example of the XML specification for the Khepera robot. The

robot’s dimensions, the position of sensors and actuators, the direction of sensors,

sensor range and other parameters are all specified for each robot.

<!-- Example XML specification for a Virtual Robot -->

<Robot RobotType="Khepera">

<Dimension

Height="30"

Width="70"

Length="70">

<Polygon

XPoints="-35,35"

YPoints="35,-35"

/>

</Dimension>

<CenterOfRotation

XCenterOfRotation="0"

YCenterOfRotation="0"

/>

<Drive

DistanceLeftRightWheel="68"

WheelDiameter="10"

MaxSpeed="1000"

/>

...

<Sensor Id="OdoLeft">

<RelativeEncoder

Resolution="12"

GearRatio=""

ConnectedMotorId="MotorLeft"

/>

</Sensor>

...
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...

<Sensor Id="Camera1">

<Label

Text="Camera1"

/>

<Camera

Resolution="1"

InclinationAngle="0"

VerticalViewAngle="28"

HorizontalViewAngle="39"

CameraHeight="90">

<Polygon

XPoints="-27.5,27.5"

YPoints="27.5,-27.5"

/>

<ScanRange

MinRange="20"

MaxRange="700"

/>

<ImageSize

Width="500"

Height="582"

/>

<CameraDefaultReturnValue

PositionX="0"

PositionY="0"

Height="50"

Width="55"

HorizontalRightSideAngle="1000"

HorizontalLeftSideAngle="1000"

HorizontalAngle="1000"

Distance="0"

/>

<Position

XPosition="0"

YPosition="0"

ZPosition="90"

/>

<Rotation

XRotation="0"

YRotation="0"

ZRotation="0"

/>

</Camera>

</Sensor>
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<Sensor Id="Infrared1">

<Label

Text="I1"

/>

<Infrared>

<ScanRange

MinRange="10"

MaxRange="50"

/>

<DistanceSensorDefaultReturnValue

SmallerMinRange="0"

BiggerMaxRange="1000"

/>

<Position

XPosition="-35"

YPosition="0"

ZPosition="20"

/>

<Rotation

XRotation="270"

YRotation="0"

ZRotation="0"

/>

</Infrared>

</Sensor>

<Sensor Id="Infrared2">

<Label

Text="I2"

/>

<Infrared>

<ScanRange

MinRange="10"

MaxRange="100"

/>

<DistanceSensorDefaultReturnValue

SmallerMinRange="0"

BiggerMaxRange="1000"

/>

<Position

XPosition="-33"

YPosition="5"

ZPosition="20"

/>

<Rotation

XRotation="315"

YRotation="0"

ZRotation="0"

/>

</Infrared>

</Sensor>

...
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E.3 Hardware Interface Example

An extract from the Sensor interface used for infrared and sonar sensors. These

are example of the syntactic signature used to access some of the functions of the

sensing hardware.

/***********************************************************

* @param sensorID (the reference identity of the sensor)

* @return errNone if successful

* Pre: True

* Pst: ID == sensorID

* Dsc: Sets the identity label of the sensor

*/

public int setID(char[] sensorID);

public int setID(int sensorID);

public int setID(String sensorID);

/***********************************************************

* @return ID

* Pre: True

* Pst: True

* Dsc: Returns the identity label of this sensor

*/

public char[] getIDchar();

public double getIDdouble();

public int getIDInt();

public String getIDString();

/***********************************************************

* @return errNone if successful

* Pre: ID != null

* Pst: True

* Dsc: Polls the sensor and returns the reading

*/

public double poll();

...





Appendix F
The Java Language

Since its release in 1996, Java has been a great advocate of code portability with the

‘write once, run anywhere’ application paradigm. Java is a high-level programming

language that is all of the following:

Simple The main source of inspiration for Java was C++. However, Java has

removed many of the complex features of C++ and C resulting in a simpler

language. This simplicity, in turn, helps makes Java more robust and portable.

Object-oriented Java is a single-root, single implementation inheritance object

oriented language. It also supports interfaces and hierarchic access. Classes in

java are grouped together into packages.

Multithreaded Java has a built-in support for multithreading, encapsulated in the

class java.lang.Thread.

Dynamic Class code may be generated and/or loaded dynamically, during the

execution of the program. Java allows for a high level of introspection.

Distributed Java’s java.net package can readily be used to deliver and receive

information over the internet. Using Java RMI (remote method invocation)

it can access objects on other machines almost as if they were on the local

machine.
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Robust Unlike C and C++, Java cannot fabricate pointers into raw memory by

casting an integer into a pointer and vice versa. There is no pointer arithmetic.

Thus, pointers exist only in the form of confined references to legal objects.

Additionally, there is no way to delete objects: the garbage collector frees

objects automatically when it is clear that the program cannot access them

any longer. Thus, there is no ‘dangling reference’ problem in Java.

Secure In addition to the robustness features the Java runtime environment also

contains a code verifier that guarantees that the code we are about to execute

is legal and ‘well behaved’.

Each Java program is both compiled and interpreted. With a compiler, the

Java program is converted into an intermediate language called Java byte code

– the platform-independent codes interpreted by the Java interpreter. With an

interpreter, each Java byte code instruction is parsed and translated to the native

machine’s instruction set. In its simplest form, compilation happens just once and

interpretation occurs each time the program is executed.

The Java byte code is actually the machine code instruction for the Java Virtual

Machine (JVM) (Lindholm & Yellin, 1999). Every Java interpreter, whether it’s a

Java development tool or a Web browser that can run Java applets, is an implemen-

tation of the JVM. The JVM can also be implemented in hardware e.g. PicoJava

(McGhan & O’Connor, 1998).

Java byte code helps make ‘write once, run anywhere’ possible. The Java pro-

gram can be compiled into byte code and then run on any platform that has an

implementation of the Java VM. For example, the same Java program can run on

Windows NT, Solaris, and Macintosh operating systems.

F.1 Java versus C++

In the past there have been concerns about the speed of applications written in Java.

Applications targeted for embedded platforms were written in C/C++ because of

the speed afforded by these programming languages. An embedded environment
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usually has limited processing power and as a result Java has been considered too

slow to be effective. This was especially true with real-time applications, with critical

hard time constraints, which could not afford any delay in execution.

The complaints about Java’s speed were due to the interpreted nature of the

language. More recently, Just-In-Time (JIT) compilers have greatly increased the

speed at which Java byte code can be executed (Sun, 2003). When a JIT is present,

the Java Virtual Machine does more than just interpret the byte code. After reading

in the .class file for interpretation, it hands the .class file to the JIT. The JIT

will take the byte code and compile them into native code for that machine. It

can actually be faster to compile the byte code and run the resulting executable,

than it is to interpret it. The JIT is made as an integral part of the Java Virtual

Machine, unobtrusively performing the compilation so the Java code runs faster.

Some environments allow a choice whether or not to JIT code.

In a recent comparison between C++ and Java, various routines covering integer

division (with and without floating points), using static methods and in member

methods were tested. The runtime for a Java routine using JIT versus the same

functions in native C++ were found to be almost the same. However, without a

JIT, Java performed three or four times worse than C++ (Mangione, 2003).

The major exception is the performance of the Run-time type identification

(RTTI) under C++. Complex object-oriented programs contain complex hierar-

chies. These hierarchies often require casting from a parent class to a child class -

this type of cast is called a down cast. Run-time type identification identifies when

a parent class is cast into an invalid child class. Without RTTI, complex systems

often experience subtle bugs that are difficult to detect and can compromise an en-

tire project. Most C++ programmers turn off RTTI due to its expense. Java does

not allow this, as it would violate the Java security model. In tests using RTTI, it is

evident that C++ has a much higher RTTI cost when compared to Java (Mangione,

2003).

While C++ is at times still faster, it can be shown that with competent prepara-

tion and the right JVM, Java need not suffer from poor performance, nor in fact be
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much slower than C++ (Reinholtz, 2000). Indeed there are other factors to consider

where Java has benefit over C++:

• Threading – It is difficult to implement concurrent processing in C++, as in

many ways C++ is not suited to concurrent processing. Java provides threads

and also removes C features like globals that are problematic to concurrency.

• Dynamic Class Loading – It is possible to perform dynamic class loading in

C++ under Linux, but it is not widely used and is not regarded as a funda-

mental language feature as it is in Java.

• RTTI – as already mentioned, the run-time type identification in Java is always

on, with far less of an overhead cost than when it is used in C++.

• Garbage Collection – In C++ the programmer must manually manage storage

due to the lack of garbage collection. This is the most difficult bookkeep-

ing task C++ programmers face that leads to two opposite problems: firstly,

an object can be de-allocated prematurely, while valid references still exist

(dangling pointers); secondly, dead objects might not be de-allocated leading

to memory filling up with dead objects (memory leaks). Garbage-collection

solves both problems, but has an undeserved bad reputation due to some early

garbage-collectors having performance problems, instead of working transpar-

ently in the background, as they can and should (Joyner, 1992). Sun have

built garbage collection into Java.

• Optimising versus Debugging – Java does more extensive run time checking

than C++, for example it will check the bounds when accessing an array.

Safety features like this help produce error free code more quickly. More time

is then spent on optimising the code rather than debugging the code.

F.2 Java versus .NET

Perhaps the better comparison would be Java versus C# which also has these high

level features of RTTI, dynamic class loading, garbage collection, etc. However, until
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the Common Language Runtimes (CLRs) are able to run on platforms other than

Windows, .NET and C# are locked into Windows platforms. The ‘Rotor’ project

from Microsoft (Microsoft, 2005) is a step toward cross-platform support making a

subset of the .NET Framework available on Mac OS and FreeBSD. However, the

.NET core works on Windows only but supports development in many languages

(once sub-/supersets of these languages have been defined and IL compilers have

been created for them).

Therefore .NET supports many languages, but primarily for Windows platforms;

while the Java runtime supports many platforms but primarily the Java language

(there are other language byte code compilers). The decision to use Java over .NET

is based on a concern for portability - .NET technologies are very much confined to

Windows platforms. If execution is indeed only intended for the Windows platform

then development should look favourably at C# and .NET, otherwise Java would

appear to be a better choice.
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Syntax, Semantics and Pragmatics

This information is from the introduction to ‘The Philosophy of Language’ (Grice,

1975). This summary of linguistic theory on language syntax, semantics and prag-

matics forms the basis of our nomenclature for the abstraction layers in Section 3.6.1.

Syntax is more or less synonymous with ‘grammar’. It is the actual structure of

words to form a meaningful sentence - in terms of spelling, tense, order etc.

Semantics is the study of the meanings of linguistic expressions (as opposed

to their sound, spelling, etc.). Of course, ’meaning’ is a notoriously vague and

ambiguous term; many different kinds of meaning are part of semantics.

Pragmatics has to do with context-dependent features of language. While se-

mantics tends to be restricted to properties of sentences that remain constant as

long as the same language is being spoken, pragmatic values vary from context to

context. For instance, the expression ‘local fauna’ has the same meaning regardless

of when it is used, but its extension varies from one context to another, so we may

say that the extension of ‘local fauna’ is pragmatically determined.

Pragmatics also includes subtle implications of words or sentences that go beyond

the literal meaning of the expressions involved. For instance, the sentence “he always

shows up for class on time” is quite straightforward in its meaning. But consider

the following: if asked, “is Bob a good student?” and the same reply given after a

long pause, then it is likely that the sentence means to convey the information that
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the student really is not all that good, even though this has not literally been said.

The literal meaning of the sentence is semantically encoded by the sentence, while

the information that the student is not very good is instead pragmatically imparted.



Glossary

The meaning of some terminology used in the context of this work is explicitly defined

in this section.

abstraction Abstraction is the process of taking away or removing characteris-

tics from something in order to reduce it to a set of essential characteristics.

In object-oriented programming, abstraction is one of three central principles

(along with encapsulation and inheritance). Through the process of abstrac-

tion, a programmer hides all but the relevant data about an object in order

to reduce complexity and increase efficiency. In the same way that abstrac-

tion sometimes works in art, the object that remains is a representation of

the original, with unwanted detail omitted. The resulting object itself can be

referred to as an abstraction, meaning a named entity made up of selected

attributes and behavior specific to a particular usage of the originating en-

tity. Abstraction is related to both encapsulation and data hiding. In some

cases we use abstraction as a means to convert the detail into a more suitable

representation of the data.

architecture The overall design which integrates separate but interfering issues of

a system. It defines guidelines that together help to achieve the overall tar-

gets without having to invent ad hoc compromises during system composition.

(Szyperski, 2000, page 367)
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attribute An abstraction of the hardware platform or scene used by the high-level

modules to reason with.

attribute interface The presentation of the methods and semantic requirements

of those methods to access platform or environmental attributes.

autonomous robot A general robotic system capable of intelligent planning ob-

servable through its hardware of sensors and actuators.

CLAM Component-based Layered Abstraction Model of this research. It is a holis-

tic platform abstraction model governing the creation and management of

platform and hardware device abstractions.

command interface The presentation of the methods and semantic requirements

of those methods to access the platform capabilities and lower level hardware

drivers.

component Always refers to a software component. A software component is a

unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context

dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently and

is subject to composition by third parties (Szyperski, 2000). A component

provides a set of services and functionality through a set of well-defined object

and event interfaces used by other components.

component architecture A system design (see ‘architecture’) that incorporates

a number of ‘component frameworks’.

component framework A component framework is a software entity that sup-

ports components conforming to certain standards and allows instances of

these components to be ‘plugged’ into the component framework.

context aware Being aware of the context that an operation or application is tak-

ing place - self aware and environmentally aware. In this research, we are

interested in hardware platforms that must have information about their in-

ternal and external states.
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effectors These are the output hardware devices of the hardware platform. With

regard to robots, they are the actuators, servos, LEDs, speakers, and so on -

the hardware that is used to effect a result on the environment. They are all

the output devices in the Sense-Plan-Act cycle.

embedded device Refers to a computer or CPU that is part of a large device and

usually inseparable. The larger device has a purpose associated with it that is

more than that of a usual desktop or portable computer.

embedded systems programming Embedded systems programming is the de-

velopment of programs intended to be part of a larger operating system or, in

a somewhat different usage, to be incorporated on a microprocessor that can

then be included as part of a variety of hardware devices.

extensible Relating to a system that can be modified by changing or adding fea-

tures. Dynamically extensible means this can be done during run-time.

framework The architecture in this research is broken into several frameworks.

These are the Behaviour, Navigation, Vision and Detection frameworks. These

frameworks together compose the overall architecture. In a more general sense,

a framework is a design and implementation of interfaces and guidelines for

the solution to a specific problem domain.

HAL Hardware Abstraction Layer. A layer that provides an abstraction of under-

lying hardware.

hardware driver Also called a ‘device driver’, it is a program routine that links the

operating system to a peripheral hardware device. It implements a standard

interface to access the hardware’s particular command language and charac-

teristics.

hardware component In our context, these are the same as hardware drivers but

also following the component technology paradigms, in particular that of being

independently deployable in its binary form.
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mobile robot A robot that is capable of moving (or of being moved) readily from

place to place.

MoRoCo The prototype implementation of the CLAM model for the robotics domain.

platform The robot hardware including the operating system.

platform independence Used to describe a component, framework, or system,

when the functionality achieved is constant and unchanged, regardless of the

operational platform.

portable Able to be ported or moved from one hardware platform to another, with

only minimal changes required.

robot A robot is a stationary or mobile multi-functional mechanism consisting of

various sensing and effecting devices which, through programmable control,

senses its environment and reacts to it in order to perform a variety of tasks.

RTTI Run-Time Type Identification - used in software to dynamically identify

objects during run-time.

sensors These are the hardware devices that serve as the inputs to the hardware

platform. In our demonstration domain of robotics, these refer to the de-

vices that measure or detect infrared light, sonar waves, ambient light, or laser

profiles of the environment. They also include devices such as cameras, ther-

mometers, touch pads, and microphones. They are all the input devices to the

Sense-Plan-Act cycle.

sub-system See framework. In the context of our work and component technolgy

a sub-system is a component framework.

system See architecture. In the context of our work, a system is a component

architecture.

virtual robot A concept developed for this research - a robot platform interme-

diary that manages the state of the robot and its environment and liaises

between the high-level controller modules and the low-level hardware devices.
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VRF Virtual Robot Framework. The term is used in this research to define a com-

ponent framework used to manage the abstractions of the hardware platform

and its environment. It is more advanced than the usual hardware abstraction

layers found in the literature as it also describes the robot platform in terms

of its shape, design and hardware abilities.
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